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AN INQUIRY

Into the Causes and Effects of the Variolce VaccincB,

a disease discovered in some of the western coun^

ties of England—particularly Gloucestershire, and

known by the name of the Cow Pox. By Edward

Jenner, M. D. F. R.S.

-Quid nobis certius ipsis

Sensibus esse potest, quo vera ac falsa notemns»*^Lucr€tiiis.

{^Printedfor the Author, in Ijmidon, 1798.)

The deviation of man from the state in which he

was originally placed by nature seems to have proved to

him a prolific source of diseases. From the love of

splendour, from the indulgences of luxury, and from his

fondness for amusement, he has familiarised himself

with a great number of animals, which may not original-

ly have been intended for his associates.

The wolf, disarmed of ferocity, is now pillowed in the

lady's lap.*—The cat, the little tiger of our island,

* The late Mr. Hunter proved, by experiments, that the dog is the

wolf in a degenerated state.
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whose natural home is the forest, is equally domesticat-

ed and caressed. The cow, the hog, the sheep, and the

horse, are also, for a variety of purposes, brought under

his care and dominion.

There is a disease to which the horse, from his state of

domestication, is frequently subject. The farriers have

termed it the grease. It is an inflammation and swelling

in the lieel, from which issues matter, possessing proper-

ties of a very peculiar kind, which seems capable of ge-

nerating a disease in the human body (after it has un-

dergone the modification which I shall presently speak

of) which bears so strong a resemblance to the small

pox, that I think it highly probable, it may be the source

of that disease.

In this dairy country, a great number of cows are

kept, and the office of milking is performed indiscrimin-

ately, by men and mard servants. One of the former,^

having been appointed to apply dressings to the heels of

a horse affected with the grease, and not paying due at-

tention to cleanliness, incautiously bears his part in

milking the cows, with some particles of the infectious

matter adhering to his fingers.

When this is the case, it commonly happens that a

disease is communicated to the cows, and from the cows

to the dairy maids, which spreads through the farm un-

til most of the cattle and domestics feel its unpleasant

consequences. This disease has obtained the name of

the cow pox. It appears on the nipples of the cows in

the form of irregular pustules. At their first appearance

they are commonly of a palish blue, or rather of a colour

approaching to livid, and are surrounded by an erysipe-

latous infiammation. These pustules, unless a timely

remedy be applied, frequently degenerate into phage-
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tlenic ulcers, which prove extremely troublesome.*

The animals become indisposed, and the secretion of

milk is much lessened. Inflamed spots now begin to ap-

pear on dilFerent parts of the hands of the domestics

employed in milking, and sometimes on the wrists, which

quickly run on tosuppuration, first assuming the appear-

ance of the small vesications produced by a burn. Most

commonly they appear about the joints of the fingers, and

at their extremities; but whatever parts are affected, if

the situation will admit, these superficial suppuration*

put on a circular form, with their edges more elevated

than their centre, and of a colour distantly approaching

to blue—absorption takes place, and tumours appear in

jeach axilla. The system becomes affected^ the pulse is

quickened, and shiverings, succeeded by heat, with ge-

neral lassitude, and pains about the loins and limbs^

with vomiting, come on. The head is painful, and the

patient is now and then affected with delirium. These

symptoms, varying in their degrees of violence, generally

continue from one day to three or four, leaving ulcerated

sores about the hands, which, from the sensibility of the

parts, are very troublesome, and commonly heal slowly,

frequently becoming phagedenic, like those from whence

they sprung. The lips, nostrils, eyelids, and other parts

of the body, are sometimes affected with sores, but these

evidently arise from their being heedlessly rubbed or

scratched, from the patient's infected fingers. No erup-

tions on the skin have followed th€ decline of the fever-

ish symptoms in any instance that has come under my
inspection, one only excepted, and in this case a very

* They who attend sick cattle in this country, find a speedy remedy
for stopping the ])rogress of this complaint, in those applications

which act chemically upon the moi'bid matter, such as solutions of

the vitriolum zinci, the vitriolam cupri, &c.
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few appeared on the arms: they were very minute, of a

vivid red colour, and soon died away without advancing

to maturation; so that I cannot determine whether they

had any connection with the preceding symptoms.

Thus the disease makes its progress from the horse to

the nipple of the cow, and from the cow to the human
subject.

Morbid matter of various kinds, when absorbed into

the system, may produce effects in some degree similar;

but what makes the cow pox virus so extremely singular,

is, that the person who has been thus infected, is for

ever after secure from the infection of the small pox;—
neither exposure to the variolous effluvia, nor the inser-

tion of the matter into the skin, producing this distemper.

In support of so extraordinary a fact, I shall lay before

my reader a great number of instances.*

* It is necessary to observe that pustulous sores frequently appear

spontaneously on the nipples of cows, and instances have occurred,

though very rarely, of the hands of the servants employed in milking,

being aifected with sores in consequence, and even of their feeling an

indisposition from absorption. These pustules are of a much milder

nature than those which arise from that contagion which constitutes

the true cow pox. They are always free from the blueish or vivid

tint, so conspicuous in the pustules, in that disease. No erysipelas at-

tends them,?nor do they shew any phagedenic disposition, as in the other

case; but quickly terminate in a scab, without creating any apparent

disorder in the cow. This complaint appears at various seasons of the

year, but most commonly in the spring, when the cows are first taken

from their winter food, and fed with grass. It is very apt to appear also,

when they are suckling their young. But this disease is not to be con-

sidered as similar in any respect, to that of which I am treating, as it

is incapable of producing any specific effects on the human constitution.

However, it is of the greatest consequence to point it out here—lest

the want of discriminatien should occasion an idea ot security from the

infection of the small pox, which might prove delusive.
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CASE I.

Joseph Merret, now an under-gardener to the earl of

Berkely, lived as a servant with a farmer near this

place in the year 1770, and occasionally assisted in

milking his master's cows. Several horses belonging to

the farm, began to have sore heels, which Merret fre-

quently attended. The cows soon became affected

with the cow pox, and soon after several sores appeared

on his hands. Swellings and stiffness in each axilla

followed; and he was so much indisposed for several

days, as to be incapable of pursuing his ordinary em-

ployment. Previously to the appearance of the distem-

per among the cows, there was no fresh cow brought

into the farm, nor any servant employed who was af-

fected with the cow pox.

In Aprd, 1795, a general inoculation taking place

here» Merret was inoculated with his family; so that a

period of twenty-five years had elapsed from his having

the cow pox to this time. However, though the vario-

lous matter was repeatedly inserted into his arm, I

found it impracticable to infect him with it; an efflo-

rescence only of an erysipelatous look about the centre

appearing on the skin near the punctured parts. During

the whole time that his family had the small pox, one of

whom had it very full, he remained in the house with

them, but received no injury from exposure to the con-

tagion-

It is necessary to observe, that the utmost care was

taken, to ascertain with the most scrupulous precision,

that no on- whose case is here adduced, had gone

through the small pox previous to these attempts to pro^

duce that disease.

I*
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Had these experiments been conducted in a large

xity, or a populous neighbourhood, some doubts might

have been entertained; but here, where poj3ulation is

thin, and where such an event as a person's having the

small pox is always faithfully recorded, no risk of inac-

curacy in this particular can arise.

CASE II.

Sarah Portlock, of thi« place, was infected with the

"COW pox, when a servant at a farmers in the neighbour*

hood, twenty-seven years ago.*

In the year 1792, conceiving herself from this cir-

cumstance, secure from the infection of the small pox,

she nursed one of her own children, who had acciden-

tally caught the disease, but no indisposition ensued.

During the time she remained in the infected room, va-

riolous matter was inserted into both her arms, hut with-

t)Ut any further eftect than in the preceding -case.

CA^E III.

John Philips, a tradesman of this town, had the cow

^pox at so early a period as nine years of age. At the

age of sixty two 1 inoculated hnn, and was very careful

in selecting matter in its most active state. It was

taken from the arm of a boy just before the commence-

ment of the eruptive fever, and instantly inserted. It

'\ery speedily produced a sting-like feel in the part; an ef-

florescence appeared, which on the fourth day was rather

extensive, and some degree of pain and stifthess were

felt about the-shoulder; but on the fifth day these symp-

* I liiive jiurposely selected several cases in wViich the disease had

appeared, at a very distant period previous to the experiments mad«

with variolous matter, to shew tli&t Uie thauge pi-oduced in Uie coir

?^titutiorl is- Apt jiffected by time.
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toms began to disappear, and in a day or two after went

entirely oflf without producing any effect on the system*

CASE IV.

IVlary Barge, of Woodford, in this parish, was inocu-

lated with variolus matter, in the year 1791. An efflo*

rescence of a palish red colour soon appeared about the

parts where the matter was inserted, and spread itself

rather extensively, but died away in a few days, with-

out producing any variolous symptoms.* She has since

been repeatedly employed as a nurse to small pox pa-

tients, without experiencing any ill consequences. This

Avoman had the cow pox, when she lived in the service

^f a farmer in this parish, thirty-one years before^

CASE V.

Mrs. H , a respectable gentlewoman of this town,

had the cow pox when very voung. J^he received the

infection in rather an uncommon manner; it was given

by means of her handling s »me of the same utensils^t

which were in use among the servants of the family,

Avho had the disease from milking infected cows. Her

liands had many of the cow pox sores upon them, and

* It is reiTiarkable that variolus matter, when the system is disposed

to reject it, should excite inflanmatiou on the part, to which it is ap-

plied, more speedily, than when it produces the small pox. Indeed,

it becomes almost a criterion, by which we can determine whether

-the infection will be- received or not. It seems as it* a change, whick

endures through life, had been produced in the action, or disposition to

action, in the vessels of the skin; and' it is remarkable too, that whe-

ther this change has been effected by the small pox or the cow pox,

that the disposition to sudden cuticularinflaminatioii is the same, oa

-the application of variolous matter.

t When the cow pox has prevailed i-n the dairy, it has often been

•communicated to those who have not milked Uxe cows, by the handle

'^fthemilk pailc
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they were communicated to her nose, which became in-

flamed and very much swoln. Soon after this event,

Mrs. H. was exposed to the contagion of the small pox,

where it was scarcely possible for her to have escaped,

had she bQen susceptible of it as she regularly attended

a relative, who had the disease in so violent a manner,

that it proved fatal to him. In the year 1778, the small

pox prevailed very much at Berkely, and Mrs. H. not

feeling perfectly satisfied respecting her safety, (no in-

disposition having followed her exposure to the small

pox,) I inoculated her with active variolous matter; the

same appearance followed as in the preceding cases—an

efflot escence on the arm, without any effect on the con-

stitution.

CASE VI.

It is a fact so well known among our dairy farmers,

that those who have had the small pox, either esca|>e the

cow pox, or are disposed to have it slightly; that as soon

as the complaint shews itself among the cattle, assis-

tants are procured, if possible, who are thus rendered

less susceptible of it, otherwise the business of the farm

could scarcely go forward.

In the month of May, 1796, the cow pox broke out at

Mr. Baker's, a farmer, who lives near this place. The

disease was communicated by means of a cow, which

was purchased in an infected state, at a neighbouring

fair, and not one of the farmer's cows, (consisting of

thirty,) which were at that time milked, escaped the

contagion. The family consisted of a man servant, two

dairy maids, and a servant boy, who, with the farmer him-

self, were twice a day employed in miikinji the cattle;

the whole of this family, except Sarah Wynne, one of

the dairymaids, had gone through the small pox. The
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consequence was, that the farmer and the servant boy

escaped the infection of the cow pox entirely, and the

servant man and one of the maid servants had each of

them, nothing more than a sore on one of their fingers,

which produced no disorder in the system. But the

other dairymaid, Sarah Wynne, who never had the

small pox, did not escape in so easy a manner. She

caught the complaint from the cows, and was affected

with the symptoms described in the third page, in so vio-

lent a degree, that she was confined to her bed, and

rendered incapable tor several days her ordinary voca-

tions in the farm. March 28th, 1797, I inoculated this

girl, and carefully rubbed the variolous matter into two

slight incisions made upon the left arm. A little inflam-

mation appeared in the usual manner, around the parts,

where the matter was inserted, but so early as the fifth

daj, it vanished entirely, without producing any effect

on the system.

CASE VII.

Although the preceding history pretty clearly evinces,

that the constitution is far less susceptible of the conta-

gion of the cow pox, after it has felt that of the small

pox, and those employed in milking cows, which are in-

fected with the cow pox, either escape the disorder, or

have sores on the hands, without feeling any general in-

disposition; yet the animal economy is subject to some

variation in this respect, which the following relation

will point out.

In the summer of the year 1776, the cow pox appear-

ed at the farm of Mr. Andrews, a considerable dairy,

adjoining to the town of Berkely. It was communi-

cated, as in the preceding instance, by an infected cow

purchased at a fair in the neighbourhood. The family
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consisted of the farmer, his wife, two sons, a man and a

maid servant; all of whom, except the farmer, (who was

fearful of the consequences,) bore a part in milking the

cows. The whole of them, exclusive of the man ser-

vant had regularly gone through the small pox; but in

this case no one who milked the cows, escaped the con-

tagion. All of them had sores upon their hands, and

some degree of general indisposition, preceded by pains

and tumours in tlie axilla*; but there was no comparison

in the severity of the disease, as it was felt by the ser-

vant man, who had escaped the small pox, and by those

of the family who had not; for while he was confined to

his bed, they were able without much inconvenience, to

follow their ordinary business.

February the 13th, 1797, I availed myself of an op-

portunity, of inoculating William Rodway, the servant

man above alluded to. Variolous matter was inserted

into both his arms; in the right by superficial incisions,

and into the left by slight punctures into the cutis.

Both were perceptibly inflamed on the third day. Af-

ter this, the inflammation about the punctures soon died

away; but a small appearance of erysipelas was mani-

fest about the edges of the incisions, till the eighth day,

when a little uneasiness was felt for the space of half

an hour in the right axilla. The inflammation then

iiastily disappeai:e<J#jpithout producing the most distant

affection of the system.

CASE vni.

Elizabeth Wynne, aged fifty-seven, lived as a servant

with a neighbouring farmer thirty-eight years ago. She

was then a dairymaid, and the cow pt)x broke out among

the cows. She caught the disease with the rest of the

tamily; but compared with them, had it in a very slight
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degree, one very small sore only breaking out on the

little finger of the left hand, and scarcely any percep-

tible indisposition following it.

As the malady had shown itself in so slight a manner,

and as it had taken place at so distant a period of her

life, I was happy with the op[iortunity of trying the ef-

fects of variolous matter upon her constitution, and on

the £8th of March, 1797, I inoculated her by making

two superficial incisions on the left arm, on which the

matter was cautiously rubbed. A little efflorescence

soon appeared, and a tingling sensation was felt about

the parts where the matter was inserted until the third

day, when both began to subside, and so early as the

fifth day it was evident that no indisposition would

follow.

CASE IX.

Although the cow poxi shields the constitution from

the small pox, and the small pox proves a protectioa

against its own future poison, yet it appears, that the

huuian body is a2:ain and again susceptible of the infec-

tious matter of the cow pox, as the following history-

will demonstrate.

William Smith, of Pyrton, in this parish, contracted

this disease when he lived with a neighbouring^ farmer^

in the year 1780. One of the horses >belongin2: to the

farm had sore heels, and it fell to his lot to attend him*

By these means the infection was carried to the cows,

and from the cows it was communicated to Smith. On
one of his hands were several ulcerated sores, and he

was affected with such symptoms as have been before

described.

In the year 1791, the cow pox broke out at another

farm, where he then lived as a servant, and he became
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affected with if a second time, and in the year 1794, he

Was so unfortunate as to catch it again. The disease

was equally as severe the second and third time as it

was on the first.*

In the spring of the year 1795, he was twice inoculat-

ed, but no affection of the system could be produced

from the variolous matter, and he has since associated

with those who had the small pox in its most contagious

state, without feeling any effect from it.

CAS£ X.

Simon Nichols, lived as a servant with Mr Bromedge,

a gentleman who resides on his own farm in this parish,

in the year 1782. He was employed in applying dress-

ings to the sore heels of one of his master's horses, and

at the same time assisted in milking the cows. The

cows became affected in consequence, but the disease

did not shew itself on their nipples till several weeks

after he had begun to dress the horse. He quitted Mr.

Bromedge's service and went to another farm, without

any sores upon him; but here his hands soon began to be

affected in the common way, and he was much indis-

posed, with the usual symptoms. Concealing the na-

ture of the malady from Mr. Cole, his new master, and

being there also employed in milking, the cow pox was

communicated to the cows.

Some years afterwards, Nichols was employed on a

farm where the small pox broke out, when 1 inoculated

him, with several other patients, with whom he con-

tinued the whole time of their confinement. His arm

inflamed; but neither the inflammation, nor his associat-

ing with the inoculated family, produced the least effect

upon his constitution.

* This is not the case in general—a second attack is commonly verj

slight, and 50, I am informed, among the cows.
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CASE XI.

William Stinchcomb, was a fellow servant with Ni-

chols, at Mr. Bromedge's farm, at the time the cattle had

the cow pox, and he was unfortunately infected by them*

His left hand was severely ailected with several corro-

ding ulcers, and a tumour of considerable size appeared

in the axtlia of that side. His right hand had only one

small sore upon it, and no tumour discovered itself in

the corresponding axilla.

In the year 1792, Stinchcomb was inoculated vvith

variolous matter, but no consequences ensued beyond a

little inflammation in the arm, for a few days. A large

party were inoculated at the same time, some of whom
had the disease in a more violent degree than is com-

monly seen from inoculation. He purposely associated

with them, but could not receive the small pox.

During the sickening of some of his companions, their

symptoms so strongly recalled to his mind his own state,

when sickening with the cow pox, that he very perti-^

iiently remarked their striking similarity.

CASE Xlli

The paupers of the village of Tortworth, in this coun-

ty^ were inoculated by Mr. Henry Jenner, surgeon, of

Berkely, in the year 1795. Among them, eight patients

presented themselves, who had, at diflerent periods of

their lives, the cow pox. One of them, Hester Walkly,

I attended with that disease, when she lived in the ser-

vice of a farmer in the same village, in t]ie year 1782;

but neither this woman, nor any other of the patients

who had gone through the cow pox, received the vario-

lous infection, either from the arm or from mixing in the

society of the other patients, who were inoculated at the
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same time. This state of security proved a fortunate

circumstance, as many of the poor women were at the

same time, in a state of pregnancy.

CASE XIII*

One instance has occurred to me of the system being

affected from the matter issuing from the heels of hor-

ses, and of its remaining afterwards unsusceptible of the

variolous contagion; another where the small pox ap-

peared obscurely; and a third in which its complete ex-

istence was positively ascertained.

First, Thomas Pearce is the son of a smith and farri-

er, near to this place. He never had the cow pox; but

in consequence of dressing horses with sore heels, at his

father's, when a lad, he had sores on his fingers, which

suppurated, and which occasioned a pretty severe indis-

position. Six years afterwards, I inserted variolous mat-

ter into his arm repeatedly, without being able to pro-

duce any thing more than slight inflammation, which

appeared very soon after the matter was applied, and

afterwards I exposed him to the contagion of the small

pox with as little effect.*

CASE XIV.

Secondly, Mr. Jame Cole, a farmer, in this parish, had

a disease from the same source as related in the preced-

ing case, and some years after was inoculated with vari-

olous matter. He bad a little pain in the axilla, and

felt a slight indisposition for three or four hours. A

* It is a remarkable fact, and weH known to many, that we are fre-

quently foiled in our endeavour to communicate the smaU pox by

inoculation, to blacksmiths, who, in the country, are farriers. They

often, as in the above instance, either resist the contagion entirely, or

have the disease anomalously. Shall wo not be able now to account

for tliis on a rational principle?
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few eruptions shewed themselves on the forehead, but

they very soon disappeared, without advancing to

maturation.

CASE XV.

Although in the two former instances the system

seemed to be secured, or nearly so, from variolous in-

fection, by the absorption of matter from sores produced

by the diseased heels of horses, yet the following case

decisively proves, that this cannot be entirely relied

upon, until a disease has been generated by the morbid

matter from the horse, or the nipple of the cow, and

passed through that medium to the human subject.

Mr. Abraham Riddiser, a farmer in Stone, in this parish,

in consequence of dressing a mare that had sore heels,

was aftected with very painful sores in both his hands,

tumours in each axilla, and severe and general indispo-

sition. A surgeon in the neighbourhood attended liim,

who, knowing the similarity between the appearance of

the sores upon his hands, and those produced by the cow

pox, and being acquainted also with the effects of that

disease on the human constitution, assured him that he

never need to fear the infection of the. small pox: but

this assertion proved fallacious, for on being exposed to

the infection, upwards of twenty years afterwards, he

xaught the disease, which took its regular course in a

very mild way. There certainly was a difference per-

ceptible, although it is not easy to describe it, in the

general appearance of the pustules, from that which we
commonly see. Other practitioners, who visited the

patient at my request, agreed with me in this point,

though there was no room left for suspicion as to the

reality of the disease, as I inoculated some of the family

from the pustules, who had the small pox with its usual

appearances in consequence*

(To,be QpDtinued.)



HlS'rokY OF THE

l^fTRODUCTION OF VACCINATION

IN THE STATE OF MARYLAND.

After various unsuccessful attempts to introducie

the kiiie pock into this state, some genuine vaccine

matter was procured through the kind attention of

Messrs. William and John Taylor. It was obtained by

Mr. John Taylor, who was then in London, from one of

the physicians of the inoculation hospital, at St. Pancras.

He forwarded it to his brother, William Taylor, Esq.

merchant, of this city, who gave it to the late worthy

Dr. Miles Littlejohn.

Dr. Littlejohn put the whole of it for trial into the

bands of Dr. James Smith, who was then attending as

physician to the alms house, in Baltimore county; having

at that time, Dr. William H. Clendinen, of this city, for

his assistant. The vaccine viinis received, was put up

for its more certain preservation, in three different ways:

Some on the blade of a lancette, some between small

plates of glass; and some on thread which was thorough-

ly charged with it; and the whole was confined in a vial

well corked and sealed.

The use of this remedy was commenced with this virus

in the state of Maryland, on the first day of May, 1801,

^'ith all possible care; and a regular history of every

case was daily entered on the books of the institu^tion^

•as they progressed.

The physicians of Baltimore generally, were invited to

inspect these cases; and offers were made to furnish

-them with virus; but no one could be prevailed ^n if)
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-make any use of it, beyond the walls of the alms house,

during the whole summer; notwithstanding the small

^ox was then prevailing in the city.

After these cases were all completed, and the subjects

of them were fully exposed to the small pox by inocula-

tion, and to the variolous contagion in the natural way,

without being injured thereby, many of our citizens be-

gan to make inquiry about this new thing that had come

among Hs,

In the Telegraph, (a news paper printed in this city)

of the Sd and 5th December, of the same year, a full

history of the vaccine inoculation as far as it had then

progressed, was laid before the public by Dr. Smith, and

vaccination has been ever since continued here without

any interruption.

The kine pock had been introduced in the neighbour-

hood of Boston, during the summer of the preceding

year, by Dr. Benjamin Waterhouse, who, from this cir-

cumstance, has been called the "Jenner of America."

He succeeded in vaccinating his own family, and a few

other persons, in August, 1800; but soon afterwards lost

the infection, and had again to resort to another importa-

tion of it from England.

On the 9th Nov. same year, the vaccine ir/ection was

received in Philadelphia, by Mr. John Vaughan, from

'Mr. Jefferson, and was the first virus that was used suc-

cessfully in the state of Pennsylvania.* Genuine vacci-

r« ^^ Washington, JVoveniber 5, 1801.

"Dear Sib,

"I received on the 24th ult. your, favor of the 22d. but it is not tiU

this day tliat 1 am ertabled to comply with your request of forwarding

some of the viiccine matter for Dr. Coxe, On my arrival at Monti-

eeUo ia July, I received from Dr. Waterhouse of GamJjridge, some

Viiccine matter, taken by. himself, and some v^hich lie at the sa;nc
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nation was not commenced in New York, until 1802:

during which year, viz. on the 23th March, 18 I Or.

James Smith proposed and established his vaccine insti-

tution in the city of Baltimore, for the preservation and
^distribution of the vaccine matter; and it was afterwards

extended with unparalleled rapidity, over the whole of
' the United States.

time received from Dr. Jenner of London. Both of them succeeded,

and exhibited precisely tiie same aspect and affection. In the course

of July and August, I inoculated about seventy or eighty of my own
family; my sons in law about as many of theirs, and includmg our

neighbours who wished to avail themselves of the opportunity, our

Avhole experiment extended to about tvvo hundred persons. One only

case was attended with much fever and some delirium; and two or

three with sore arms which required common dressings. All these

were from accidcTits too palpable to be ascribed to the simple disease.

About one in five or six had slight feverish dispositions, and more per-

haps had a little head-ach, and all of them had swellings of the axilla-

ry glands, which in the case of adults disabled them fi»om labour one,

two, or three days. Two t)r tlu'ee only had from two to half a dozen

pustules on the inoculated arm, and no where else, and all the lest

only the single pustule where the matter was inserted, something less

than a cofft e-bean, depressed in the middle, fuller at the edges, and

Avell defined. As far as my observations went, the most premature

cases presented a pellucid liquor the sixth day, which continued in that

form the sixth, seventh, and eighth days, when it began to thicken,

appear yeHowish, and to be environed with inflammation. -The most

tardy cases offered matter on the eighth day, which continued thin

and limpid the eighth, ninth, and tenth days. Perceiving therefore

that the most premature as well as the tardiest cases embraced the

eighth day, I made that the constant day for taking matter for inocu-

lation, say , eight times twenty-four hours from the hour of its previous

insertion. In this way it failed to infect in not more I think than three

or four out of the two hundred i^ases. J have great confidence there-

fore that 1 preserved the matter genuine, and in that state brought it

lo Dr. Gantt of this place on iViy return, from whom I obtained the

lijalter I now send you, taken yesterday, from a patient of the eighth

s| ,v. ^fi. -I..S (
' s.pv-5| ,v;? !!^]" ns w^ll as mTself. In mv neiehbour-
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Baltimore, March 25, 1803.

Havins: considered the plan proposed by Doctor

Smith, **to extend the benefits of the vaccine inocula-

tion;" we feel much pleasure in expressing our appro-

bation, of the liberal and humane views, therein contain-

ed; and would recommend the same to the patronage

and support of the public.

Wm. Gibson, E. Finley, ^ trustees of

Tho: Dickson, Fred'k Shaffer, I the Poor, for

Wm. Larman, Wm, Wilson^
j
Baltimore

Patrick Bennet, J bounty.

JAMES CALHOUN,
Mayor of the City of Baltimore.

hood we had no opportunity of obtaining^ variolous matter, to tiy by

that test the genuineness of our vaccine matter; nor can any be had

here, or Dr. Gantt would have tried it on some of those on whom the

vaccination has been performed. We are very anxious to try this

experiment, for the satisfaction of those here, and also those in the

neighbourhood of Monticeilo, from whom the matter having been

transferred, the establishment of its gen\jineness here will satisfy

them. I am therefore induced to ask the favor of you to send me in

exchange, some fresh variolous matter, so carefully taken and done

up, that we may rely on it; you are sensible of the dangerous security

which a trial w ith effete matter might induce. I should add that we

never changed the regimen nor occupations of those inoculated; a

smither at the anvil continued in his place witbout a moment's inter-

rnission^ or indisposition. Generally it gives no more of disease thaa

a blister as large as a coffee-bean produced by burning would occa-

sion. Sucking children did not take the disease from the inoculated

mother. These I think are the most material of the observations I

made in the limited experiment of my own family. In Aikin's book

which I have, you will find a great deal more, I pray you to accept

assurances of my esteem and respect.

(Signed) *?THOS. JEFFERSON.
^^Mr, JoffiFYAtrsHAN."
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Baltjmure, 25th March, 1802.

We the undersigned, practising physicians in the city

•of Baltimore, approve of the vaccine inoculation, and
recommend it as a certain preventative of the small pox.

Georo^p Brown, L. JM. Dunan,
Daniel Moore, Jishton Jilexander,

JVathaniel Potter, 'John Crawford,

John Coulter, John D. Smith,

Robert Movre, M. Littlejohn,

Joseph Alexander, John C. Snyder,

James S eunrt, John Owen,

P. Chatard, John Campbell White^

M, Harris Archer, Henry Keerl,

Henry C. Howard, Joseph Way,

CharlesH Winder, Colin Mackenziec

FIRST CASE OF VACCINATION

IN TUE STATE OF MARYLAND.

Nancy Malcum, aged about seven years, was vaccin-

ated on 1st May, 1801, with virus received from England.

The virus on glass was inserted in the right arm. That

on the lancette in the left.

J\Iay 5th, The virus has taken effect in the right arm.

The part inoculated being raised and inflamed. Failed

in the left.

^Eighth 'Bay.

May Sth. The part inoculated more elevated and in-

flamed—having nearly the same appearance as the com-

mon inoculation for the small pox on the Tth or 8th dayc
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JVinth Day.

May 9th. Had a slight fever last night, which yet con-

tinues, the vesicle which was formed over the part inoc-

ulated, appears more elevated this morning than yester-

day—the inflammation more extensive.

Tenth Day^

May loth. Was confined to bed most part of yester-

day with fever, but appears to be quite well to-day, and

is running about as lively as usual—a considerable quan-

tity of limpid matter seems to be now formed in the vesi-

cation above mentioned.

Eleventh Day.

May l\th. The inflammation appears to be extending

itself circularly around the pock, or part in which the

matter was inserted. The edges of the pustule (which,

has now obtained a base as large as the diameter of a

common pea) are raised up very considerably above the

level surface of the skin, but in the centre it appears de-

pressed, and sunk below itsedges; no fever—and she is

in good health.

Twelfth Day.

May l^th. Appearances the same as yesterday. No
fever, nor any complaint except the soreness of the arm.

Thirteenth Day.

May loth. The inflammation, with swelling, has ex-

tended to some distance over the arm most adjacent to

the inoculation. An enlargement of one of the right

axillary glands discoverd, but no symptom of fever has

been observed since the 9th day.

Fourteenth Day.

May \4th. The efllorescence which yesterday sur-

rounded the inoculated part, has almost disappeared,

leaving the arm of a livid colour. A scab appears to be

forming on the centre of ihe pustule. She enjoys good

health*
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Fifteenth Day.

May 15tL The whole pustule is now forming into a

hard smooth round scab.

J\*ineteenth Day.

May 19th. The scab, which has a diameter of one

fourth of an inch, appears to be more dry and hard.

The cuticle surrounding it, is pealing off in the same

manner as generally happens after a common boil.

May Slst. The scab which continued on her arm un-

til this morning, appearing nearly disengaged, was taken

off, leaving a tender skin underneath, without any sore-

ness, or other complaint whatever.

*N*ancy Malcum^s case—tested.

June 2Sth» Fifty-nine days having elapsed since her

vaccination. Inoculated her with variolous matter taken

from a good pock, about twenty days since.

Fourth Day.

July Ist. The inoculation with variolous matter ap-

pears as usual on the fourth day. Slightly raised and

inflamed.

Eighth Day.

July 5th. The appearance of her arm this morning

seems to indicate the approach of variolous fever, in

consequence of her inoculation. Directed her to take

fifteen grains of powdered jalap.

JSTinth Day.

July 6th, The purgative powder administered yester-

day, operated well, and the variolous inoculation again

appears to decline—though not so much as entirely to

remove every apprehension that she may yet take the

small pox.

Eleventh Day.

July Sth. The variolous inoculation bavins; now en-

tirely disappeared-*-inocuiated her again with fresh mat-
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ter, just taken from a lady labouring under the natural

small pox, in a violent degree.

Third Day.

July 10th. The part inoculated slightly inflamed.

Fifth Day.

July \9.th. The variolous inoculation having again

disappeared, I am perfectly satisfied that the genuine

cow pock has been communicated in this instance, and

that every danger of small pox is thereby removed, as

intended. This patient being no longer susceptible of

small pox.

SECOND CASE OF VACCINATION
IN THE STATE OF MAHTLAND.

William Allen, aged about four years, was vaccin-

ated on the 14th May, 1801, with virus taken from

Nancy Malcum, which was inserted into his arm by a

small puncture, between the cuticfe and cutis.

May 18f/i. A slight redness of the part inoculated,.is

Y€ry perceptible.

May \9th. A vesicle has formed in consequence of

the inoculation, and appears elevated and inflamed.

Seventh Day*

May 9,0th. The inflammation increases, and the vesi-

cation appears more raised.

J\%nth Day.

May 22J. The vesication of the part inoculated, ap-

pears somewhat pustulous, and very nearly resembles

such as would arise from the small pox inoculation, the

inflarnmation very slight.

Tenth Day.

May 23c?. The pustule appears more elevated this

»orning, and seems to contain a thin fluid. The inflam-
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mation, which extends in a circular direction, now sur-

rounds the tumour nearly one fourth of an inch. No
disorder of the system has yet been discovered.

SirX o'clock, P.M. Soon after 1 visited him this morn-

ing, be was seized with the usual symptoms of fever, at

11 o'clock, he was observed to be very restless and fret-

ful, his fever high, pulse 1£0. This evening, however,

he sits up, and seenis better, but has still a smart fever

and quick pulse (130.) The pustule now appears de«

pressed towards its centre, and shews a much greater

elevation of its edges. The inflammation has increased.;

considerably, attended with a hard phlegmonous swell-

ing, extending upwards of an inch in diameter. Obser-

ving an unusual inflammation to affect both his eyes this

evening, but more particularly the right eye, I was in-

formed that he received a bruise ten or twelve days be-

fore, which then iniiamed his eyes, but which had disap-^

peared a few days before he was inoculated.

Eleventk hay.

May *24f/i. His pulse are about 100 this morning, he

is lively and running about, without any apparent com-

plaint. The part inoculated retains nearly the same ap-

pearance as yesterday; from the edges of the pustule^

when punctured, a limpid fluid exsudes freely, and

stands in small clear drops. 8ome of this matter was

taken on thread, and preserved for future use. The

Boreness, and inflammation of his eyes, have almost dis-

appeared, except towards the inner canthus of his right

eye, which is yet loaded with purulent matter.

Twelfth Daij.

May 25th. The inflammation, which surrounded the

tumour, begins to disappear-—the vesicle yet contains a

quantity of limpid matter, he has a slight fever this

morning, and seems chilly*
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Thirteenth Day.

May ^6th. The pustule which has now something of

a blueish aspect, has enlarged its fiiameter in a small

degree, and still continues full of a thin limpid fluid.

Fourt^eenth Day.

May 27th. The part inoculated has nearly the same

appearance as yesterday.

Fifteenth Day.

May "zSth. The pustule has scabbed over, and appears

to dry; his appetite is good, and he plays with the other

children as usual, being free from every co«nplaint.

Hiocteenth Day.

May 29th. Is perfectly well, a dry scab remains on his

arm.

William Jlllen^^ case—tested.

June 2Sth. Forty five days since he was inoculated

with the vaccine virus, I inoculated him with sortie of

the same variolus matter, with which ^ancy Malcum

was inoculated, but without producing any materia! ef-

fect. That the experiment might be more complete and

convincive, I procured some fresh matter from a case of

the natural small pox, on the 15th November, with which

I immediately inoculated him in the arm.

Third Day,

JK^ovember ITth. The variolus inoculation has produ-

ced a slight inflammation, not more however, than is

usual, when it succeeds properly.

Fifth Day.

November 19th, The inflammation has increased gra-

dually since the 17th.

Sixth Day.

JSTovember 20th. The part inoculated appears raised

up, with a little hardness, and is slightly inflamed, but

not quite so much as yesterday.
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Seventh Day.

JSTovemher 21.s^ The inflammation of the arm again

seems to increase.

Eighth Bay.

November 22d, The arm considerably more inflamed

to-day, and although he remains quite well, present ap-

pearances seem to threaten not a little danger, as to his

safety.

Mnth Day.

JSTovemher 23c?. No fever, nor any apparent disorder

has yet taken place, since his last inoculation his arm

continues inflamed, though the inflammation does not in-

crease; neither have any small pustules made their ap-

pearance round the place'of inoculation, as is common

on the ninth day.

Tenth Bay,

^^ovember Q4th, The pock has raised on the part in-

oculated, and filled with matter, but there has been no

fever, nor is there any eruption to be seen.

Eleventh Bay.

November 9.5th. The inoculation has declined very

much since yesterday, and leaves only a dark coloured

pustule, without any inflammation or other symptom of

infection; two small pustles however, like small pox,

made their appearance last ni^^ht in the palm of his hand

(right) which may most probably be attributed to his

inoculation.

Sixteenth Bay.

jVovemher 30th, The child continues w^ell; every

symptom of his last inoculation has disappeared, and

there remains no doubt but the vaccine inoculation in

him has proved an efieetaal remedy against the contagion

of the small pox.
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THIRD CASE OF VACCINATION

JS THE STATE OF MARYLAND.

John Burton, aged about five years, was vaccinated

with virus taken from the arm of Nancy Malcum, and at

the same time with William Allen.

FOURTH CASE OF A^ACCINATION

I3f THE STATE OF MARTLAND.

Nancy Bennet, aged about three years, was vaccinat-

-«d on the 15th May, 1801, with the lancet that was charg-

ed with the imported matter; but before using it in this

case, it was inserted into the scab which was then

forming on Nancy Malcum's arm, with the intention to

procure virus for this case.

Fourth Day,

May \^th. The part inoculated slightly inflamed.

Fifth Day.

May I9//1. Slight inflammation continues.

Siarth Day,

May QOth, Same as yesterday, with an elevated ap-

pearance.

Seventh Day,

May 21st. A vesicle formed, which has the appear-

ance of a large pimple; her arm appears more inflamed

and raised, resembling an inoculation for the small pox

on the fourth or fifth day.

Eighth Day.

May 22d. Eight o'clock, A. M. The inflammation has

increased considerably since yesterday, the pustule

jnore elevated.
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Six a^clock, P. M. Has a smart fever this evening,

pulse 1£8, the inHammation continues to increase; the

vesicle is more raised, full, and limpid, and on its highest

part appears to contain a little, thin, limpid flaid.

Minth Day.

May 23d. The pustule, which begins to assume a

white aspect, is now very full of a clear, limpid iiuid;

ihti iniiammation has extended itself circularly, and sur-

rounds It about an inch; in its centre, and deeply seat-

ed, a durk speck is to be perceived; she is free from any

complaint this morning, but is said by its mother to have

been lestless last night.

Tenth Baif.

May 24th. The inflammation a little increased, but is

still Lonlined to a moie narrow circumference thaa

usual; no fever, and she appears to be lively.

Eleventh Day.

May 25th. The pustule has increased its size very

considerably, and now appears depressed at its centre,^

with its edge more elevated; a dry scab is forming on

its most depressed part; the inllammation extendi cir-

cularly and has now a diameter of nearly an inch; she

has no fever, nor any affection of the axilla, and is run-

ning about quite well.

Twelfth Diy.

May 26th, The pustule has increased its diameter

still further than yesterday, and appears to contain a

considerable quantity of matter, of a thicker consistence

than usual; a considerable hardness of the adjacent

integuments is perceptible, with an irregular exterjsion

of the inflammation; she appears unwell, is fretful, aad

her skin warmer thaa natural,
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Thirteenth Day.

May '2.7th. The inflammation begins to lessen, she is

quite well, free from any general indisposition.

Fourteenth Day.

May 2Sth. The pustule is drying very fast; the scab

irregular, and of a yellow cast; the hardness of the sub-

jacent parts yet remain.

Seventeenth Day.

June Isf. From having scratched off the scab too

soon, the pustule seemed to have degenerated into a

small ulcer of the purulent kind, but again seems dis-

posed to scab and heal, without any trouble; she remains

quite well, and Kas good health.

P. S. This child having been soon after her inocula-

tion, removed from under my care, and out of the state,

I was necessarily deprived of an opportunity of sub*

jecting her to a trial of the small pox.

FIFTH CASE OF VACCINATION

IX THE STATE OF MARYLAND.

Ann Dillon, aged about three years, a healthy child,

of fine iiorid complexion, was vaccinated with matter

from William Allen, on the 23d May.

SIXTH CASE OF VACCINATION

IN THE STATE OF MARTINA VD.

Peggy Sapp, aged about seven months, was vaccinat-

ed on the 1st June, from Ana billon,

3*
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SEVENTH CASE OF VACCINA*rTON

lar THE STATE OF IffiHYLANS.

Maria Bennetf, about six weeks old, was vaccinated

on the 9th June, in both arms, with virus taken from

Peggy Sapp.

EIGHTH CASE OF VACCINATION

IN THE STATE OF MARYLAND,

Betsy Stoltz, aged four months, vaccinated on the

10th June, 1801, with virus taken immediately from the

arm of Peggy Sapp.

Third Day.

June 12th, The inoculation of the right arm has

taken effect, that of the left has disappeared.

Fifth Bay.

June 14th. A small elevated vesicle is formed by the

inoculation, without any surrounding inflammation.

Sixth Day.

June \5th. The vesicle more elevated, with a slight

degree of inflammation surrounding it.

Eighth Day.

June \7th. The inflammation extends itself circular-

ly, the centre of the pustule is a little depressed, its

edges considerably elevated above the level of the skin,

no fever yet perceptible.

J^inth Day.

June ISth. The inflammation of the part inoculated,

has increased to the diameter of an inch; no fever, nor

.any apparent indisposition; its mother, however, informs
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that the child was more fretful and restless last night

than usual.

Tenth Day.

June I9th. Passed another restless night, and appears

to have a slight fever this morning. The pustule ap-

pears very full of a thin, limpid fluid, is more depressed

at its centre, and raised round the edge, with an increase

of the surrounding inflammatory efflorescence.

Twelfth Day.

June 21sf. Has no fever, and appears quite well this

morning, but is said to have been as restless last night,

as she was the three nights preceding; the pustule pre-

serves its peculiar aspect, as already described. The

inflammation surrounding it begins to decrease.

Fifteenth Day.

June 24th. The pustule wears a dry scab: the inflam-

mation has entirely disappeared, and the child is quite

well.

Betsy Stoltz^s Case— Tested.

JS^ov. 'iSth. Sunday. Not having any favourable op-

portunity to inoculate this child for the r>mall pox dur-

ing the summer, this experiment was postponed until

this day, when having procured some good matter from

the natural disease, it was introduced on a piece €i

thread into her right arm.

Third Day.

•?V*or. 17th. The variolous inoculatiou appears to have

taken effect; slight inflammation of the part inoculated

being ve»:y perceptible.

Fifth Day.

JV*ot;. 19th. The inflammation of the arm increases.

Sixth Day.

JV*of. 20th. The -small pox inoculation appears as is
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usual on the sixth day, when it takes effect, a small

pock being already formed on the part inoculated.

Seventh Day.

tA^or. 21sf. The arm still more inflamed, every ap-

pearance indicating the approach of disease.

Eighth Day,

J^Tov. 22nd* The eighth day has now arrived, and jet

no fever; the little pock which was formed on the sixth

day. yet remains, but the inflammation has not in-

creased since yesterday.

JYinth Day,

tA'ou. 23rf. The variolus inoculation yet appears to

threaten a lurking dissease, the pock still continarng

raised up and full of matter; but the child has not as

yet been attacked with any fever, and she enjoys her

usual uninterrupted health.

Tenth Day.

JVor. 24f/f. Flvery hope is now entertained that the

variolus inoculation will not take eflect; the inflamma-

tion appears harmless* and has lessened considerably

since yesterday.

Eleventh Day.

JSTov* 25th. The variolus inoculation dies away with-

out producing any fever or disease whatever.

Fifteenth Day.

JSTov. 29th. The child continues to enjoy her good

health, and has not sutt'ered any interruption of it from

the small pox inoculation, which has now disappeared

entirely.
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VACCINATION CONTINUED.

IX THE STATE OP MAPvYLAS^B.

Robert Life, aged about two years, was vaccinated

November ISth, with matter taken this morning on

thread, from E. Levering's child, the matter inserted

into the right arm, and into the calf of the left leg.

Third Bay,

JV^yv. I4th. The leg and arm both appear slightly in-

flamed.

Fifth Day.

JVov. ^6th. The inflammation of his arm has not in-

ereased any for two days past; that of his leg has pro-

gressed considerably, but without forming any vesica-

tion on the part inoculated.

Sixth Day.

JSTqv, ^7th. Thi^ vaccine inoculation seems to revive

©n his arm, with a sliji^ht elevation of the part inocu-

lated; the inflammation of his leg has also increased,

but is remarkable for its Y^ry irregular appearance*

Seventh Day,

JSTov, \Sth, The inoculation on his arm appears more

evident this morning,, shewing a slight degree of in-

flammation where the matter was inserted; that on his

leg has produced a small pustule, but the inflammation

appears to decrease^ his appetite is not so good, is a lit-

tle fretful, but has no fever.

Eighth Day.

JVov, 19///. A vesicle has formed on his arm, but it is

not attended with as much inflammation as is commonly

observed.

JSTinth Day.

JS^ov. 20th. The vesicle on his arm has enlarged, is ©f
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a circular form, its edajes more elevated than the ceu-

ire. The inoculation on the leg appears stationary.

Tenth Day,

«?Vor. 21.9f. The vaccine inoculation appears to pro-

gress on the arm, but seems to decline on the leg.

Eleventh Day,

JVof. 22nd. A fever came on yesterday evening, which

continued all night; has abated this morning, leaving him

much indisposed, fretful and chilly. The pustules on

his arm being very full of a thin, limpid matter, some of

it was taken and preserved for future use. An inflam-

matory blush has spread in a circular direction from the

pustule, and occupies nearly the size of a dollar.

Twelfth Day,

tTV^ov. 2^rf. The inflammatory blush, which yesterday

spread from the pustule, i xtended in a beautiful man-

ner; and as it now recedes^, leaves a white circle upoa

the arm, resembling in every particular, some of the

cases of genuine cow pox, which I attended in the sum^

mer. He was now inoculated with some fresh variolus

matter, taken from a case of natural small pox, and in-

serted very carefully on a piece of thread into his left

arm.

Thirteenth Day,

JVor. Mth, The inflammation from the vaccine ino-

culation on his right arm, has declined very much; a

scab is forming on the part inoculated; the child is live-

ly and well, and has a good appetite.

Fourteenth Day,

JSTov 25th, The vaccine innoculation continues to de-

cline; the variolus inoculation appears to have taken

as much effect, as is usual on the third day, when good

matter is used.
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Fifteenth Day.

wVov. £6fA^The vaccine inoculation has nearly the

same appearance as yesterday. The small pox inocu-

lation has produced a slight inflammation on the arm,

with a very sensible elevation of the part inoculated.

Sixteenth D'j/.

JM^f. ^7th. The redness of the arm, in consequence

of the vaccine inoculation, is now confined to less than

one half its former extent, a hard dnrk scab is formed

on the part inoculated, and there only remains a hard-

ness of the most adjacent parts, which 8;ives him no

uneasiness. The small pox inoculation has not pro-

gressed in the smallest degree, but seems rather to

decline.

Seventeenth Day.

JVor. ^Sth. Both the vaccine and variolus inocula-

tions (the latter without producing any disease) have

declined so^ much as to require no farther attention.

OBSERVATIONS ON COW POX,

ACCOMPANYING THE PRECEDING CASES.

{Published in the Telegraph, December 5th, 1801.)

Of the many discoveries which the ingenuity of man

can boast of, to facilitate his progress through life, or to

remove the dangers which continually surround him, there

are few, when considered in their whole extent, that

can he placed in competition with the advantages which,

bid fair to rise from Dr. Jenner's discovery of the cov

pock. Although indeed, the inoculation for the smai!
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pox, had long since disarmed this worst of pestilential

diseases of many of its terrors; jet there are none

amonji us who have not witnessed its destructive rava-

ges, among; our own friends, or at our own doors; and

ihpvv are few who have not exp* rienced much trouble,

pail!, anxiety and distf ess. even wlien the disease was

communicated to us in the mildest manner, and under

every pn^spect of success. i o remove these dangers^

an(' to avoid a!) this distress, I would now i-ecommend

the ach-j.tion of the vaccuie inoculation, to all who never

having had the small pox.jvs^Tlv regard theij own salety

or that o^ their chihirefi afjd fnends- But lest any one

may be deceived by the fiatferin*; success which the

first cases in this city have ajToiiied. I feel it incumbent

on me to accompany the statement just given, with some

account of the difficulties which yet seem to be insepar-

able from tiie nature of the disease, arid Trom which

much danger may arise, if the subject should be too

negh»:ently attended to.

A considerable obstacle attending the new inocula-

tion, appears to arise from the difficulty of procuring and

preserving genuine matter: and it is to be teared, that

we shall be occasionally, under the necessity, when we

lose the matter, to resort to its first source in Kngland:

and it has been found by experience, that tiic virus will

seldom preserve its efficacy a sufficient length of time to

perform so long a voyage.

Another obstacle seems to arise from the difficulty of

communicatii^g the disease, when we are possessed of

good matter. In my first essay, only one out ol nine,

took the disease, and many of the same patients were

inoculated several times, and in the most careful n)an-

ner: this mii>:ht have been owing in a great measure, to

the age of the matter used, but 1 have found the same
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difficulty when I had kept it but a short time, and even

when I made use of it on the instant it was taken, so

that in completing the few cases just laid before the

public, fifty or more inoculations have been performed.

A<rain, when the o-enuine disease has been communi-

cated, it sometimes produces so slight an indisposition,

(only a local affection,) that the negligent practitioner may

be easily misled, and sometimes induced to believe he

has given tiie true vaccine disease, in cases where his

patient has not actually underwent that degree of

specific fever, if I mp^y be allowed the expression, which

must necessarily take place from the genuine disease,

before the disposition of the hufnan body to receive the

small pox can possibly be destroyed.

I shall mention only one other difficulty at this time—
a difficulty which threatens not a little danger, to the*

unguarded extension of the new inoculation. It arises

from our liability to make use of spurious matter; and

this may happen not oniy when we take matter from a

difterent or spurious disease, but, if we are to give credit

to the opinions of the illustrious discoverer of vaccina-

tion, even when it is procured from the genuine cow
pox itself, should the matter he taken at an improper

time. In this way a spurious disease, it is said, has

been in some places already communicated, and has not

only brought tlie whole discovery into disrepute where

it has happened, but has been productive of very serious

and evil consequences.

JAMES SMITH,
Lemmon street, Baltimore, od Dec. 1801



SPURIOUS VACCINATION.

(From Ihe Federal Gazette, of May 19th, 1816.)

Extract of a letter from Mr. Price, of Virginia^ to

Dr. James Smith, of Baltimore, dated

RoMNEY, April 18th, 1810.

"Vaccination has been prevailing here by a gentleman

of the faculty, whose experience I fear will not enable

him to discriminate between the genuine and spurious

pock. The matter he uses I am firmly of opinion is of

the latter kind. I will explain the manner in which it

affects, from which you will probably be enabled to

judge. In three or four or sometimes not till six or seven

days, it affects the arm with inflammation, which is im-

mediately succeeded by a yellowish hard pock, which

remains for three or four days; it then scabs and affords

a purulent matter until the end of ten or twelve days

or later; then the ulcer becomes cicatrized. Although'

through the whole course it never exhibits a vesicle of

limpid matter, which 1 have always understood to be a-

criterion of the genuine pock. However not having

confidence from my own experience, and being well

aware of the necessity and importance of propagating

the genuine kind, 1 have therefore in preference sent to

you, v.hose experience, with the trouble and pains you

have taken to obtain and preserve it genuine, will enable

you to furnish me with some that is good. Any infor-

mation you can furnish me witlj will be gratefully re-

ceived and acknowledged, with a desire to compensate

you f>r any trouble or expense that you may be at."

Extract of a Letter from Dr. Smith, in answer to the

aboity dated 2Sth April, 1810.

^'1 yesterday received }our letter, and enclosed, I

forward you some genuine vaccine matter, some on

(
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thread, some on glass, and a part of a fresh crust or

scab

"Your apprehensions concerning the introduction of a

spurious disease into your neighborliood, are I am of

opinion, too well founded, and unless early apprized of

this danger, I am afraid those who have taken it, will

suffer severely by placing their dependence on it.

"In the genuine kine pock, tlie inflammation never

takes place to any considerable extent befi»re the eighth

day after the insertion of the nialter, and sometimes not

for two or three days later. Any infian)mati<in, therefore

so early as you state it to have happened, must be

ascribed to some other cause- Indeed this premature

inflammation would destroy even the most genuine in-

fection, had it been inserted: and however great the

sore produced by it might have been, it would not aiford

any security against the small pox.

"A vaccine vesicle when completely formed about the

eighth day, and from that to the tweltth day, is of a pale

white lead colour—it is never of the yellowish colour

you describe. The matter taken from a vaccine vesicle

in its fluid state is always limpid, and as clear and

transparent as the purest water. It has no resem-

blaiice v<*tiatever to the purulent matter you have seen.

"When genuine vaccine matter is inserted for a healthy

subject, a small pimple or rising in the skin only is to be

observed on the third or fourth day. This pimple daily

enlarges itself until the eight!) or ninth day, when it is

usual to find a pock as large as the one half of a split

pea, and sometimes larger. An inflamm.ation how takes

place about the pock, and occupies a surface as broad as

a dollar, and so!net!mes extending to some distance over

the arm. The centre of a genuine kine pock^ is always

observed to be depressed below its edges, which are con-
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s'ulerably elevated above the level of the skin The in-

flammation, after three or four days continuance, disap-

pears, and if the arm has not been injured by scratching

or bruising it, the pock will ujon dry without effuung

avy of its invaluahh inatter—and in a few days more

terminate in a clpan, smooth, hard crusty of a black or

brown colour. This crust at first adheres very close to

the arm, but gradually detaching itself, it generally falls

off about the twentieth day, though sometimes it remains

©n much longer.

"This is the regular progress and termination of the

genuine kine pock, and is the best criterion peihaps fhat

can ever be discovered to ascertain with any degree of

certainty, whether the security wished for has been

afforded by it against the small pox,

"No ulcer or sore, discharging matter of any kind,

ought ever to be depended on, even though it was known

that such ulcer or sore arm, followed after the insertion

•of the most genuine vaccine matter. In every case of

this kind, vaccination ou^ht to be repeattd,

"It is very unfortunate tliat persons entirely ignorant

of the subject, and who cannot distinguish a vaccine

vesicle from a comriion sore, should so often undertake

the business of inoculation, without any iristruction, and

often without knowing whether the matter they are

using is vaccine matter or not. The frequent mistakes

wiatie by inoculators of this description, have been at-

tended with such fatal consequences, as have put an

entire stop to the use of the kine pock in many places
"



AN IMPUOVEMENT IN VACCINATION.

Copy of Circular Letter, addressed to the several

Members of the Fifteenth Congress of the United

States9 dated

Sir, Baltimore, 2Sd March, 1012.

I hope you will excuse the liberty I take, to inclose

you the copy of a plan which 1 have devised, to detect

any mistake which may be hereafter made in vaccina-

tion, and to render this practice more universal in the

United States. Herewith, also, you will find enclosed

some genuine vaccine matter, which it is my wish you

should dispose of in any useful manner that may not be

inconvenient to yourself.

The natural small pox is now taking a wide range

through this and the adjacent states, and many thousand

lives may be reasonably expected to fall a sacrifice to it

during this spring and the ensuif^g summer, unless those

who are liable to take it, can be generally persuaded to

adopt the use of the kine pock—a remedy which, how-

ever inscrutable may be its operation, ought certainly to

be considered by a grateful people, as the wonderful

Dei Donum, which if duly appreciated and not abused,

has power to rescue the human race from tlie most

destructive pestilence which has ever aftiicted them.

I have the honor to be,

with great respect,

your obedient servant,

JAMES SxMlTH.

4*



A NEW METfTOll

Of Conducting VaccvirJiov^ by Dr. Smith.

Individuals or families residing in any part of the

United States, who cannot otherwise procure the most

satisfactory proof of their having obtained the genuine

kine pock, are hereby informed; that if, after submitting

themselves to be vaccinate*], they will take care of the

scabs or crusts whicij ewejy operation, will produce

(whether the same may liave been effectual, spuritms, or

imperfect) and will send them to the subscriber for ex-

uminution^ they mny obtain the same evidence of their

safety, or continued liability to take the small pox, us if

they had been personally ^visited by Ihmi every daj
during the whole process of their vaccination. This

evidence, it is believed, will be found highly important,

not only to those who may be discovered to be still liable

to take the small pox, notwithstanding their suppos(d

taccination^ but also to many others, who, although

secure, might nevertheless perhaps suffer much dis-

tress from their own continued uncertainty or appre-

hension of danger, ^'o obtain this desirable proof of

personal safety, however, some little care and attention

is requisite on tiie part of the patient—during the period

of inflammation or soreness, the arm into which the in-

fection may have been inserted, should be taken as

much care of as possible. The pock, or sore, should not

be injured or disturbed by applications of any kind;

neither should it be scratched, bruised, or rubbed, in

any manner whatever: but the disease should be sufFf red

to come to its own natural termination

—

a scab or ctmst

ivili then be formed which will be found on a strict

find proper examination, to be perfectly indicative

of the disease that produced it; whether the same
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may have been the genuine kine pock, or any of these

spurious affections, which have been so often mistaken

for it. As soon as the scabs or crusts bpcorne loose tliey

should be taken off and wrapped in a little fine lint or

cotton; they may be then folded up in a small piece of

clean white paper, on which must be written the name,

age, and place of residence, of the person or persons

from whom they were taken; and also the time when

they came off. In all cases thus subnutted, where the

vaccination has been eiVectual, a certificate signed by the

subscriber will be given, declaring that t]ie person who

has been the subject of it will never thereafter be liable

to take the small pox: and if any vaccination may be

found to have been spurious, imperfect, or ineffectual,

the necessary pefecautions to be taken, will be particular-

ly and promptly given in a letter of advice.

In almost e^ery place where the practice of vaccina-

tion has beea yet introduced, it must be ackno\vled;reci,

that many mistakes have been made by those who have

undertaken it—many valuable lives it is well known

have been lost by these mistakes; and however simple

and easy this practice may be, it is'by no means proba-

ble, that it v/ill ever be conducted, universally, with so

much care and judii;ment, as to avoid al 1 the errors to which

it is liable. The force of these observations wdl appear

more evident, when it is better known; that no depend^

ance whatever, ought to be placed ou any opf^^ation;

whether the same may have been performed, by the nub'

scriber or any other person, or with the best matter, if

THE ONE ONLY TRUE AND PERFECT VACCINE PROCESS,

HAS NOT BEEN REGULARLY PRODUCED BY IT. In every

case, where any individual may have doubts remaining

as to his safety, after any previous vaccination* the

operation ought to be repeated with the best matter to be
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procured. An infallible test of security may be thus

always obtained with a little trouble, without recurring

to the hazardous experiment of using variolous matter.

The subscriber further gives notice, that he will put

up the genuine vaccine matter at this institution* in a

convenient and proper manner,for the use of physicians

and others, andforward the same to any place required.

The manner in which it can be put up, will admit of its

being safely sent to any part of the world Doctor

Edward Jenner, the illustrious discoverer of this remedy,

has used in England, with the most perfect success,

vaccine matter put up in Baltimore, by the subscriber,

expressly for this experiment. This invaluable matter

has also been successfully transmitted from this institu-

tion, to the East Indies; anil it is daily forwarded to

different parts of the United States, with as good effect

to the most distant, as to the nearest place where it is

wanted. Directions how to use the vaccine matter,

suited to the capacity of any intelligent person, will be

forwarded with it when required.

In submitting this plan to the public, the subscriber

deems it necessary to state, that he has adventured to

propose it, only after the most mature investigation of

its merits.* His experience during eleven years nearly

past, will now, he believes, fully justify him in declaring,

that there is no possible deception or mistake in vaccina-

tion, let the operation be performed by whom, when^ or

where it may^ which he will not be able to detect with

* The correctness of Dr. Smithes method of conducting vaccination

having been lately denied by Dr. J\''athaiuel Potter, professor of the

theory and practice of medicine , in the umvei^sity of Maryland. Dr,
Smith has offered to examine for him any number of genuine vaccine

crusts,Jro?u one to one thousandJo decide -who is right andwho -wrong:,

JDr, F^tter^s letter -will be inserted in the next number of this -work.
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ihe utmost certainty, by the examination propoFied* He
solicits however, the most strict scrutiny into the utility

of his plan, by a dirscerning public, and should it fail to

accomplish the highly important oi)jects proposed by

him, no one will be more free t(» acknowledge it, nor yet

more deeply to lament it than liimself.

JAMES SMITH.
Vaccine Institution, Baltimore 17tli March, I81'i.

SMALL POX

In the town of Tarboroughf in JSi'*orth Carolina,

A NUMBER of papers relating to the unfortunate intro-

tluction of the small pox into the town of Tarborough,

in Korth Carolina are on hand.

The whole difficulty which has occurred, has finally

resolved itself into the fact, that the true small pox

matter was sent by Dr. James Smith, to Dr. John F.

Ward, a resident physician in Tarborough, by mistake,

instead of the genuine vaccine matter, as intended.

This matter was forwarded by mail, about the begin-

ning of November. Dr. Ward's letter, acknowledging

the receipt of it, bears date £9th of December, 1821,

in Bertie county, some distance fnnn Tarborough.

Dr. Waid does not state when he first commenced

using this matter, but in his letter to Dr. Smith he in-

forms **that the vaccine matter received, had a very

difterent effect upon those he vaccinated, than could

haVe been expected. Twelve out of fifteen, in whose

cases the matter was used, he states, had a crop of pus-

tules." The disease produced by this matter, did not

prove fatal to any of the persons inoculated with it; but
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the contagion produced by these operations, was soon

eommunicated to others^ and proved fatal to a consider-

able number of persons who had not been vaccinated.

In his letter to Dr. Smith, Dr. Ward advises, that

"although he had never seen a case ot variolous disease,

he was under the necessity of stating to his friends, that

he believed this to be a disease of the kind." And he

concludes by asking Dr. Smith "to give him what infor-

mation he could on the subject."

Dr. Smith's reply to Dr. Ward, seems to have been

written on the instant he received tiie above inforniation,

viz; on the 10th January, 1822. He begs Dr. Waid "to

continue to investigate the nature of the disease which

had been produced by the vaccine matter he sent, and to

communicate with him again on the subject, as soon as

possible."

A few days after this, viz: on the 14th January, Dr.

Smith (fearing that Dr. Ward might possibly be still ab-

sent from home,) wrote to Dr. Hunter, to engage him to

investigate the business, and to state to him more particu-

larly the several points on which he wanted information.

Dr. Smith writes to Dr. Hunter, that "he was fearful

lest the persons from whom he procured this matter

might possibly have had their systems infected with the

contagion of small pox previous to their vaccination. He
urges Dr. Hunter therefore, to investigate the whole

business promptly, while the first cases that had occur-

red could be most easily examined.''

Dr. Ward had unhappily omitted to give any descrip-

lion of the packet of matter he had been using; so that

Dr. Smith had no reason to suspect he had sent him any

other than a packet of vaccine matter, of the same parcel

out of which he had sent to Dr. Hunter, and many-

others in North Carolina^
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The public are much indebted to Dr. Hunter, who

first discovered the nature of the mistake that had been

made; or at least he furnished Dr. Smith with such in-

formation respecting the packet of matter that had been

sent on there, as enabled him at OTice to unravel the

whole mystery, and to account satisfactorily for every

difficulty that has presented it>elf.

Dr. Smith had fortunately marked the paper which

contained the matter he sent to Dr. Ward, with the word

'*Variol:" (t\\e latin term contracted) that sio;nifies small

pox. To this he also added his own private mark,n

which he uses for *'perfect crusty** or scab. He also

wrote on it the name of the person *' Whitfield" -uom

whom he took these scabs, and the time, ("4th Oct,

182 1,'*) when he got them.

By accident, this paper (after having been kept near-

ly a month by Dr Smith) became mislaid; and by some

fatal mischance it was folded with some papers that were

enclosed to Dr. Ward, and sent to him instead of a

packet of vaccine niatter, as was intended.

If Dr. Ward had been at all conversant with either

the kine pock or small pox scabs, he could not have

failed to have detected this mistake, and to have cer-

tainly prevented all the injury that has happened -A

small pox scab differs as much from a vaccine crust, as

a grain of rye does from a grain of wheat, or a potatoe

iVom a turnip. No moral guilt however, should attach

to Dr. \\ ard, in consequence of his being deceived.

Neither can any good or charitable person, we presume,

entertain the thought for a moment, that either Dr.

Ward, or Dr. Smith would wantonly destroy the lives of

their fellow creatures to their own certain injury, and

without the possibility of any good to themselves or

others.
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The Speaker presented the following letter from Dr.

James Smith, vaccine ao:ent, which was referred to a

select committee,* and ordered to be printed.

Baltimore, ith Feb, 1822.
The Honorable the Speaker

of the House of Representatives,

Sir: From letters which I have received frona Dr. Hunter, Of

Taiboiough, in North Carolina, T am fully persuaded 1 have discover-

ed the true cause of the deplorable events which have happened

there; and 1 am now satisfied, that they have originated from an acci-

dent such as never occurred before, and there is no danger that the

like will ever occur a;i;ain.

I had a paper which contained some small pox scabs, taken by my-

self from a person named Whitfield, about 4th October, 1821; and on

this paper f had written carefully, to avoid accidents, that it contained

the variolous or small pox matter. But this paper was afterwards

mislaid, and, after searching for it in vain, I had cor.ciuded it was lost,

and supposed it jnight have been swept out of my ofirice.

From the information, however, which I have received from Dr.

Hunter, quotir.g the words I had written on it, I have no dotdit but

that the same identical paper I had lost, containing the sma 5 pox

scabs, and marked as such, was put up in Dr. Ward's letter by some

mistake or ir.advertence, instead of the glasses of vaccine matter

which I intended to send to him, and which, from his letter to me, I

supposed he had received and used.

We may now, therefore, saftly conclude, that the injury done is of

more limited extetit than T feared; and every citizen of North Caro-

lina has it in his power to be secured from it, if they will use the vac^

ome matter I have sent to them.

Dr. Hunter assures mc that the vaccine matter obtained by him

from this institution, and which he was using when he wrote me,

19th ultimo, was such as he "knew to be genuine."

J hope ycu will be so g-ood as to make the contents of this letter

known in the liouse of representatives; and I will be happy to furnish

you or any committee of congress who may be appointed to make

inquiry on this subject, with evei^ fact relating to it which has or may

hereafter come to my knowledge.

I have the honor to be, with great respect, your most ob't servant,

JAMES SMITH.

* Their report will be inserted in the next nnmber of thi^ work.
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(Continued from Page 15, No. I.)

CASE XVI.

Sarah Nelmes, a dairy-maid at a farmer's near this

place, was infected with the cow pox from her master's

cows, in May, 1796. She received the infection on a

part of the hand which had been previously in a slight

degree injured by a scratch, from a thorn. A large pus-

tulous sore, and the usual symptoms accompanying the

disease, were produced in consequence. The pustule

was as expressive of the true character of tlie cow ?..ox,

as it commonly appears upon the hand. Two small pus-

5
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tules arose also on the wrists, from the application of the

virus, to some minute abrasions of the cuticle,) but the

livid tint, if they ever had any, was not conspicuous at

the time 1 saw^ the patient.

CASE XVII,

The more accurately to observe the progress of the

infection, I selected a healthy boy, about eight years

old, fbr the purpose of inoculation for the cow^ pox.

The matter was taken from a sore on the hand of a

dairy-maid,* who was infected by her master's cows,

and it was inserted on the 14th of May, 1796, into the

arm of the boy, by means of two superficial incisions,

barely penetrating the cutis, each about half an inch

long.

On the seventh day he complained of uneasiness in

the axilla, and on the ninth he became a little chilly,

lost his appetite, and had a slight head -ache. During

the whole of this day he was perceptibly indisposed,

and sf ent the nisht with some degree of restlessness,

but on the day following he was periectly well.

The appearance of the incisions in their progress to a

state of aiaturation, were much the same as when pro-

duced in a similar manner, by variolous matter. I'he

only difterence which I perceived, was in the state of

the limpid fluid arising from the action of the vn-us,

which assumed rather a darker hue, and in that of the

efflorescence spreading round tlie incisions, which had

more of an erysipelatous look than we commonly per-

ceive when variolous matter has been made use of in

the same manner; but the whole died away (leaving on

the inoculated parts, scabs and subsequent eschais,)

witnout giAmg me or my patient the least trouble.

* From the sore on the hand of Sarah Nelmes—See preceding case.
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In order to ascertain whether the boy, after feeling so

slight an affection from the cow pox on the sjstem, was

secured from the contagion of the small pox, he was

inoculated the IstofJuly following, with variolous matter

immediately taken from a pustule. Several slight punc-

tures and incisions were made on both his arms, and the

matter was carefully inserted, but no disease followed.

The same appearances were observable on the arms as

we commonly see when a patient has had variolous mat-

ter applied, after having either the cow pox or the small

pox. Several months afterwards, he was again inoculat-

ed with variolous matter immediately taken from a pus-

tule, but no sensible eflfect was produced on the con-

stitution.

Here my researches were interrupted till the spring

of the year 1798, when from the wetness of the early

part of the season, many of the farmers' horses in this

neighbourhood were affected with sore heeld, in conse-

quence ot which the cow pox broke out amoDg several

of our dairies, which afforded me an opportunity of

making further observations upon this cunous disease.

A mare, the property of a person who keeps a dairy

in a neighbouring parish, began to have sore heels the

latter end of the month of February, 1798, which were
occasionally washed by the servant men of the farm.

Thomas Virgoe,William Whevret,and William Haynes,
who in consequence, became affected with sores in their

hands, followed by inflamed lymphatic glands in the

arms and axilla, shiverings, succeeded by heat and lassi-

tude, and general pains in the limbs. A single paroxysm
terminated the disease, for within twenty four hours
they were free from general indispositions, nothing

remaining but the sores on their hands. Haynes and
Virgoe, who had gone through the small pox from
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inoculation, described their feelings as very similar t©

those which afFeeled them on sickening with that

malady. Whevret never had had the small pox. Haynes
was daily employed as one of the milkers at the farm,

and the disease began to shew itself among the cows

about ten days after he first assisted in washing the

mare's heels.

Their nipples became sore in the usual way, with

blueish pustules^ but as remedies were early applied,

tliey did not ulcerate to any extent.

CASE XVIII.

John Baker, a child of five years old, wa« inoculated

March 16, 1798, with matter taken from a pustule on

the hand of Thomas Virgoe, one of the servants who had

been infected from the mare's heels. He became ill on

the 6th day, with symptoms similar to those excited by

cnw pox matter. On the eighth day he was free troia

indisposition-

There was some variation in the appearance of the

pustule on the arm. Although it somewhat resembled

a small pox pustule, yet its similitude was not so con-

spicuous as when excited by matter from the nipple of

the cow, or when the matter has passed from thence

through the medium of the human subject.

This experiment was made to ascertain the progress

and subsequent effectis of the disease when thus propa-

gated. We have seen that the virus from tne horse,

when it proves infectious to the human subject, is not to

be relied upon as rendering the system secure from

variolous infection, but that the matter produced by it

upon t\\3 nipple of the cow is perfectly so. Whether its

passage from the horse, through the human constitution,

as in the present instance, will produce a similar etfectv
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remains to be decided. This would now have been

effected, but the boj was rendered unfit for inoculation,

from having felt the effects of a contagious fever in a

work-house, soon after this experiment was made.

CASE XIX.

William Summers, a child of five years and an half

old, was inoculated the same day with Baker, with mat-

ter taken from the nipples of one of the infected cows

at the farm alluded to in page 51. He became indispos-

ed on the sixth day, vomited once, and felt the usual

slight symptoms till the 8th day, when he appeared per-

fectly well. The progress of the pustule formed by the

infection of the virus, was similar to that noticed in case

17, with this exception, its being free from the livid tint

observed in that instance.

CASE XX.

From William Summers, the disease was transferred

to William Read, a boy of eight years old, who was ino-

culated March 28th. On the 6th day he complained of

pain in the axilla, and on the seventh was affected with

the common symptoms of a patient sickening with the

small-pox from inoculation^ which did not terminate till

the third day after the seizure. So perfect was the si-

milarity to the variolous fever, that I was induced to

examine the skin, conceiving there mijiht have been
some eruptions, but none appeared. The efflorescent

blush around the part punctured in the boy's arm, was
truly characteristic of that which appears on variolous

inoculation.

5*
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CASE XXI.

•Qpril fifth. Several children and adults were inocu-

lated from the arm of William Read. The greater

part of them sickened on the sixth day, and were well

on the seventh; but in three of the number a secondary

indisposition arose, in consequence of an extensive ery-

sipelatous inflammation, vvhich appeared on the inocu-

lated arm. It seemed to arise from the state of the

pustule, which spread out, accompanied with some de-

gree of pain, to about half the diameter of a sixpence.

One of these patients was an infant of half a year old.

By the application of mercurial ointment to the in-

flamed parts, (a treatment recommended under similar

circumstances in the inoculated small-pox) the com-

plaint subsided v/ithout giving much trouble.

Hannah Excell, an healthy girl of seven years old,

and one of the patients above mentioned, received the

infection from the insertion of the virus under the cu-

ticle of the arm in three distinct parts. The pustules

which arose in consequence, so much resembled, on thfe

twelfth day, those appearing from the insertion of va-

riolous matter, that an experienced inoculator would

scarcely have discovered a shade of difference at that

period. Experience now tells me, that almost the only

variation which follows, consists in the pustulous fluids

remaining limpid nearly to the time of its total disap-

pearance; and not, as in the direct small pox, becoming

purulent.

CASE XXII.

FkoM the arm of this girl matter'was taken, and in-

serted, April 12th, into the arms of
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John Marclove, one year and a half old,

Robert F. Jenner, eleven months old,

Mary Pead, five years old, and

Mary James, six years old.

Among ihase, Robert F. Jenner did not receive the

infection; the arms of the other three inflamed properly,

and began to affect the system in the usual manner; but

being under some apprehensions, from the preceding

cases, that a troublesome erysipelas might arise, I deter-

mined on making an experiment, with the viovv of cutting

off its source. Accordingly, after the patients had felt

an indisposition of about twelve hours, I applied in two

of these cases out of the three, on the vesicle formed

by the virus, a little mild caustic, composed of equal

parts of quick-lime and soap, and suffered it to remain

on the part sis hours.* It seemed to give the children

but little uneasiness, and effectually answered my in-

tention in preventing the appearance of erysipelas.

Indeed, it seemed to do more; for in half an hour after

its application, the indisposition of the children ceased.

t

These precautions were perhaps unnecessary, as the

arm of the child, Mary Pead, which was suffered to take

its course, scabbed quickly, without any erysipelas.

CASE XXIII.

From this child's arm matter was taken, and trans-

ferred to that of J. Barge, a boy of seven years old.

He sickened on the eighth day, went through the dis-

ease with the usual slight symptoms, and without any

inflammation on the arm beyond the common eflBlores-

* Perhaps a few touches with the lapsis septicus would have proved

equally efficacious.

t What effect would a similar treatment pi'oduce in inoculation for

the small-pox?
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cence surrounding the pustule, and appearance so often

seen in inoculated small pox.

After the many fruitless attempts to give the small

pox to those who had had the cow pox, it did not appear

necessary, nor was it convenient to me to inoculate the

whole of those who had been the subjects of these late

trials; yet I thought it right to see the effects of vario-

lous matter on some of them, particularly William

Summers, the first of these patients who had been in-

fected with matter taken from the cow. He was there-

fore inoculated with matter from a fresh pustule, but as

in the preceding cases, the system did not feel the ef-

fects of it in the smallest degree. I had an opportunity

alsoof having this boy and William Pead inoculated by

my nephew, Mr. Henry Jenner, whose report to me is

as follows: "'I have inoculated Pead and Barge, two of

the boys whom you lately infected with the cow pox.

On the second day the incisions were inflamed, and

there was a pale inflammatory stain around them. On
the third day these appearances were still increasing,

and their arms itched considerably. On the fourth day

the inflammation was evidently subsiding, and on the

sixth it was scarcely perceptible. No symptom of in-

disposition followed.

"To convince myself that the variolous matter made

use of Mas in a perfect state, I at the same time inocu-

lated a patient with some of it, who never had gone

through the cow pox, and it produced the small pox in

the usual regular manner."

These experiments afforded me much satisfaction; they

proved that the matter, in passin^from one human sub-

ject to another, through five gradations, lost none of its

original properties; J. Barge being the fifth who received
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the infection successively from William Summers, the

boy to whom it was communicated from the cow.

I shall conclude this inquiry with some general ob-

servations on the subject, and on some others, which are

interwoven with it.

(To be continued.

)

SMALL POX.

Importation and Introduction of the Small Pox inte

the City of Baltimore,from Liverpool.

{From the Federal Gazette of Oct. 2, 1821.)

To the Editor of the Federal Gazette.

Sir,

The following notice and circular was Sent yesterday

to the physicians of this city generally. Should any

further supplies of matter be wanted by those to whom
it has been sent, or by any other practitioner, whose

name may have escaped my recollection, they are all

respectfully invited to apply at my office; where genu-

ine vaccine matter has been always kept in the great-

est abundance; and may be had at any time, by those

who wish to use it.

There are some persons, perhaps, who may be alarmed

at the distressing fact which I have mentioned in the

postscript to my circular, but it would be criminal to

conceal for a moment, or deny any occurrence w hich is

so highly interesting to the public. It is true, that for

more than twenty years past, I have always maintained

a firm belief, that it was impossible for any one to take

the small pox after perfect vaccination; but I have now
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changed my opinion, as to the impossibility of this oc-

currence, and knew that such a thing has actually hap-

pened. Some may probably suppose, that I may be

mistaken on this occasion; but I have a history of this

child's vaccination on my own books; and she was after-

wards, the summer following, fully exposed to the na-

tural contagion of the small pox, and was then found to

be perfectly secure from it. What then has reproduced

her liability to this plague?

Can it be doubted, whether the disease now affecting

Jinn Maria J\Iiles, be really the true small pox? I at

first (before the eruption came out) flattered myself, that

her complaint was a disease ot this kind; but every

symptom and appearance now proves, that she will be

covered with the small pox. I hope the medical faculty

will visit her, attend to the progress of her disease, and

judge for themselves.

Idti not wish to be considered any further an alarmist

on this occasion, than to excite attention to the subject of

this communication. Neither do I think that this

CASE, NOR A THOUSAND SUCH, SHOULD OVERTURN OUR

CONFIDENCE IN VACCINATION. I am Still of Opinion,

that the small pox may be eradicated by the use of the

kine pock; but it becomes tne public to view this reme-

dy with a less careless eye than has been heretofore ap-

parent.

In England, the greatest confusion, in regard to vacci-

nation, has been lately introduced among the people.

The most skilful have been greatly perplexed; and while

they have been labouring zealouj^iy to serve the cause of

humanity, the most ignorant practitioners have taken

advantage of their difficulties, and have attempted to re-

establish the old inoculation. Many have fallen victims

there to these proceedings, and to the same source we
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may trace the cause of the calamity which now threat-

ens us.

I am sincerely,

Your obedient servant,

JAMES SMITH.
Baltimore, Oct. 1, 18:21.

PUBLIC NOTICE.

Baltimore, September 9>^, 1821.

On the 14th of August last, the ship Pallas, Captain

Ottis, arrived at this port, after a passage of fifty-nine

days from Liverpool.

About the first week in July, being then at sea, John

Campble sickened on board this ship, and had the small

pox Siightly, Fiom Campble this di<sease v^as communi-

cated to another of the passengers, John Tomkins, who

sickened about the third or fourth week of the same

month. He had the smaM po^ in a mild, distinct form,

and recovered. From Tomkins the contasjlon was com-

munication to a child of tiie same name, to H-nry

James Purviance, aged about seven years, and to Wil-

liam Thompson, one of the seamen on board the ship.

These all sickened a day or two before the Pali is ar-

rived. Thompson was sent immediately to the hospital,

supposed to be infected w^tii the prevailing malignant

fever. He died of the small pox on the i29th of August.

Tomkins' family removed to the Western Country on

leaving the ship, taking their infected child with them,

and several others, who were still liable to take the

small pox. They have not been heard of since they left

Baltimore; but it is more than probable, they will com-

municate the contagion toothers on their way.

i»irs. Purviance took a room In Cowpen Alley, near

to North Street, over the cooper's shop ot Mr. May, and
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removed to it immediately after her arrival, with her

son. A physician was sent for, but pronouncing the

child's disease to be the chicken pox, no further medical

attention v\ as paid to it.

From this child the small pox was communicated to

his sister Hannah, aged about ten years, and also tu one

of Mr. May's apprentice boys, who worked in the shop

below. Both of these children have recovered.

From May's apprentice boy the contagion was suffer-

ed to be communicated naturally to a servant girl who

li\ed in the neighbourhood with Mi. Winwood, arni also

to Jacob Whitfield, a journeyman cooper, who works at

May's shop*

Mr. W in wood's servant girl sickened on the 17tli

inst. and was removed immediately to Green Streets in

Old Town, near to Pitt Street. Whitfield took sick on

Tuesday the 13th inst. and now lays ill at his own house

in Mulberry Street, a tew iloors west from Paca Street,

^here be may be seen, covered with a full crop of per-

fect and distinct small pox.

The first intimation which has led to a disclosure of

these facts, was made to the writer of this note yesterday

by accident. Tl^ey have since, however, been inquired

into carefully, and are now hastily stated to attract

the immediate attention of the friends of vaccination to

dutjes which are very easy, but highly interesting to hu-

manity. S.

Circular to tTie practising Physicians of Baltimore.

Baltimore, September 30, 1821.

Sir,

I take the libertv to send to your address a charge of

fresh vaccine matter, taken from a perfect eighth day

kine pock this afternoon.
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The above note will show you the necessity of re-

commending at this time a general resort to vaccination

without delay.

If you have the kine pock already in operation, you

will please return the inclosed to me; it will in this case

be useless to you, but may be put into other hands

where it will be wanted.

Should any new case of small pox be derived from

the contaj2;ion, which has been imported, and which I

have traced to its origin in England, (where this disease

was prevailing wh6n the Pallas sailed, )you will confer a

great benefit on the public, if you would let it be known

immediately.

No good can possibly arise from the concealment of

any case of this contagious disease in a populous city*

But it may be truly said that much evil may arise from

neglecting to give it publicity.

If not attended with too much trouble to you, you

would greatly oblige me, and facilitate the distribution

of the vaccine matter, if you would send to me through

the medium of the Post Office, or by any other convey-

ance convenient, any of the vaccine crusts, which may
be formed under your care, and which you have no oc-

casion to use.

Believe me to be, respectfully.

Your obedient servant,

JAMES SMITH.

P. S. Sunday Morning, September 50. Another

case of natural small pox has occurred in Cowpen al-

ley, and one in North street, near to Wagon alley. The
case in Cowpen alley is attended with the truly dis-

tressing fact, that she was vaccinated while an infant at

t'he breast, 25th July, 1810, and has a good mark of the

6
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kiue pock on her arm. This fact should not discourage

the use of the kine pock, but rather excite greater atten-

tion to it.

(From the Federal Gazette of Oct. 6, 1821.)

HEALTH OFFICE.

Baltimore, Oct. 4, 1821.

I deem it my duty to lay before the public, some ac-

count of the small pox. This communication has been

delayed several days, in consequence of my having a

long report to make to the Board of Health, upon a sub-

ject of more importance, than that of small pox at the

present time. Comparatively, so few persons are now

liable to small pox, that, there is little cause for alarm,

at its appearance. It is only necessary for parents, or

masters promptly to do their duty, in getting all person?

vaccinated, who have not had the small pox. it is evi-

dent, that small pox cannot become much extended,

without the most unreasonable neglect.

The Board of Health, published a death from small

pox, on the 29th day of August, and on the 14th day of

September, they stated that measures had been taken, at

the Hospital, to prevent the extension of the disease.

They therefore, felt a strong assurance, that the disease

would not disturb the city. Thonjpson, who died at the

Hospital, had biU little knowledge of our language, and

the only information which I could collect from him, and

others, was, that the children who had the disease, on

board the Pallas, had gone to the western country— this

however, was only in part true. And the day after the
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Board had assured the public, that Thompson could not

have spread the disease in the city, they were informed

that cases of small pox, existed in Cowpen alley. The

Mayor, Board of Health, and myself visited the family

of Mrs. Purviance, where we found two children, conva-

lescent after small pox.

Some relief was afforded this afflicted family; and all

persons in the neighborhood were informed, that I would

vaccinate all applicants gratis. After much difficulty

in search of infection, I procured a scab from Dr. Dif-

fenderffer, with which I vaccinated four children.—These

were, an infant son of Mrs. Miles', one other little boy in

the same house, a boy at Mr. Kummer's, and the oldest

son of Mrs. Purviance, who had not taken the small

pox. Of these four, the boy at Kummer's, only took the

disease. Not having any hopes of getting fresh matter,

and being unwilling to risk waiting till I could obtain

infection at Kummer's, I vaccinated a second time the

two children at Mrs. Miles', with the same scab; and

fortunately, her little son took the disease in both arms.

So soon as infection could be obtained of the boy at

Kummer's, in a fluid state, I obtained a small portion,

and vaccinated the other child at Mrs. Miles', success-

fully. Thus, It appears, that F succeeded in saving three

out of four, from the small pox, and the fourth has not

taken any disease. These cases enabled metof^upply

several gentlemen of my acquaintance, with fresh

infection.

When I first visited this neighbourhood, there was a

man working in a cooper's shop, adjoining the house in

which the small pox was, who had not had the disease;

he was advised strongly to be vaccinated, but neglected

to have it done. He sickened at his dwelling in Mul*

berry-street, where Dr. H. Bond and Dr. Amos made
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an effort to prevent the spreading of the disease, iw

which they will no doubt succeed. A servant girl of

Mr. Winwood's, was vaccinated by Dr. Winwood, but

the operation failing, she was attacked with the small

pox.

The small pox did not long escape the notice of the

Board of Health, and they left nothing undone, in order

to arrest the disease; they did not, however, imagine

that a newspaper publication would arrest its progress;

they preferred laying the axe to the root. Every effort

was made to arouse all persons in the neighbourhood of

the disease, to avoid the small pox by the proper pre-

vention.

On Monday last, I called at the house of Mrs. Miles,

and found two of her children in bed; a girl and the

little boy which I last vaccinated. On my walking to-

wards the bed, she observed that her little boy had the

small pox; I replied, I hope not; she said. Dr. had

said it had the disease, and pointing to the girl, said,

she (the girl) had the small pox after having been vac-

cinated several years ago. The poor girl was thickly

covered with the small pox, but of the distinct kind. I

now examined the little boy, found a kine pock on each

arm; but his little face, arms, breast, &c. full of fiery

pimples, accompanied with high fever. On examining

the arms carefully, I had no hesitation in telling her

that the pimples, which no doubt were small pox, would

never advance to maturity, that she need not be UFider

the smallest apprehension of danger to the child, that

the misfortune attending her daughter must be the re-

sult of want of skill or some neglect.

That this girl must have had the spurious disease,

there can be no doubt; the case of the little boy is a

strong one in favour of the preventive power of the vac*
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cine disease, which may be added to the manj thousands

which have been recorded, setting the thing bevond all

doubt, that vaccination affords as much security against

small pox as innoculation itself. And the case of the

girl must be placed with those numerous cases of spu-

rious disease which happened to Dr. Jenner and many

others in the early part of their practice, and which will

always be likely at times to happen where practitioners

vaccinate by proxy, or where they undertake to know

the disease by the scab, or by any other means than that

of examining every case at least three or four times

themselves. To conclude then, I have vaccine infec-

tion which may be depended upon, which physicians can

have, and think nothing but neglect can serve to extend

the small pox.—And, have never had greater evidence

of the preventive properties of the kine pox than during

the present season. The little boy of whom I have just

been speaking, most clearly ha<l both diseases in his sys-

tem at the same time, but the kine pock having invaded

the system before the small pox, completely subdued its

operation. One day's delay would, in all probability,

have proved fatal in this case, as the small pox, had

there been such delay, must have had the ascendancy.

HORATIO G. JAMKSOX.
Consulting Physician to the Board of Health,

To the Editor of the Federal Gazette.

Sir,

In a communication from Dr. James Smith, in your

paper of the 2d instant, I observe it stated that certain

passengers in the ship Pallas from Liverpool, to Balti-

more, had been infected with small pox, both duri.n/^

6^ .
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their passage, and on their arrival, (on the 14th Aug.)

Lest the introduction of this formidable disease should

be attributed to any want of a due performance of duty

on my part, acting as Health Officer to the Port of Bal-

timore, I beg leave through you, to make the following

statement;

I boarded the ship Pallas on her arrival near the quar-

antine ground, and upon making the necessary inquiries

of the captain, relative to the health of his crew and

passengers, he informed me that they were all well on

board, and had been so from the time of their departure

from England. I had all hands mustered on deck,

when each separately passed in review before me, and

their appearance seemed to confirm the captain's report:

the ship was consequently permitted to proceed to town.^

It must be evident that the persons suftering under

small pox, were detained below during i\\i^ examination?

or that the eruption was not perceptible at that time.

For the concealment of the previous existence of the

disease from the health officer, there can be no apology,

being contrary to a positive ordinance in the quarantine

system, providing against so dangerous a deception.

T. HAMILTON,
B. H. Officer.

(From the Federal Gazette of Oct. 11, 1821.)

To the Editor of the Federal Gazette.

Sir,

1 have read with surprise, a column in your paper of

Saturday last, signed "H. G. Jameson, consulting phy-

sician of thf' Board of Health," in which it appears to

he the intention of the writer, to condemn me for an-
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nouncing "in the newspapers," the late importation and

introduction of the small pox into this city. It appears

further to be his object to exonerate himself from the

censure which has been thrown upon him by the public,

for neo;Iecting to have announced this event sooner; and

he makes use of the occasion, to give it as his opinion,

that I am not competent to judge of the vaccination of

one of my own patients; or to distinguish the true from

the spurious kine pock.

Heretofore I believed, and I always considered my-

self fully justified in giving it as my opinion, that it

was impossiblefor any person to take the small poo; after

perfect vaccination. But if 1 have l)een obliged to

change this opinion and to adopt a different belief, 1 do

not know why Dr. J. should on this account deny the

correctness of my statements, or attack me in the un-

gracious manner he has adopted in your columns. I

have the right, and 1 have deemed it to be my duty, to

state my present conviction candidly to the public. I

have accompanied this conviction with a fair statement

of the case itself, on which it is founded^ and have call-

ed the attention of the faculty to it, while they could

have an opportunity to investigate it fully and fairly.

And as soon as the case terminates, it is my wish, that

the public should be furnished with every particular

respecting it. I can only at this time repeat, what I

said in my first communication, that "/rfo not think this

case or a thousand such should overturn our confidence

in vaccination; and that I am still of opinion, the small

pox may he eradicated by the general use of the kine

pock.^'

I cannot discern in this open course of proceeding,

any good reason whatever, why I should be so unfortu-

nate, as to have excited the ire of the "consulting phy-
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sician of the Board of Health," to whom I made no ai

lusion whatever in mj communication. I was not in-

formed, before I read his attack upon my proceedings,

that he had any concern with the cases of small pox, to

which I called the attention of the public.

That the small pox was imported, and has lately been

introduced into this city, is not denied. But now when

Dr. J. can no longer conceal the fact, he excuses him-

self for not having announced it sooner, by declaring

that **it was his intention to have laid before the public

some account of the small pox; but his communication

had been delayed several days in consequence of his

having a long report to make to the Board of Health,

on a subject of more importance, than that of the small

pox at this time.'*

**The &mall pox," Dr. J. informs us, "did not long es-

cape the notice of the Board of Health; and he adds,

"that on the day after he assured the pubiic that Thomp-

son (who had died in the Hospital) could not spread the

disease in the citv, he received information that a case

of small pox existed in Cowpen alley; whereupon he

immediately, with the Mayor and Board of Health,

visited the infected family, and left nothing undone to

Arrest the disease."

Until thus apprised by Dr. J. himself, I did not know

that the people in Cowpen Alley had been so highly

honoured, or that this infected place had been taken no-

tice of so long ago as the 15th of September* But when

I have acknowledged this visit, it will be seen present-

ly, that I have admitted nearly the whole truth, which

this statement contains. I deny that the most proper

measures were taken to arrest the disease, and will

prove in the sequel, that comparatively speaking, there
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was nothing done which ought to have been done upon

this occasion.

"After much diflBcultj in search of vaccine matter,

Dr J. informs the public, a scab was procured from Dr.

Oiffenderffer, with which he vaccinated four children,

one of whom only took the disease; but not having any

hopes of getting fresh matter, he used the same scab a

second time, (four or five days afterwards) and another

of the children who were exposed took the kine pock

under his care."

It is true indeed, that Dr. J. might have spent much

time in search of vaccine matter; and contended in vain

with many difficulties to procure it. But inasmuch as

he omitted intentionally to apply at the only source^

where he had any good reason to expect that fresh in-

fection could be procured, he merits no indulgence

^vhatever from the public on this account. This excuse,

however, coming from Dr. J. has much in it which is

highly censurable, if not criminal. It is well known to

him, that a legal provision has been made for the pre-

servation of the vaccine remedy in my hands. But he

never applied for it, and he deserves in my opinion to

be punished severely, for deceiving those, who were ex-

posed to so much injury by his unfounded declarations,

that "there was no fresh vaccine matter to be had in this

city." This remedy has always been kept fresh by me,

as is my duty, and Dr. J. could have obtained it from

we, at any time he might have chosen ta apply for it.

It must have been to suit his own convenience or profit,

that Dr. J. kept the people in the neighbourhood of Cow-

pen alley exposed to the small pox so long, that several

of them have suffered severely thereby—two have died,

and our whole city have been unavoidably disturbed. If

Dr. J. as was his especial duty, had given timely and pro-
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per notice, that the small pox did really exist in the

city, all the mischief and alarm which has occurred,

I believe, might have been prevented.

'*W hen I first visited the infected neiohbourhood, says

Dr. J. there was a man working at a cooper's shop ad-

jacent, who was strongly advised to be vaccinated; but

he neglected to have it done, and afterwards sickened

at his house in Mulberry street," where *'every effort

was made to arouse all persons in the neighbourhood of

the disease, to avoid the small pox by the proper pre-

ventive;" and Dr. J. declares to the public in his re-

port, that "these efforts will no doubt succeed " The

public will be able to judge how far this statement is

entitled to their consideration, when they are informed,

that the man alluded to (Mr. Whitfield) took the small

pox on the 18th September last; and that when I after-

wards heard of his illness, and went to see him on the

£8th September, nearly two weeks after Dr. J.'s famous

visit to Cowpen alley, I found that Mr. WhitjiM's

own child had been kept all the time exposed to the swall

pox in the same room with him. ant that it had not been

vaccinated. One abortive attempt, it is true, had been

made to save it, but its parents were afterwards in-

duced to believe, that *'there was no good vaccine mat-

ter to be had," and nothing was done further for the

child. I explained to Mrs. W. immediately the danger

which threatened her child, but told her I hoped it

might yet be saved; she was thatikful for my inter-

ferencej and at my own request allowed me to vacci-

nate it for her. ihe operation succeeded in both arms,

and although this child, at the age of eleven months, had

been exposed seven days to the influence of the conta-

gion, (its father being then in the t^nth day of his dis-

ease,) it has been saved from the small pox. The escape
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which this child has thus made, is so worthy of notice,

that 1 have begged its parents to let it be called Vaccina

Whitfield; and they have promised to indulge me in

this request, for they have seen that it is indebted to the

kine pock for its life.

Besides this child, I found a number of others in the

same neighbourhood, who were exposed to great danger,

JK^ot one of them had been vaccinated from the IStti to

the'^Sth September. I found one family in which there

were two children exposed to the contagion, witiiia one

hundred yards from Whitfield's house, who had fiot

heard of the small pox being near them. There was

another child, in the house adjoining to Mr. Whiiiieid's,

who was likewise exposed to great danger. All these

children 1 have vaccinated successfully—not for any

profit or gain to myself, as has been ungenerously insinu-

ated—but gratuitously, and for the express purpose of

arresting the progress of the small pox. Dr. J/s asser-

tions, therefore, respecting the successful efforts that

were made in this infected neighbourhood, have no

foundation whatever, except in the report which he has

coHimunicated to the public.

In the case of Mrs. Miles* little boy, who was vacci-

nated by Dr. J. about the 20th Sept. (if I can judge cor-

rectly from the appearance of the pock on his arm.) the

doctor observes "that one day's delay in the operation

would^ in all probability have proved fatal to him."

But if he is really sensible of the truth of his own re-

tiiark, how can Dr. J excuse himself, or justify hi-s ap-

parent seU-complacency, in rescuing "four children"

only from the danger impending over them; when t'lcre

were so many others left exposed in the same neighbour-

hood to lose their lives by his neglect.
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It is in vain that Dr. J. has attempted to excuse him-

self, by asserting that "so few persons are now liable to

the small pox, there is little cause for alarm at its ap-

pearanceJ*—As a proof of the fallacy of this declaration,

I will only state that in the course of two hours on

Friday evening, the 21st Sept. without knowing at the

time that there were any in danger of the small pox, I

inserted the vaccine matter gratuitously for the follow-

ing persons, all of whom lived so near to Cowpen alley^

that any one of them might have taken the disease

which existed there. Many others have been vacci-

nated by me in the same neighbourhood, and many more

are yet liable to suffer in the same infected district. I

copy the names from my book in the order in which I

found and vaccinated them, at their own houses on the

evening above mentioned. Z. Magill, agf^d three

months^ Matilda, six years; Richard Trip, four years;

Cassandra Trip, two years; Harrison, five years; Sophia

Williams, twenty-jive years; Dinah Trip, twenty-four

years; Lloyd, one year; Jacob two years; Sally

Boilings, two years; Margaret Rollings^"; Geo, Watts,

fourteen months; Jinn Flings, seven months; John

Flings, five years; Samuel Scott, eighteen months; Fanny

Barclay, two years; Mary Eisenrings, two years; Mary

Barclay, ten years; Elizabeth Barclay, eight years;

Theresa McGurk, two months; and George Front These

poor people, with but few exceptions, all took the kine

pock from my operations at that time, and yet Dr. J.

would have the public believe that there are but very

few persons in Baltimore liable to take the small pox.

I have been in the practice for many years past of

searching for fit subjects and vaccinating them, to keep

up a reguhir and uninterrupted supply of fresh vaccine

matter. And if I could* afford to devote more of my
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Ame to the service of the poor, in this way, I could find,

I have reason to believe, one hundred patients every

week for the whole year round, so general has been the

neglect of vaccination in this city. The public may be

assured, therefore, that if the small pox should be suffer-

ed from our neglect to become epidemic among us, we

^vill find it to be a much more distressing and fatal

calamity to the poor of this city, than the yellow fever

has been—but the evil of such an event would not be

confined to ourselves. The small pox is really a conta-

gious disease^ and if it spread here we will soon una-

voidably export it to every part of this state, and per-

haps to every commercial town, whether inland or sea-

port, with which we have any connection, and in all

these places it may be expected to produce the same

shocking scenes of distress as among ourselves. To
lay "the axe at the root of this evil" effectually, I pre-

pared a circular letter es soon as I discovered that the

small pox had been imported and introduced into this

city, and sent some fresh vaccine matter to the physi-

cians whose names are annexed, soliciting them to aid

me to extend the use of it, as generally and expedi-

tiously as lies in their power, and I believe that their

efforts, supported by a kind Providence, will save our

people from the danger yet impending over us.

I remain your

Obedient and humble sev't,

JAMES SxMITH.

Allender, Alexander, Baker, Birckhead, T. E. Bond,

H. Bond, Brevett, Brown, Chatard, Coulter, Cromwell,

W. H. Clendinen, A. Cleiulinen, Davidge, De Butts,

Dunan, Diffenderffer, Donaldson, Dunkel, Fisher, Gil-

lingham, Hall, Hamilton, Handy, Hentzie, Howard,

r
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Harper, Jameson, Jenning;s, McDowell, Macaulay,

McKenzie, Martin, Owen, Potter, Page, Pue, Pattison,

Reese, Revere, Roberts, Readel, Sinnot, Warfield,

Walch, White, Zollickoffer, and all others whose names

escaped my recollection at the instant, have been since

invited to call on me for vaccine matter.

(Fi-om the Moming Chronicle, Oct. 24, 1821.)

To the Editor of the Morning Chronicle*

Sir,

The danger to be apprehended from the late intro-

duction of the small pox into this city, continues to in-

crease. Five new cases have occurred this month; all

of them can be traced to the contagion derived from

Cowptn alley, where, as has been shown, this plague

was kept concealed from the public, from the middle of

August last; about which time it was imported in the

ship Pallas, from Liverpool.

The following are all the cases of small pox, derived

from this importation, which have yet come to my know-

ledge.

1. Thompson, sickened on board the Pallas, about the

14th August, and was removed to the Hospital, where

he dieil on the 29th August.

2. Mrs. Purviance's son, sickened on board the Pal-

las, about the 14th August, and was brought immedi-

diately into the city, to a small room in Cowpen Alley,

over Mr. May's cooper shop.

3. Mr. May*s apprentice boy, sickened in Cowpen

alley about the 1st September

—

recovered*
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4. Mr. Winwood's servant girl, sickened in Cowpen

alley, about the ITth September, and was removed to

Green street, Old Town

—

recovered.

5. Mr. Whitfield, a journeyman cooper, at May's

shop, in Cowpen alley, sickened on the 18th September;

removed to Mulberry street, near to Paca street

—

re-

covered.

6. Mr. Starr's child, took the contagion from its father,

who worked in May's shop. This child sickened about

the 27th September, and died under the most malignant

form of small pox, about the 5th day of its illness.

7. Mr. Graybel's servant man, sickened in Market

street about the£7th September, and died about the 9th

day of his disease.

8. Mr. Sheckle's son, sickened on the 6th October,

lays in Old Town near to the corner of North and Higb

streets.

9. Mrs. Goddard's negro girl, sickened about 12th

October, and lays in Saratoga street, opposite to the

Dispensary.

10. Mr. Law's servant girl, sickened about the 12th

October, and lays at Mr. Law's, corner of Eutaw and Sa-

ratoga streets—dangerously ill.

11. Mr. Atkinson's child, sickened about the 15th

October, and lays in Potter street, Old Town—danger-

ously ill.

12. Mrs. Holston's child, sickened about the 17th Oc-

tober, and lays in Strawberry alley—dangerously ill.

It is hoped the friends of vaccination will not relax in

tiieir eiforts,'but yet strive to prevent this loathsome dis-

ease from becoming a general one, among the poorer

classes of our citizens. We should bring to mind on

this occasion, how easy it is to extinguish a fire at first,

and hov/ difficult after a little delav.
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I must beg, that the public will not look an the fe\«r

cases of small pox, which have occurred with too much
indifference, or flatter themselves^, that it will be in our

power verj easily to subdue this contagion. Every

new case that occurs,, multiplies the danger of itfr

spreading—and we have already great reason to fear,

that Baltimore will soon become the exporter of thia

<:ontagion tothe country around us in every direction.

JAMES SMITfL

JSTote presented to the Mayor previous to his call of
Hie Faculiy of Medicine,

To the Honorable the Mayor and City Council of
Baltimore.

Gentlemen,

The rapidity with which the natural small pox is

spreading in this city, with the unexampled difficulties

which have lately presented themselves in regard to

vaccination—render it proper that you should be ap-

prised o! them.

Any fact relative thereto which has come to my know-

ledge will be most cheerfully communicated to you at

any time, if wanted.

But much more interesting information on this subject

I have reason to believe, might be obtained by you from

others of the faculty of medicine, if they were applied to,.

Most respectfully,

Your obedient servant,

JAMES SMITH.

I
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Meeting of Physicians at the Mayor's Office.

At a meeting of the Medical Faculty of Baltimore,

held on Monday, the 10th instant, at four o'clock, P. M.

in the Chamber of the First Branch of the City Council,

in pursuance of an invitation by the Mayor, to devise

and susc^est the most efficient means of extinguishing the

Small Pox within the limits of the city, Doctor Solomon

Birckhead was called to the chair, and Doctor John D,

Readel appointed Secretary; when, after mature deliber-

ation, the following resolutions were unanimously

passed:

h Resolved, That is the opinion of this meeting, that

vaccination is the best security from small pox,

2. Resolved, That a conimittee, consisting of Drs.

James Smith, William Donaldson, George Frick, Sam-

uel K. Jennings, and Mr Granville Sharp Pattisoii, be

appointed to prepare an address to the public, in con-

formity with the above resolution.

3. Resolved, That a committee, consisting of Di's.

Jennings, Macaulay, Gillingham, Clendenin and Handy,

be appointed to consider and report to the Mayor, the

most efficient general means, which, in their opinion,

ought to be^dopted tor a speedy extermination of the

small pox in the crty of .Baltimore.

JOHiN D. READKL, M. D. Sec.

I
TO THE PUBLIC.

The Committee appointed to prepare an address to

the public, in conformity to the above resolution, d r ct

their attention to the subject with that earnestness and
zeal which the importance of the matter requires. They

7^
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are aware of the alarm that pervades the public minrf on

the subject of the small pox, (lately imported into this

city) from the supposed failure of the vaccine remedy

to arrest its progress and eventually to exterminate it

from our city and country.

The committee allow the occurrence of the small pox

in a few instances, after perfect vaccination.^ They
conceive that it is not an infallible and positivp preven-

tive of that loathsome disease, but they are satisfied the

security afforded by vaccination is equal to that offered

by inoculation. In support of this opinion, the com-*

mittee would call the attention of the public to the late

report of the Royal Vaccine Institution, from which it

appears that out of 67,000 patients vaccinated, only eight

cases of small pox had afterwards occurred.

That the great maj^ority of persons vaccinated are

sef ured from an attack of small pox, the experiencp of

prdctitioiiers, both in Europe and the United states,

abundantly proves. That the committee are, from au-

thentic record and personal observation, led to believe

this fact. That their ow» experiments, though not mul-

tiplied to a great extent, furnisli them with proof of the

prophylactic power of the kine pock. That the few cases

of small pox occurring after perfect vaccination, can be

referred to some susceptibility which cannot be removed,

even by inoculation of the small pox.—That the vaccine

in the present condition of society, presents greater

advantages than the inoculation of small pox did in the

last century; for although the natural small pox was

*Baltimore, 2rf Jipnl, 1 822.

I have reason no-w to dissent from this opink)n; and do not believe

that the true or pure small pox ever occurs after perfect vaeeination*

Further explanations will be given hereafter.

JAMBS SMITH.
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divested, by its adoption, of a great part of its danger,

yef, in a great many instances, under the best manage*

ment and most favorable circumstances* it proveil fatal.

If then this mode of practice was adopted by the good

sense of mankind, why now reject a sufficient preventive

unattended with danger, not painful in its effects, and

morally certain in its result? If any means could be de-

vised for a time, however short, to remove so dreadful a

scourge, should it not, by the good sense of the Gomuiu-

nity be adopted?—The kme pock is not only capable of

effecting this object, but is fitted to meet this pestilence,

however secret in its operation and subtile in its ap-

proach. Numerous instances have occurred within a

few weeks, wherein this inestimable preventive has se-

cured the subject from the ravages of the variolous pes-

tilence But the virtues of the vaccine are not confined

to a solitary benefit, it excites no disorder in the con-

stitution by its operation. It is not contagious through

the medium of the atmosphere— It is never fatal. It

produces no consequent diseases in the hutuan system.

It admits of being used in the most infirm and valetudi-

nary. It can be resorted to in any season of the year.

It requires no preparation to insure its &urcess, nor di-

minish its violence, for, indeed^ it has no hurtful pro-

perties.

Compare it now with the inoculated small pox. This

disease is at best, uncertain in its result. It may be

said to be always dangerous, for you cannot predict

whether it will be mild or malignant. It excites great

constitutional derangement, even when not fatal. It is

contagious by difi'usion in the atmosphere and personal

contact. It is fatal at the most liberal calculation in one

out of three hundred instances; an<l when the small pox

is received through the atmosphere in the natural waj^
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it destroys one out of every seven persons attacked by

it. It gives rise to other disorders, as scrophula in ita

worst and most various forms, consumption and diseases

of the skin. It requires a particular season of the year

for its employment. bein» ir*ore dangerous when used in

warm than in cold weather. It requires regimen, con-

finement, and the use of mediciies It interrupts for a

time, thip labors of the industrious and active citizen. It

requires, for a successful result, a good constitution and^

flie absence of unhealthy dispositions of body In every

possible way in wliich it can be received, it is a danger-

ous, loathsome and fatal disease. Fully impressed with:

the imp()rtance of a speedy and general resort to the in-

valuable substitute offered by vaccination, the committee

conclude with a hope, that the prejudices and ingratitude

of man will hot throw away with disdain from his

service,vvhat reas)n, science, benevolence and philan-

throphy entreat him to accept.

JAMES SMITH,
WM. DOxNALDSON,

'GRANVILLE 8. PA STISONT,

GEORGE FRICK,

SAMUEL K. JEJSKlNGS.

TO JOHN MONTGOMERY, Esci^

Mayor
()J

tfie City of Baltimore*

TThe Cornmittee appoinf^cl by a resolution passed at

tHe nieetinb; of the rtiysicians, held at the Council

Chairiibers. on Monday, the iOth instant, to report for the

consideration of the Mavor, the most effectual means of

eraditatiDg the sniall pa ttrom the city, have met, anii
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after mature deliberation have thought it advisable to

propose the following measures, as the most conducive,

in their opinion, to effect this desirable object:

1st. That the city be divided into fijc districts, and

suitable persons appointed for each dikrict to vaccinate

all those who have not received the vaccine disease, or

concerning whose security there is any doubt.

2d. That a person or persons be appointed for each

district, whose duty it shall be, under the direction of

the physician appointed to vaccinate, to seek out all

cases among the poor, and immediately report the same

for vaccination.

3. That all such infected persons as the city can con-

veniently remove, be instantly on the appearance of the

small pox, taken to an hospital, organized under the di-

rection of the civil authority, as a small pox hospital, or

to the city hospital and alms house, if those institutions

can receive them.

4th. That the Commissioners of health lose no time ia

attending to the ventillation and purification of all

houses in which the small pox may have existed.

5th. That all persons so vaccinated, in whom the di&.

ease shall have proved genuine, shall be provided with a
printed certificate, and that each physician appointed,

keep a list of the names and ages of the persons so fur-

nished.

All which is respectfully submitted,

(Signed) SAMUEL K. JENNINGS,
P. xMACAULAY,
EZRA GILLfNGHAM,
WM. H. CLENDENIN,
W. W. HANDY-
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Letter from Vr. Smith to Dr. R. H. Archer, datei

Baltimore, ISth Jan. 1822r

Dear Sir,

Ix the spring of 1801, it seems jou inoculated an
infant here, named Effee M'Clellan. who was born on
the 8th Dec. 1800; the daughter of Mr. Robert M>Clel-
lan, of this city. This child I am informed was con-

sidered by you as properly inoculated for the true small

pox; and I have no koubt of the fact, as she has yet a

good mark on her arm, and many pitts from this opera-

tion on her person. But I wish you to bring the cir-

cumstances attending the inoculation of this child as

properly to your recollection as you can at this late pe-

riod of time, and communicate to me any fact relative

thereto, that you can be certain of. Mr. M'Clellan m-
forms me, that he always was particular in having his

children inoculated while they were at the breast, and

that the operation was performed for several other of

his children by you. His daughter Harriot, was inocU"^

lated, or vaccinated by you, in the spring of 1803. Mr.

M*Clellan does not know whether you used in this case

the vaccine or variolous matter; but 1 wish you to be so

good as to inform me, as she is now attending on her

sister, just out of the small pox, and has been in the

same room with her during her whole illness.

Etfee M*Clellan, your quondam patient, is now the

wife of Mr. John Jeremiah. She was taken sick on the

25th ult. with fever, followed by all the symptoms which

usually precede an eruption of the small pox. On the

S9th, SOth and Slst Dec. after suffering extremely, an

innumerable crop of variolous pustules made their ap-

pearance on every part of her face, body, and limbs.

JBeing pregnant and nearly at her full time as she suppo-
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ses. Mrs. Jeremiah was seized with the pains of labour

in the midst of her fever, and was then happily delivered

of her infant at 10 o'clock, A. M. on the 29th Dec. this

being the fifth day of her fever and firs^day of the ap-

pearance of the small pox eruptions on her person. On
the third instant these eruptions were nearly at maturity,

and the fever subsided; on the fourth and fifth (being the

eleventh and twelfth days of her disease) the eruptions

formed into small crusts, and some few of them were

taken off'. On the sixth, seventh and eighth instant,

these crusts came off generally, and Mrs. J. recovered

her usual health again; her skin being left covered with

red spots, which are wearing off very fast, and it is

doubtful whether any pitts will be left from the erup-

tions which produced them.

This is one of those cases to which the new name of

varioloid has been given; I have viewed it as more in-

teresting, inasmuch as I hope to be able to get from you

a satisfactory account of her previous inoculation for the

small pox; whici» will aid us to balance accounts with

the enemies of vaccination, who think one or two

pimples sufficient to condemn the kine pock, and oblige

mankind to recur again to inoculation for the small

pox. On the fourth and fifth days of her disease, Mrs.

Jeremiah was considered by the physicians who attended

her as in great danger of losing her life. High fever, de-

lirium, vomiting aijd excessive pain in the head, back,

and limbs, were the most distressing symptoms which

characterised the eft'ects of the variolous contagion in

this case.

Mr. Jeremiah's infant was vaccinated on Sunday
evening, 30th Dec. at six o'clock, being thirty two
hours after its birth. The vaccination took effect and
progressed very regdarly until Tuesday the Sth Instant,
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when a few red spots were observed on its person. On
the next day, however, when I saw this infant, the spots

had assumed the appearance of eruptions, and they are

now so exceedingly numerous, that, notwithhtandin«; the

early use there uas made of the vaccine matter, I fear it

will perish under the effect. Some few of the eruptions

upon it seems to have dark coloured, depressetl spots in

their centre, which you know were formerly considered

as portending great danger to the patient.*

I shall be anxious until 1 hear from you in reply to

this letter, and beg you will not omit to detail any cir-

cumstances you can distinctly recollect in regard to the

inoculation of this family, or of others whom you might

have inoculated at the same time and with the same in-

fection.

I remain your sincere friend,

JAiMES SMITH.

Letterfrom Dr. Robert H. Archer to Dr. Siniih^ dated

Chesapeake, £8f/i Jan. Ir8^£.

Dear Sir,

Your letter of the ISth instant, did not reach me
until three days ago.

I find by reference to my books, that on the seventh

day of Aprd, 1801, I inoculated with variolous matter a

daughter of Mr. Robert M*Cleilan, the person you have

described; but have no memorandum of the progress or

character of her disease. I cannot however be mistaken

in pronouncing that she bad the small pox in its genuine

form, for on this subject there was no difficulty if the

* Died on Saturday raorning 19th January, 1822, This child's

case will be givea iu a future Dumber of the inquirer.
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Matter was genuine. I inoculated on the same day

and presume with the same matter, a child and three

negroes of a widow Gibson, who does not now live in

Baltimore, but she is the sister-in-law of Mr. Wm. Gib-

son, clerk of your county, and two children of Mr. John

Jolly, who was at that time a merchant in Baltimore, but

I believe lives now in the country. On the llth of the

same month 1 inoculated a ne2:ro of Mr. John Talbot, a

taylor, and on the ISth a child of Mr. Alexander Floyd,

whose widow was living in Baltimore eighteen months

ago, nearly opposite the Union Bank in East street.

All these persons I take tor granted were inoculated

with the same matter, as there was no difficulty in pre-

serving it in an at:tive state for a long time. I vaccina-

ted a daughter of Mr. Robert M*Clellan. the gentleman

above named, on the 15th of April, 1803. At this period

I was very attentive to the progress of the disease in all

those whom I vaccinated, and was not satisfied unless

the pock took on the eighth or tenth day, the regularly

circumscribed inflammation, for this was then considered

as characteristic of the genuine disease. I state this from

general impressions, and 1 have no doubt this child was

considered by tne as having had the i»;enuine vaccine.

Any further inquiry on this subject will be answereL

with pleasure.

I am, &c.

ROBERT H. ARCHER.

S
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Church-street, Pel)ruai7 5, 182S.

TO DOCTOR JAMES SMITH.

Dear Sir,

As I perceive you have introduced my opinion on

the subject of vaccination into the public prints, I pre-

sume any apolog^or addressing you on the occasion

would be superfluous. As you have drawn conclu-

sions that my premises do not authorise, it behoves me
to make the refutation co-extensive with the annuncia^

tion of my opinion. The differences of opinion be-

tween us arises from one of your own tenets, one which

I believe you alone hold as orthodox. You maintain

that there are certain external characteristic marks by

which you can decide with certainty upon the pro-

phylactic powers of the vaccine virus. 1 deny the

existence of any such criterion, either viewed separate-

ly or collectively with any other phenomena of the dis-

ease or its consequences. I do not from my scepticism

on this point, deduce any conclusion unfavourable to

the utility or excellence of vaccination; and so far am
1 from justifying the substitution of the small pox, that

I have universally inculcated both privately and pub-

licly, the necessity of repeated vaccination, till the sys-

tem shall have been rendered unsusceptible of the vac-

cine impression. '1 he belief of the protecting influence

of repeated vaccination is predicated upon the notorious

fact, that any constitutional impression from the vac-

cine virus, however slight, invariably mitigates the vio-

lence of the small pox, viz. occasions the modified or

varioloid disease. From this fact, it follows necessa-

rily, that a stronger impression will destroj^ the suscep-

tibility of the system to the variolous poison. Tliat
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this countervailing influence of repeated vaccination

can be permanently impressed, every observant expe-

rienced vaccinator, who has practised, can testify. My
own experience of the efficacy of the practice, conspires

with many other facts, to confirm the opinion, I have so

frequently expressed. Since the introduction of vac-

cination into this city, I have vaccinated 1752 private

patients, and when any doubts could be entertained of

the genuine disease having been excited, I have inva-

riably re -vaccinated the patient, and sometimes repeated

the operation several times. I have moreover always

acted cautiously in the selection of the virus, and out of

the whole number, I have never, after the strictest in-

quiry, discovered that any one of them has received

either the small pox or the modified disease.

The difference between a denial of the truth of the

deceptive physiognomy of the pustule crust, or scar,

and a confident belief in the efficacy of the prophylac-

tic virtues of the vaccine virus, are considerations so

essentially different, that they cannot be associated in

the relation of cause and effect, without violatins: the

most obvious rules of right reason. It must indeed be

a well stretched conclusion from my premises to infer,

that because no external marks of discrimination are

evident to occular demonstration, that we are justified,

nay morally bound to terrify, and poison, and perhaps

destroy our neighbours, by intioducing the small pox.

If there has been any criterion discovered, by which we
can pronounce a subject completely guaranteed against

the invasion of the small pox, from vaccination, it is to be

found in that insensibility to the vaccine virus, which is

the result of repeated vaccination, till not even a local

vaccine inflammation can be excited. This is not the test

OU which you repose your confidence* but I defy you, or
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even Dr. Jenner himself to designate any other. Anj
information from you or any other person, illustrative

of your opinion, will confer an obligation on the faculty*

and infinitely gratify, dear sir, yours very respectfully.

NATH'L POTTER.

Vaccine Institution, Ufh Feb, 1822.

TO DR. NATBANIEL POTTER,

Professor of the Theory and Practice of Medicine

in the University of Manjland.

Dear Sir,

I have read your letter of the fifth instant attentively,

and with no small degree of satisfaction; but i am not

sensible that I have been guilty of announcing to the

public incorrectly your former opinion relative to vac-

cination.

Nothing could be more remote from my views than to

do you any such injustice. I took the liberty to mention

your name, not so much to show that we differed in

opinion, as to call forth from you and others, who are so

justly distinguished as the Medical luminaries of our

day, soipc rays of light to cheer our fellow citizens, and

to make my own path more plain and easy, in the hour

of difficulty, which 1 feared had come upon us. But

having discovered the true cause of the deplorable acci-

dent that hah occurred in North Carolina, my mind is

at ease again. The public alarm has in some degree

ceased, and I entertain no doubt whatever but every

difficulty which may present itselt will be certainlj^

overcome..
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In your letter before me you declare, that you have

'*a confident belief in the efficacy of the vaccine virus,"

and I receive this plain avowal of your opinion wilU

great pleasure. But, to exonerate myself from the sus-

picion this declaration may possibly excite, that I mis-

tated your opinions as they were heretofore understood,

I must beg leave to refer you to page 114 ot your Me-

moir on Contagion j published in this city, in 1818, and

in which you say that *• mankind can only be protected

from the small pox by vaccination confined to the en-

lightened physician, '*ADMrmNG the vaccine virus

TO BE AN EFFECTUAL PROPHYLACTIC, (PREVENTIVE OF

SMALL pox) which IS PROBLEMATICAL !"

When you wrote this book (and I value it most high-

ly) you could not most assuredly have entertained "a

confident belief in the efficacy of the vaccine virus." I

rely, however, upon your ovvn candour entirely, to

exempt me from the imputation of mistating your former

opinions.

This point being now settled between us, satisfacto-

rily I hope to both parties, let us to the main question on

which we differ, as widely as it is possible for any two

friends to disagree.

As I stand *'alone'* however, on the ground I have

taken, according to your intimation, I cannot consent

that our disagreement should be settled upon consulta-

tion by a plurality of votes, as you seem to vvisli. You
would in this way, I have no doubt, gain an easy victory

over me. My republican principles will most readily

admit, that the "voice of the people*' should be supreme

in politics—but the voice of the Doctors in Phvsics,

is oftentimes as remote from the truth as the ><orth Pole

is from the South.

8^
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I propose, therefore, that our present differences of

opinion shall be settled by sound experience and mat-

TERs OF FACT onlj, leaving all theories, speculations^

preconceived opinions, prejudices, and particular in-

terests out of the question entirely. If jou will enter

the lists with me on these terms, we will stand before

the public on equal grounds—if I fall, your victory will

be more worthy of notice by those who are most deeply

concerned. I will maintain, then, against you, and

against the whole of the Medical Faculty— (if they may
please to join you,) that every perfect vaccine crust,

should, of itself, furnish to any vaccinist of skill and ex-

perience in this business, a proof sufficient to demon-

strate to him whether the person upon whom the said

crust was produced, has been perfectly vaccinated or

not?

This has been my mode of practice for many years

past, and I speak of it with the same confidence that you

do of your belief in the efficacy of vaccination, I daily

receive these crusts, by letters from all parts of the

United States, with the names only of the persons from

whom they are taken, attached to them; and 1 ask no

other criterion to enable me to give a correct opinion,

whether the individuals concerned are liable to take the

small pox or not.

1 never inquire about the attendant symptoms; they

accompany every perfect vaccine process, as constantly

as Jupiter is accompanied by his satellites. Neither do

I ask, as some would have the world to believe was of

the $»:reatest consequence, whether the operation was

performed by an "enlightened physician" or some "igno-

rant agent." The vaccine process is always the same,

whether the virus may be inserted by one or the other.
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The vaccine crusts then are with me, as I have

always declared to you, the ''whole law and the pro-

phets" in this business—they always give a perfect his-

tory of every case of vaccination written by the uner-

ing hand of Heaven, a source from whence the truth

comes with awful force to silence our presumption, and

put to shame all the quackery and vain boasting of our

profession.

In your letter before me you state, that **no criterion

has yet been discovered by which we can pronounce any

subject guaranteed by vaccination against the small pox,

except in that insensibility to the vaccine virus, which

is the result of repeated vaccination, till not even a local

inflammation can be ejpcitedj* And you defy me or

^'even Jenner himself to designate any other." But, my
dear doctor, if you have no greater confidence in the

efficacy of vaccination, than you exhibit in this declara-

tion, I beseech you to pause and consider before you join

our ranks—examine well^ the great importance of this

subject, not on our own accounts, but for our country's-

sake—-for the benefit of mankind.

An epidemic small pox, such as now threatens the

whole of our country, would require, according to your

method of practice, a more numerous corps of enlighten-

ed physicians than could be found in the United States,

and if they could be got, they would not be employed

by our people at the great expence which would be re-

quired to mamtain them. I do not know who would not

rather have the inoculated small pox at once—than suf-

fer such everlasting and uncertain repetitions of vac-

cination as you propose.

We will consider hereafter, if you please, the advan-

tages and disadvantas;es of our respective methods of

practice. My letter has become unreasonably tedious.
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but in the mean time, as I wish every difficulty in this

business to be decided by fair experiment, you may put

my principles to the test at once. I have often explain-

ed my method to you; but I will now examine for you

any number ot perfect vaccine crusts, from one to one

thousand. If I fail to give a correct opinion on any caife.

(and you may expose the persons concerned to the small

pox immediately, on my responsibility for their safety,)

I will yield the palm to you and acknowledge that you

are right and I am wrong.

Believe me to be, dear sir, yours most respectfully.

JAMES SMITH.

Report in Congress Relative to Vuccinatiom

Agreed to in the House of Representatives of tlic United States oii

Friday, Fel!. 22d.

The Committee to whom was referred the resolution

of the sixth instant, directing them to inquire whether it

be necessary to make any modification of the law passed

in the year 1813, entitled **An act to encourage Vacci-

nation," have had the same under consideration, and

report:

That the committee have not deemed it necessary ta

report the various reflections which have presented

themselves upon the subject of vaccination, but feel a

confidence in the belief, that the opinion heretofore en-

tertained of its being a preventive of the small pox is

well founded, and believe it one of the greatest benefits

bestowed upon the country, and one which ought to be

cherished by every citizen of the republic.
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Thej are aware that a disease, called by medical gen-

tlemen varioloid, has, within a few years past, made its

appearance in Europe; that it much resembles the small

pox; and, under similar circumstances, has been as fatal

as that disease ever was; none are exempt from its in-

fluence, neither those who have had the small pox, nor

yet those who have been exposed to the influence of the

vaccine; but it is gratifying to find that the weight of

authority seems to favor a belief, that all those exposed

to the infection of tlffe latter suSer much less than any

others.

The committee have seen, with pain and regret, the

occurrences which have lately transpired in the state of

North Carolina, where the physicians in that part of the

eountry believed the small pox to exist. These occur-

rences were of such a character as to claim their atten-

tion, particularly as the United States' vaccine agents

appointed pursuant to the provisions of the act referred

to in the resolution, seemed to create a doubt as to the

efficacy of vaccine in the prevention of small pox, and

left the impression equivocal, whether it was not his be-

lief that it was the varioloid disease in North Carolina,

produced by some change in the vaccine matter whilst

on its way to a physician in that state to whom he had

sent if, or whether it had not assumed that character

from the circumstance of the small pox epidemic in the

neighborhood fromvvhenceit was sent. They have for-

borne to remark upon that transaction, as the vaccine

agent has since ascertained, and acknowledged, that it

was the genuine small pox matter he had sent to Morth

Carolina, through his own mistake, which at once relieves

the fears of those who doubt the efficacy of the cow pox,

if there are any such; and dissipated the mist which
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hung over the subject, in the opinion of all who did not

doubt.

It is proper to remark, that the disease called varioloid

seems to partake more of the character of small pox

than of vaccine, and that there is no fact, within the scope

of their inquiry, to induce the committee to believe that

vaccine ever has degenerated into varioloid. It is un-

questionably true, that instances have occurred where

persons have taken the small pox, after having the vac-

cine, though such instances are as uncommon as it is for

persons to take the small pox a second time

The tranquility of settled belief has been disturbed

by allusions to the difficulty of securing the continuance

of genuine matter, though no doubt is entertained by

jour committee that proper attention will overcome

every obstacle of that kind, eradicate every evil, and,

finally, triumph over prejudice itself. Some reproach

maj have been brought upon vaccination, not, however,

the result of any well-founded doubt as to its efficacy;;

but from the ignorance or carelessness of those who have

used it, as it is well known that many benevolent persons

throughout the community have taken upon themselves

to vaccinate their friends and others, and, doubtless have

done much good; but if, in the progress of time, by want

of care, the matter shall have become spurious, there is

not adequate experience to detect the change, and, con-

sequently, some risk of exposing the person to small

pox, thereby bringing danger to the suffi^rer, and unjust

reproach to the cow pox. This kind of inoculation, done

by every individual who feels charitably inclined, if

with care, is not disapproved of; though they are deci-

dedly of opinion, that it would be much better to trust it

to the judj^ment and care of the medical gentlemen of

the country.

^:k.
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The Committee have deemed it not irrelevant to state

a few prominent facts in regard to the effects of these

diseases in different countries, which will more clearly

shew the progress of opinion, and the advantages of vac-

cination. In the first place, it is proper to state, that

there is authority for estimating the deaths in the natural

small pox at one in six; and, though a more intimate

knowledge of that malady, together with any benefit

arising from inoculation, may have put it more in the

power of physicians to control it, yet, in Great Britain,

wh^re vaccination is less attended to than in some other

European countries, fifty thousand persons are annually

destroyed by it. But, even there, by vaccination, all

agree the waste of human life has been lessened. It not

only secures the person from the small pox, but greatly

lessens the danger to be apprehended from the varioloid

disease, as may be seen by reference to highly respecta-

ble authority, which states that, at Millau, in France^

containing about eight thousand inhabitants, two liun-

dred vaccinated persons took the varioloid disease, and

every one recovered, whilst two hundred persons who

had not been vaccinated were destroyed.

In Denmark, by the care which the government has

taken to cause the people to vaccinate, the small pox no

longer exists. This remedy was introduced into that

country about the year 1800, by laws which were vigi-

lantly enforced. By these laws it was ordered that no

person should be received at confirmation, admitted to

any school, bound apprentice to any trade, or married,

who had not been vaccinated, unless they had under-

gone the small pox. A just idea may be formed of the

benefits which have resulted to Denmark—a country

wlv^re the preservation of human life is more the object

of governmental care and solicitude than almost any
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other—when it is known that the city of Copenhagen

alone, during the twelve years preceding the introduc-

tion of the vaccine, lost bj the small pox five thousand

five hundred of its inhabitants. In the year 1805, not

one death occurred in the whole Danish dominions from

the small pox. Prussia has made many wise regulations

favorable to vaccination, which have produced highly

be^ficlal results Formerly, the small pox was believed

to destroy forty thousand persons annually in that king-

dom. In 1817, by this mild and entirely safe remedy,

the deaths were reduced to two thousand nine hundred

and forty, so that the proportion of deaths from small

pox to those from other causes, had been reduced trom

one in seven down to one in one hundred and four.

It is believed that the principality of Anspach, in

Bavaria, containing a population of 236,406 individuals,

lost five hundred annually in 1797, 1798, and 1799; and

in the year 1800 there perished 1609 persons of that

disease; but, so clear and distinct have been the eftects

of vaccination, that, from the year 1809 to the year 1819,

only five cases have occurred, and not one death.

In France, piizes are given to the surgeons who have

annually vaccinated the greatest number of persons.

In Lombanly, in the year 1808, in Milan and Geneva,

vaccination was believed to have extirpated the small

pox.

If the statements of intelligent travellers ought to be

taken as evidence upon a subject of this kind, there can

be no doubt that vaccination has operated the same bene-^

ficial eifects in South America vvhich it has done in

Europe; and the journals of our own country bear tes-

timony to its great and increasing good throughout the

republic.
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The Committee have viewed, with attention and con-

cern, the promulgation of opinions tending to lessen the

just confidence of the community in the efficacy of vac-

cination, from the circumstance of there being present

slight affections of the skin, ulceration, or vascular dis-

ease. They will not undertake to decide what may be

the effect of diseases of this character upon the result of

vaccination, when they have affected the constitution of

the individual, but think it doing no violence to the

opinions of those who have adopted such, to consider

them as a class distinct from the mass of the community.

They are inclined to believe that the constitution of the

individual vaccinated, with other causes, may vary the

appearance of the disease in some degree, but nof to

change its character; to do that, there would be partial

causes, easily detected and easily understood.

The Committee, from all the reflection which they

have been able to bestow upon the subject, are of opinioa

that no modification of the law is necessary, as its pro-

visions put it amply in the power of those entrusted witli

the execution of it to punish abuses whenever any exist.

They therefore recommend the adoption of the following

resolution:

liesolvedf That the Committee be discharged from

the further consideration of the subject referred to them

by the resolution of the sixth instant;

Small Pox in Easton.

We, the physicians of Easton, being called on by the

cominissioners of the town to make report on the subject

of small pox, beg leave to state, that the contagi-jsi of

that disease was brought from Baltimore, some time in

9
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December last, and broke out in a black family, living

on Mr. John Edmondson's farm within two miles of

Easton, towards the last of that month, but the first case

being not very severe, it was not considered of that

character, until three other cases took place, when two

or three of the physicians were called on to visit the

family, who pronounced the four cases to be the genuine

small pox! A general alarm was immediately excited

in the town and its vicinity, when vaccination was re-

sorted to, more especially by that class of people, who

never think of guarding against danger, until it is near

at hand! It is probable, this terrible disease would here

have stopped, if a coloured child in the suburbs of the

town had not been exposed to its contagion by its mother

having frequently visited this black family. It has now

been several weeks since this coloured child has been

dead, and we are confident that the Small Pox has not,

since this fatal case, appeared near the town or in the

country, neither is there any reason to suppose that it

will appear, unless it should be again brought from

Baltimore, as the commissioners have taken effectual

measures to prevent its spreading from any other

source.

The physicians feel much gratification in having it in

their power on this occasion to bear testimony to, and to

proclaim to the public their entire confidence m the effi-

cacy of vaccination as a preventive against the conta-

gion of small pox. In the two families just mentioned

the contagion has been carried in the clothes of the mo-

thers of the children. In the first instance, the mother

who had been vaccinated eighteen years ago, went to

Baiumore \(\ December last, and without a doubt on our

miivl.->, bruught Mie contai^ion irom tha^ city in her

clotnesj and communicated the contagion to her
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youns;est chiltl, who had the disease about the last of

Deteinber. This child, unquestionably communicated

it to the three others, ail of whom recovered, while the

mother who had been vaccinated eighteen, and the two

children ten years ago, remained perfectly secure and

well. In the other family, the father and mother had

been vaccinated some eight or t^n years ago, and the

two children during the alarm, which had been created

from the black family on Mr. Edmond son's farm, the

youngest an infant at the breast, received the vaccine

disease, but the eldest unfortunately did not take it and

thus became liable to the contagion of small pox, brought

in the clothes of the mother, and its death was the con-

sequence. If such facts as these will not remove every

shadow of doubt as to the preventive effects of vaccina-

tion against small pox contagion, what will.^ If there is

a man incredulous after this plain unvarnished tale, de-

monstration is a thing of nothing, and doubts and diffi-

culties will be forever arising in his mind! We might

go further and contrast the efficacy of vaccination with

inoculation as a preventive against small pox contagion,

and the experience of some of us would be found to be

alto^^ether in favour of vaccination, having known m ^re

thai) one instance of patients having had the small pox a

second time, but never having!; known small pox to suc'

ceed genuine vaccination*

Could the people every where be properly impressed

with the necessity and importance of general vaccina-

tiio, they could not, nay ought not to hesitate in taking

effectual methods to spread the blessings of vaccination^

and to prevent the evils of small pox. Those wh<i are

noi able to pay physjcjaas uugnt lo know, that we are

never uuwiiiin^ to periorm acts of humanity vvitaout fee
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or reward, and we therefore invite them to come forward^

and be vaccinated gratis.

ENNALLS MARTIN & SON, ,

ROBERT MOORE,
T. THOMAS & SON.
SAMUEL T. KKMP,
THEODORE DENNY.

Easton, March 29th. 1822.

AN ADDRESS TO MOTHERS.
Mark'd ye its eye of azure blue.''

Press'd ye its cheek of roseate hue?
Or—lot us say its eyes are black.

With graceful ringlets o'er its neck.
Or haz!e brown—or silver grey,

With golden tresses bright as May;
No matter what the shade 'tis fair.

And worthy of a mother's care.

And wilt thou through neglect expose
The lovely child to future woes?
Ah no!—then haste on wings of love.

To gain the blessing fix)m above,

That heavenly bltrssing, sent to cheer
The mother's heart fmiii year to year.

The child will thank a mother's care.

That saved its little face so lair.

While warm caresses frr>m tiie heart.

Its grateful feelings will iaipurt,
*

Then do not, I entreat, delay

The simple work, from day to day,

O! taste the stream that kindly iiows.

Which Nature's bounty still bestows.
From a pure spkino* it gushes forth.

Runs Kast and West, and ijouth and North,
It branches out, thi'ough glen and vale.

Proclaiming Nature's '* wond'rous tale,"

Aiiu disvant isles Us virtues prize,

And mark its course with wond'ring eyeSi^

And shall the natives of this soil

Refuse intluljient nature's sudle?

She pomts to trl'TU—the unerring way,
Go follow iiature ainl obey.

* Dr. Smith's Yacci&e Institution.
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AN INQUIRY

fnfo the Causes and Effects of the Variolas Vacdnse,

a disease discovered in some of the western courts

ties of England'-^articularly Gloucestershire, and

known by the name of the Cow Pox. By Edward

Jenner, M. D. R R. S,

(Continued from Page 57^ No. 11.)

Although I presume it may be unnecessary to

produce further testimony in support of my assertion

"that the cow pox protects the human constitution from

the infection of the small pox," yet it affords me con-

siderable satisfaction to say, that lord Somerville, the

President of the Board of Agriculture, to whom this

paper was shewn by Sir Joseph Banks, has found upon

inquiry, that the statements were confirmed by the con-

curring testimony of Mr. Dolland, a surgeon, who re-

sides in a dairy county, remote from this, in which these

observations were made. With respect to the opinion

adduced "that the source of the infection is a peculiar

morbid matter, arising in the horse," although I have

not been able to prove it from actual experiments con-

ducted immediately under my own eye, yet the evi-

"fl^nce I have adduced appears sufficient to establish it.

10*
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They who are not in the habit of conducting experi-

ments may not be aware of the coincidence of circum-

stances necessary for their being managed so as to prove

perfectly decisive; nor how often men engaged in pro-

fessional pursuits, are liable to interruptions, which dis-

appoint them almost at the instant of their being accom-

plished; however, I feel no room for hesitation respect-

ing the common origin of the disease, being well coii-

vinced that it never appears among the cows, (except it

can be traced to a cow introduced among the general

herd, which has been previously infected, or to an infec-

ted servant,) unless they have been milked by some one

who, at the same time, has the care of a horse affected

with diseased heels.

The spring of the year 1797, which I intended par-

ticularly to have devoted to the completion of this inves-

tigation, proved from its dryness, remarkably adverse to

my wishes; for it frequently happens while the farmer's

horses are exposed to the cold rains which fall at that

reason, that their heels become diseased, and no cow

pox then appeared in the neighbourhood.

The active quality of the virus from the horse's heels

is greatly increased after it has acted on the nipples of

the cow, as it rarely happens that the horse affects his

dresser with sores, and as rarely that a milk-maid es-

capes the infection when she milks infected cows. It

is most active at the commencement of the disease,

even before it has acquired a pus -like appearance; in-

deed I am not confident whether this property in the

matter does not entirely cease as soon as it is secreted

in the form of pus, I am induced to think it does cease,

and that it is the thin darkish looking fluid only, oozing

from the newly formed cracks in the heels, similar to

ivhat sometimes appears from erysipelatous blisters.
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which gives the disease. Nor am I certain that the nip-

ples of the cows are, at all times, in a state to receive

the infection. The appearance of the disease in the

spring, and the early part of the summer, when they are

disposed to be affected with spontaneous eruptions so

much more frequently than at other seasons, induces

me to think, that the virus from the horse must be re-

ceived upon them when they are in this state, in order

to produce effects: experiments, however, must deter-

mine these points. But it is clear, that when the cow

pox virus is once generated, that the cows cannot resist

the contagion, in whatever state their nipples may chance

to be, if they "are milked with an infected hand.

Whether the matter, either from the cow or the horse,

will affect the sound skin of the human body, I cannot

positively determine;, probably it will not, unless on

those parts where the cuticle is extremely thin, as on

the lips for example., I have known an instance of a

poor girl who produced an ulceration on her lip, by fre-

quently holding her finger to her mouth, to cool the ra-

ging of a cow pox sore, by blowing upon it. The hands

of the farmer's servants here, from the nature of their

employments, are constantly exposed to those injuries

which occasion abrasions ofthe cuticle, to punctures from

thorns, and such like accidents; so that they are always

in a state to feel the consequences of exposure to infec-

tious matter.

It is singular to observe that the cow pox virus,

although it renders the constitution unsusceptible of the

variolous, should, nevertheless leave it unchanged with

respect to its own action. I have already produced an

instance* to point out this, and shall now corroborate it

mth,another.

* See Case IX,.
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Elizabeth Wynne, who had the cow pox in the year

1759, was inoculated with variolous matter, without ef-

fect, in the year 1797, and again caught the cow pox in

the year 1798. When I saw her, which was on the

eighth day after she received the infection, I found her

affected with general lassitude, shiverings, alternating

with heat, coldness of the extremities, and a quick and

irregular pulse. These symptoms were^ preceded by a

pain in the axilla, and on her hand was one large pustu-

lous sore. It is curious also to observe, that the virus,

tvhich with respect to its effects is undetermined and

uncertain previously to its passing from the horse,

through the medium of the cow, should then not only

become more active, but should invariably and complete-

ly posse&s those specific properties which induce in the

l^uman constitution, symptoms similar to those of the

variolous fever, and affect in it that peculiar change

wliich for ever renders it unsusceptible of the variolous

contagion.

May it not, then, be reasonably conjectured, that the

source of the small pox is morbid matter of a peculiar

kind, generated by a disease in the horse, and that acci-

dental circumstances may have again and again arisen,

still working new changes upon it, until it has acquired

the contagious and malignant form under which we now

commonly see it, making its devastations among us?

and, from a consideration of the changes which the in-

fectious matter undergoes from producing a disease on

the cow, may we not conceive that many contagious

diseases, now prevalent among us, may owe their pre-

sent appearance not to a simple, but to a compound

origin? For example, is it difficult ta imagine that the

measles, the scarlet fever, and the ulcerous sore throat

with a spotted skin^ have all sprung from the samo
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:iOurce, assuming some variety in their forms, according

to the nature of their new combinations? The same

question will apply respecting the origin of many other

contagious diseases, which bear a strong analogy to

each other.

There are certainly more forms than one, without con-

sidering the common variation between the confluent

and distinct, in which the small pox appears in what is

called the natural way. About seven years ago, a species

of small pox spread through many of the towns and

villages of this part of Gloucestershire: it was of so

mild a nature, that a fatal instance was scarcely ever

heard of, and consequently so little dreaded by the

lower orders of the community, that they scrupled not

to hold the same intercourse with each other as if no in-

fectious disease had been present among them. I never

saw nor heard of an instance of its being confluent. The

most accurate manner, perhaps, in which I can convey

an idea of it, is, by saying that had, fifty individuals been

taken promiscuously, and infected by exposure to this

contagion, they would have had as mild and light a

disease as if they had been inoculated with variolous

matter in the usual way. The harmless manner in

which it shewed itself, could not arise from any peculia-

rity either in the season or the weather, for I watched

its progress upwards of a year v/ithout perceiving any

variation in its general appearance. I consider it then

as a variety of the small pox.

In some of the preceding cases I have noticed the

attention that was paid to the state of the variolous

matter previous to the experiment of ins^erting it into

the arms of those who had gone through the cow pox.

This I conceived to be of great importance in con-

ducting these experiments, and were it always properly
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attended to by those who inoculated for the small pox, it

might prevent much subsequent mischief and confusion.

With the view of enforcing so necessary a precaution, I

shall take the liberty of digressing so far as to point out

some unpleasant facts, relative to mismanagement in

this particular, which have fallen under my own obser-

vation.

A medical gentleman (now no more,) who for many
years inoculated in this neighbourhood, frequently pre-

served the variolous matter intended for his use, on 2l

piece of lint or cotton, which in its fluid state, was put

into a vial, corked, and conveyed into a warm pocket; a

situation certainly favourable for speedily producing

putrefaction in it. In this state (not unfrequently after

it had been taken several days from the pustules) it was^

inserted into the arms of his patients, and brought on

inflammation of the incised parts, swellings of the axil-

lary glands, fever, and sometimes eruptions. But what

was this disease? Certainly uot the small pox; for the

matter having, from putrefaction, lost or suffered a de-

rangement in its specific properties, was no longer ca-

pable of producing that malady, those who had been

inoculated in this manner, being as much subject to the

contagion of the small pox, as if they had never been

under the influence of this artificial disease; and many,

unfortunately, fell victims to it, who thought themselves

in perfect security. The same unfortunate circumstance

of giving a disease, supposed to be the small pox, with

inefficacious variolous matter, having occurred under

the direction of some other practitioners within my
knowledge, and probably from the same incautious

method of securing the variolous matter, I avail myself

of this opportunity of mentioning what I conceive to be

of great importance; and, as a further cautionary hint, \
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shall again digress so far as to add another observation

on the subject of inoculation.

Whether it be
,

yet ascertained by experiment, that

the quantity of variolous matter inserted into the skin

makes any difference v/ith respect to the subsequent

mildness or violence of the disease, I know not; but I

have the strongest reason for supposing that if either the

puncturen or incisions be made so deep as to go through

it, and wound the adipose membrane, that the risk of

bringing on a violent disease is greatly increased. I

have known an inoculator, whose practice was "to cut

deep enough (to use his own expression) to see a bit of

fat," and there to lodge the matter. The great number

of bad cases, independent of inflammations and absces-

ses on the arms, and the fatality which attended this

practice was almost inconceivable; and I cannot account

for it on any other principle than that of the matter

being placed in this situation instead of the skin.

It was the practice of another, whom I well remem-

ber, to pinch up a small portion of the skin on the arms

of his patients and to pass through it a needle, with a

thread attached to it previously dipped in variolous

matter. The thread was lodged in the perforated part,

and consequently left in contact with the cellular mem-
brane. This practice was attended with the same ill

success as the former. Although it is very improbable

that any one would now inoculate in this rude way by

design, yet those observations may tend to place a double

guard over the lancet, when infants, whose skins are

comparatively so very thin, fall under the care of the

inoculator.

A very respectable friend of mine. Dr. Hardwicke, of

Sodbury in this county, inoculated great numbers of

patients previous to tlie introduction of the more modern
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method by Sutton, and with such success, that a fatal

instance occurred as rarely as since that method has

been adopted. It was the doctor's practice to make as

slight an incision as possible upon the skin, and there to

lodge a thread saturated with the variolous matter.

When his patients became indisposed, agreeably to the

custom then prevailing, they were directed to go to bed

and were kept moderately warm. Is it not probable

then, that the success of the modern practice may de-

pend more upon the method of invariably depositing

the virus in or upon the skin, than on the subsequent

treatment of the disease?

I do not mean to insinuate that exposure to cool air,

and suffering the patient to drink cold water when hot

and thirsty, may not moderate the eruptive symptoms

and lessen the number of pustules; yet to repeat my
former observation, I cannot account for the uninter-

rupted success, or nearly so, of one practitioner, and

the wretched state of the patients under the care of

another, where, in both instances, the general treatment

did not differ essentially, without conceiving it to arise

from the different modes of inserting the matter for the

purpose of producing the disease. As it is not the

identical matter inserted which is absorbed into the con-

stitution, but that which is, by some peculiar process in

the animal economy, generated by it, is it not probable

that different parts of the human body may prepare or

modify the virus differently? Although the skin, for

example, adipose membrane, or mucous membranes

are all capable of producing the variolous virus by the

stimulus given by the particles originally deposited

upon them, yet I am induced to conceive that each of

these parts is capable of producing some variation in the

qualities of the matter previous to its affecting the con-

stitution.

(To be Continued.)
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After tKe full developement of •facts, relative to the

late introduction of the small pox into North Carolina,

made by Dr. Smith to the Speaker of the House of^ Re-

presentatives, and the lucid report of the first Commit-

tee of Congress appointed on this. subject, (see Vaccine

Enquirer No. 2) it was presumed the public excitement

which this accident had occasioned, would have been

stifFered to subside, and that no further obstruction

would be thrown by government in the way of the free

and general distribution of the vaccine matter contem-

plated by the agent of vaccination. ^ But in this rea-

sonable expectation the friends of vaccination have been

greatly disappointed ; and it is with no small degree of

I

surprise and regret we find that an extreme advantage

has been taken of this accident to cut the public oiF sud-

denly from the only source generally known ta the ci-

tizens of the United States, as properly prepared to

furnish them with genuine vaccine matter, and direc-

tions for its use.

Twelve or fifteen individuals, it seems, were inocu-

lated for the small pox, in North Carolina, by Dr. John

F. Ward, with the true variolous matter, instead of

'^^ the vaccine matter,'^ as he at first stated he had usedo

The cliief part of those who were inoculated with this

variolous matter had the small pox in so mild a form

that the true nature of this disease was not suspected

at first; and although it did not prove fatal to any of

them, others caught the disease from them and died.

The variolous matter with which these persons were
inoculated, had been procured by Dr. Smith to prove

T/ie efficacy of the vaccine matter he was using, and
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which had not been tested by him for two or three years,

in consequence of the continued absence of the small

pox from the United States : an absence that has been

occasioned more by his own exertions, it is believed,

than^by the exertions of any other individual in our

country. But, by some unhappy mistake, the small pox

matter that he had procured for his own use only was

sent by Dr. Smith to Dr. Ward, instead of the packet

of vaccine matter he intended ; and which he was af-

terwards induced, by Dr. Ward himself, to believe liad

been received by him and used.

Dr. Smith had put up the variolous matter first in a

piece of newspaper, and afterwards in an envellope that

was blank on one side^ but printed on the other, being

part of a waste a>py of obsolete regulations of the vac-

cine institution, dated January, 1817. On this paper,

after folding. Dr. Snnth had written^ distinctly, that it

contained " variolous^' matter^ and put it away care-

fully; waiting a proper opportunity to make that good

use of it for w^hich he had procured it; and for which

the public should feel themselves much indebted, rather

than make it any cause ot accusation against him.

The vaccine matter is put up for distribution by Dr.

Smith, between small plates of glass ; but in this case a

paper full of perfect small pox scabs, just as they were

taken from the person who had this disease, were sent

to Dr. Ward. Tliese scabs differ as much in appear-

ance from the vaccine matter, as any one thing can w^ell

differ from another to wliich it bears no resemblance:

and it is not yet satisfactorily accounted for, how Dr.

Ward came to use these smallpox scabs; no directions

for their use, or the use of any other matter, were put

up with them. The w^aste paper which contained them
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was sent to Dr. Ward in a letter which related entirely

to his appointment as an auxiliary agent of the Vaccine

Institution. The letter it seems which Dr. Smith sent,

or supposed he had sent to Dr. Ward 5 with the vaccine

matter, and directions for its use, has never been ac-

knowledged to have been received by him.

There are many physicians who yet disapprove of

vaccination ; and they prefer using the small pox matter

whenever they can get it; and no one viev^^s this con-

duct as criminal when they honestly and openly declare

that which they openly do. Dr. Ward, however, does

not inform us that he used the variolous matter from

choice ; and it is but charitable to admit that he used it

ignorantly. Biit there is no physician, v/e believe, that

undei-stands his business as he should, who would not

have known what the paper that was sent to him con-

tained j as soon as he opened it ; even although it might

not have been labelled as it was. The whole blame,

therefore, if any person known in this business, is to be
blamed, should attach to Dr. AYard. He acted with his

eyes open, and unadvisedly. If he did not know what

the paper contained, when he opened it, he ought not to

have used it on any account. But how he managed to

use it so successfully as he did, notknowing what it was,

and having no directions of any kind hov/ it should be

used, is really a matter of some astonishment. The
obsolete paper in which the matter was folded, might

itself, if he had read it, been sufficient^ to have led him

to suspect that some mistake might have been made.

We have regretted, therefore, to find Dr. Ward in

his justification, exerting himself in the public prints in

North Carolina, to excite prejudices against Dr. Smith,

to destroy his invaluable institution 5 and when he builds
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his accusation against 'Dr. Smith on the paper that eon-

tained the small pox matter, as if sent to him intention-

ally to deceive, we do not know which to condemn most,

his ignorance, or his duplicity.

But as consequences to the public of very serious im-

port have already ensued, and as many further injurious

effects are likely to follow from this unfortunate acci-

dent—all the papers which relate to it shall be publish-

ed.—In laying these papers before the public we are

sorrjf we shall be obliged to expose to their view, an

asperity of prejudice, and spirit of persecution apparent-

ly generated by this accident, still prevailing, and aiming

at the destruction of Dr. Smith, for no act of misconduct

alledged against him, further than the mere accident it-

self, which he has so fully and satisfaatorily accounted

for. No good can possibly arise to the public^, or to any

individual, out of a course of proceeding so unjustifiable

among any cluistian or enlightened people.

Copy of a letter from Dr. John F. Ward^ of JVorth

Carolina^ to Dr. James Smithy of Baltimore^ dated

Bertie County, December 29th, 1821.

Deak Sir,

I am sorry to inform you that the vaccine matter

you last sent me, had a very different effect upon those

I vaccinated, than could have been expected. Twelve

out of fifteen on whom I used the matter, had a cropt>f

pustules, and in one instance attended with the most

alarming symptoms. My observations were more par-

ticularly confined to four cases, all of whom I vaccinated

on the same day. Five days after, I saw them.—From
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the slow progress the vaccina had made upon their arms

I concluded the matter would prove inefFectual—but to

my surprise, on the ninth day the pustules, commenced

filiingj with slight inflammation around them. I saw my
patients no more .until the fourteenth after vaccination i

I called at the house, and found, one of them (a girl of

nine years old) labouring under a violent fever, with a

quick pulse and occasional delirium, respiration m.uch

hurried upon the least motion, had no pain, her liearing

was impaired ; was taken with a fever on the tv/elfth

day after vaccination, and had been nearly as I found her

ever since, (so stated tome) ; I administered an emetic,.

it operated twice as such, but its action on the bowels

was more considerable ; the general plan of treatment

was cooling. Towards the ktter part of the third day

after the fever commenced, an eruption was discovered

about the mouth, quite florid and small ; at night the de-

lirium continuing, I applied a blister to the back part of

the neck, and directed a dose of rhubarb. The fourth

day the symptoms of fever, &c. were not quite so vio-

lent ; a very large crop of pustules were now visible—

on the face there were not less than two thousand ; it

was quite impracticable to count them. They increased

in number for two or more days, when her fever remit-

ted and delirium abated. Her lace and body is literally

covered with pustules; on the. seventh or eiglrth after

the eruption commenced, the pustules were flat, with a

dry dark looking centre, and dep^^essed : she is d:ow

much inclined to sleep, and difficult to rouze from that^

state ; no small degree of prostration of strength is ma-
nifest, the sense of hearing is more perfect.

The second patients, a young man nineteen years okl,

had.notless than, two hundred eruptions on his face, had

k2
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a sliglit fever the day the girl was attacked, and conti-

nued three days ; w^ not confined to bed. The pus-

tules commenced on him and the girl at the same time

;

on the seventh or eighth after their commencement,

those on the young man were filled with a white fluid

—

in twelve hours they were changed to a yellow colour,

' and his face swelled. This patient was not necessarily

confined to his bed at any time, &c.

The third, a boy three years old, his health bad before

vaccination,—The eruption commenced two or three

days later than in the other cases, but he has several

hundred pustules on his body, frequently complains of

cold fits, as did also the little girl in the early part of her

fever : he discharges considerable saliva, has a constant

though not very high fever.

The fourth, a young man, had a very few eruptions,

not to exceed ten, and no fever.

I procured some vaccine matter supposed to be genu-

ine, and vaccinated in all the families where this suspi-

cious disease had been introduced. Although I had

never seen a case of variolous disease,*! was under the

necessity of stating to my friends that I believed this a

case of that kind } indeed, I v/as compelled to act as

though it v/as the disease, to prevent those susceptible

of taking small pox, from visiting the family, should it

prove that disease.

Please give me what information you can obtain upon

this subject, and if you have any genuine vaccine matter^

send it me by the first mail.

It has been ten days since I saw or heard from my
patients. Nothing but the indisposition of a patient fifty

miles from Tarborough, would have induced me to have

left my patient. I will communicate with you again

upon this subject* -
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Please direct your letters contaioing matter, &c. to

Dr. Benjamin Boyken, Tarborough, in my absence.^—

I

have sent you a scab taken from the arm of Etheldred

Phillips upon whom I used the matter you sent me, but

who had been a subject of vaccination some years be-

fore : the progress of the pustule on his arm was slow,

like the others, and consequently the scab was obtained

on the fifteenth after vaccination from the arm—fifteenth

ofDecember was the day that he detached it from the

arm>.&c.

I remain, yours respectfully,

JNO: F. WARD.

Copy of a letter from Br, James Smithy of Baltimore

y

to Dr. John F, Ward^ of JSTorth Carolina^ dated

Baltimore, 10th January, 1822.

Dear sir,

I have this instant received your very interesting

communication of the 29ih; for which, please to accept

of my thanks. I wish you to continue to investigate

the nature of the disease which has been produced by

the vaccine matter I sent, and to communicstte with

me again on this subject. You speak of having obtained

some vaccine matter, which you suppose was genuine,

from some other source, when you found your patients la-

bouring under an eruptive disease; Will you be So kind

as to inform me from whence this matter was derived^

and, particularly, whether it was derived from any par-

cel sent by me, lately, into North Carolina, and when

and. to whom P^ I sent some vaccine matter to your
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neisrliboiifj Ik^. Hunt- rie same time, and of the

saBie parcel as that ) Soiit to yoiu viz. o?i i}ie Ist Na-

T- -' ^ ^ ' ' ^^ai'd fiOKi hiia, and would be

g^ c u^^ed it, and \'ith what eitect.

"Wc . vt-ral giT«all pox preTailirsg here since

A ', h^d fiiiQ :uany aiiomaloiis symptoms aris-

iDg, €•. which the faculty here haye rot yet coirie to any

decision, further than their own various speculations on

the subiect. Persons who have been vaccinated, and

others who have had the small pox before, are suifering

an attack of the same disease again:. but some say it

differs from thd small pox, and is a new disease^ to

which they have given the name of varioloid. In Eu»

rope, also, they have suifered lately in the same way§

and I am sorry to say that I perceive more confusion in

all their details than any rational- or satisfactory theory

of these anomalies. As I sent some of the same kind

of matter to fifty or more physicians in North Carolina

that I sent to you, it will not be long until I learn the

result, and will m.ake you fully acquainted with everj

fact that may come to my knowledge on this business.

In the m.ean tim.e let me beg of you to keep a history of

any facts that may present themselves to you 5 and be

particular to send me all the crusts that are formed in^

the arms of those you have vaccinated \ also, some of

the crusts of the eruptions when dry, if they are not

lost. Say, also, whether any persons have taken tho

disease. from those you have vaccinated, and give the

dates of all the symptoms as they have occurred. The.

crust you enclosed me has no one appearance of a vac-

cine crust; and I do not know what to make of it.

I enclose you some matter, the same as I am now^

using here; and also a vaccine crust, the product of my
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inatter. I shall be very uneasy until I hear from jou

Itgain, Excuse the inaccuracies of this hasty letter.

Yours, truly,

JAMES SMITH.

Copy of a letter to Dr. Benjamin B, Hunter^ of Tavbo-

roughsfrom l)r. James Smithy of Baltimore^ dated

Baltimore, 14th January, 1822.

Dear Sir, ,

I had a letter^ a few days since, from Dr. Ward:,-

your neighbour, detailing some unpleasant circumstan-

ces relative to vacciaation with matter sent to him by

me, and of the same kind as tbat I sent to you, as well

as to other physicians, in North Carolina, at the same

time, viz. about 1st November.

Dr. Ward's history of such important events, is not

sufficiently explicit ; and he has forwarded no crust to

me from any of the persons vaccinated, except from one

person, E. Philips, who had previously been a subject

of this operation. The Doctor, I fear, may be absent

from home, as his letter is dated from Bertie county

;

would you, therefore, be so good as to make an inquiry

for me^ or co-operate with Dr. Ward, if he is athome,.

in this investigation, and inform me of every particular

as soon as possible ?

1.. Give me the name and age of every person vacci-

nated with the matter sent by me, and the date of each

operation.

2, If any of the scabs produced by this matter (the

matter sent by me) can be procured, whethel* from the

arm at the place of insertion, or from eruptions, on the
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surface, let them be carefully preserved, and let a

part of the same be sent to me by the first mail conve-

nient. Let the names of each of the persons, and the

histories of their cases, accompany their own crusts,

3. If any persons have been vaccinated with any mat-

* ter taken from those who were infected with the matter

sent by me, let me have a* history of their cases alsot,

accompanied by crusts from them, to enable m'e to de-

termine, with more certainty, the nature of the disease

which, it seems, has been propagated among you.

4. .The time of inserting the mattery the appearance

of the pock produced
I
and the time of the failing of the

scabs, whether from the arm, or from eruptions on the

body; are the chief facts which I want to know relative

to any of the cases of di^ase among you. These facts,

with the crusts themselves,, wdlUbe v<§uiScient, without

any detail of the medical treatment, for our present pur-

pose. Any attendant symptoms, if affixed to the case,

with the time of their occurrence, would be satisfactory.

5. If the disease has been communicated by contagion

to any person or persons, I would be glad to learn their

names, with the time they became diseased, the tinie of

the appearance of eruption, and the time of the falling

off of the scabs, with some of the scabs themselves.

My present fears are, that the persons from whom I

procured the vaccine matter (although genuine to every

appearance) may have had their systems previously af-

fected by the variolous contagion, which has been epi-

demic here, and which I have found affects many of

those who are vaccinated with more or less pimples, or

smaller eruptions. Until this present epidemic, we
were always free from appearances of this kind, except

in solitary or chaaee cases. But if you will aid me in
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^is investigation promptly, while the first cases may be

fully examined into, I flatter myself we will be able to

nolve every difficulty, and soon relieve you from such

perplexity as I am sorry to find in your vicinity. Please

to inform me whether you used the matter, and when,

and with what effect.

I enclose you a letter which I have just received from

one of my most zealous and scientific correspondents,

with the crust from his own child, which is perfectly

genuine. I hope you will use it, and let me know the

result,

• Most respectfully,

Your obedient servant,

JAMES SMITH.

Gopy of a letter from Br. Benj. B, Hunter^ of J^ortk

Carolina^ to Dr. James Smithy dated

Tarborough, January 16th, 182£.

Doct. James Smith,

Dear Sir,

Although I have not the pleasure of a personal

acquaintance with you, you will find by adverting to

the signature, that I am a practising physician, and a

subscriber to the U. S. Vaccine Institution,—*The object

of this communication, is to inform you that the.matter

v/hich you enclosed to Dr. Ward of this place, some

time in the month of November last, in every instance

in which it has been u-sed, has produced the genuine

variolous disease.

As a confirmation of this fact, several cases have oc-

curred not only in town, but in the vicinity, where the
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of this disease, the spnptoms i

-• H a suDJect of much doubt

vari-olovs disease hsiS unquestionably been taken ih the

nat

/- *encement

Y/e;\

as tc ;.-^ ..xo. .,_... -^ V. u.v c ..>v? ^f?oa% jjulfat present there

is iio division of opinion.—I liave five cases of the vario^'

Ions disease in ibv own family ! !

!

In your letter addressed to Dr. Ward, I find this

maVgiiifl note," Variol. r3j4th Oct. 1821,'^ and beneath

it a word which I supposed to be " TVhitford.^^ An ex«

planation of this circumstance, i think is due to yourself

and the community, and i hope you will not fail to at-

tend to it by the -earliest opportunity.

Yours, respectfully,

BEN. B. HUNTER.

N. B.—Tw^o cases of the disease have been fatal.

Copy of a letter^ from the same^ to the same^ dated

Tarbohough, Jan. 19th, 1S22*

I>oct. James Smith,

Dkar Sir,

I am sorry that I neglected in my letter by last

mail, to inform you that the matter which you sent me

in November last, w^s used by me in eight cases without

any effect, and it would have escaped my recollection,

altogether, but for your last communication to Dr. Ward,

in which vou mentioned the circumstance of having sent

it to me. I ascribed its failure, to the circumstance of

its being sent on glass, and perhaps may have been de-

composed ; whereas Dr. Ward received his in several

stabs. If that w-hich yoii sent me, was of the " same
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parcel^^^ as jou have expressed it, in your letter to Dr.

Ward, which was forwarded to that gentleman, I feel

much gratified in knowing that the matter, from what-

ever cause it may have happened, was entirely inert.

It gives me much pain to inform you that a disease

which I suppose to be the genuine small pox^ is exten-

sively prevailing, not only in ours, but the adjacent

counties ; every case of which, is easily traced to those

families where the disease was propagated iirom the

matter sent to Dr. Ward. But I have much pleasure

in informing you that the matter which we are now using

in a general and extensive vaccination, (and such as I

know to be genuine,) is that which I received from the

gentleman who presented me with the subscription for

the vaccine institution ; informing m.e at the time, that

he had received it from you, for the purpose of dis-

tributing it among his subscribers.

Since the date of my last letter, three fatal cases

have occurred, and many more are apprehended ! !

!

I perceive in your letter to Dr. Ward, that an eruptive

fever is prevailing in Baltimore, of such an ambiguous

nature, as to excite disagreement even among physi-

cians ; but in those cases which have occurred here,

taken in the natural way, there are no anomalous

symptoms.

In my next, I will give you a more particular history

of the disease which is prevailing h^re ; and hope that

you will not fail to inform me of the progress of that

which is raging in Baltimore.

There has no case occurred, where any persons have

taken it, who have ever been the subject of the vaccine

or variolous disease.
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I ho}3e you will excuse my solicitude, when I inform

you that I have six cases in my own family ; and many
of my friends suffering great anxiety. Please to write

me as soon as possible, and give me all the information

in your powder.

Having for twelve years been a practitioner of medi-

cine, and in many instances attended patients suffering

with small pox, I feel no anxiety on my own account,

but am exceedingly desirous to quiet the alarm^ which

has thrown this section of the country into the utmost

confusion.

Yours, respectfully,

BEN : F. HU:NTER.

Copy of a letter from Br. John F. fVardj of J\%rih

Carolina^ to Dr. James Smithy of Baltimore^ dated

28th of January, 1822.

Sir,

I should have written you before this time, had I

not have understood that Dr. Hunter had apprized you

of the contagious nature of the disease produced by the

matter you sent me. It has also appeared in the public

prints: Not less than forty or fifty persons are now la-

bouring under the disease taken in the natural way.

Five only, as yet, have fallen victims to this dreadful

disease. Many are recovering from it, but I have just

visited two, who I think must die. I have not time, at

this moment, of stating to you the symptoms and dates

thereof of those cases which I have attended. I disco-

ver it is a disease which the vaccine arrests in its pro-

gress. I5 however, have known tw persons, who have
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ht^n vaccinated, take the disease. What effect the

vaccine had upon them I know not. I shall make all

the observations I can upon the cases that come under

taj notice, and ke^p a corretit hrstory of them. The

matter which I used after I suspected sma^i pox, was

the produce of matter you sent to Dr. Hunter before the

6th of November. It had a very happy eifect. You

will no doubt be surprised to learn that so many cases

have occurred in the natural way, when I inform vou

that I vaccinated at such an early period, after suspect-

ing the nature of the disease, anil that it had i\i^ most

happy effects. But, sir, very fev/ believed with me tha^

it was small pox ; and Dr. Hunter and Daney, in my
absence from Tarborough, while at my father's, issued

certificates, stating that the report of small ^ox being in

town and its vicinity, was false and unfounded, in open

contradiction to an opinion which Dr. Boyken and my-

self had expressed in a note addressed to the Commis-

sioners of Tarborough, before I visited my father. I

e"xpressed my opinion freely to the citizens of Tarbo-

rough as soon as I suspected the nature of the disease.

I vaccinated in the families where the suspicious dis-

ease was, as soon as I could obtain matter I made ap-

plication to three different places for matter, viz. to

John Cameron, of Fayetteville, Dr. Purrington, Scot-

land Neck, and Henry A. Donaldson, Falls of Tar
river. I obtained it from the last mentioned, who ob-

tained it some time before from Dr. Hunter. I received

matter afterwards from Mr. Cameron and Purrington.

Every part of my conduct, after I suspected the nature

of this disease, I now contemplate with the grealfest

pleasure.
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In consequence of this disease I have been much

abused; have been charged, by some, of introducing it

from lucrative motives ; and, in addition to which, and

worst of all, am accused of having received matter

marked with the Latin word for smallpox ; and this

has been magnified until it has become a serious charge.

It originated in consequence of noticing the mark at the

bottom of the printed sheet of established regidations of

the general institution, &c. which is thus—" Variol. |3I|

4. Oct. 1821, Whitford."

In my first communication to the Commissioners, I

sent all the papers I had received from you at the time

I received the impure matter, requesting it as a favour

that they would read them, in order that they might

know in what manner this disease had been introduced.

Some of them noticed the mark, and requested to know
what it meant, but was quite ignorant of it until I ex-

plained the meaning of variolous, supposing " variol" an

abbreviation of the former word. That I supposed it

some private mark best know^n to yourself; that I re-

collected, if I was not mistaken, to have seen a similar

mark on papers that you had before sent me. Dr. Hun-

ter wag present, and thought as I did, or pretended to

think so, but since that time has most basely used it as

an instrument to injure my character. Write me what

you know about it, and state to m.e what other persons

you have sent similar papers to Mdth genuine vaccine

matter, as I have no doubt you have not only recently,

but formerly, sent the same papers with marks similar

to many, I should be glad you would inform me, as far

as you are able, how this unfortunate mistake was made.

Several persons have been attacked here with small pox,

after being;^vacssinated from, four to, six days,, and they
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(their crusts) have much the appearance of the vaccine.

I. shall be careful to preserve them, as they may be of

some service to you, &c.

I close this letter in haste. No mail comes to Tar-

borough at this time, and I have to send this letter to a

distant post office. Please write me to Tarborough, by

the way of Sycamore Alley, Halifax, or Washingtonj

N. C.

Yours, respectfully,

JNO. F. WARD.
Dr. Jas. Smith.

Gopii of a letter from Br. James Smithy addressed to

the Citizens of the United States^ and jmhlished in the

Baltimore Jlinerican,

It has been stated to me, in a letter lately received

from Dr. John F'. Ward, of the village of Tarborough,

in the state of North Carolina, dated Bertie county,

Dec. 29th, 1821^

—

*' That the vaccine matter sent to him

from this Institution, about the first day of November

last, had a different effect upon those he vaccinated

than could have been expected ! ! And I have since

heard, from other persons in Tarborough, that the dis-

ease which has been lately introduced there is the na—

tuml small pox."

I think improper,, therefore, to state this information

publicly as I have received it, without pretending to ac-

count satisfactorily for the accident which has happen-

ed. My most anxious desire is^ that all concerned maj
be put as fully on their guard against the evil conse-

quences of this occurrence^, as the nature of the cas^

will admit o£l
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The citizens of any part of North Caroliiia, who may
be exposed to danger from this accident, are invited i&

address themselves directly to me through the Post Of-^

fice, and the means of securing them from the small pox

will be forwarded immediately.

The following facts and observations will, I hope, as-

sist those who are most concerned to investigate and

arrive at just conclusions on the subject of this notice*

9ut neither tbe personal abuse or illiberal execrations

that have been heaped upon me, as the ostensible in-

strument of evil in this case, can answer any good pur-

pose whatever.

Every fact that I can ascertain, having tixij bearing

on the subject, shall be fully and freely made kiiown to*^

all concerned. And if I have committed any mistake,

either from ignorance or through carelessness, I shall

not ask any indulgence. I shall^only add on this sub-

ject, that if I should find it to be out of my power to

preserve the vaccine matter in a pure state, I will cease

to furnish that v/hich I may liave'any reason to fea^r has

become adulterated. I have derived my supply of mat-

ter ,^ for the last six w^eeks, fromx places that are free-

from any epidemic disease ; and I consider it to be as

perfect and genuine as any I have ever used.

By steadily persevering in the practice of vaccination

for many years, we had completely banished the small

pox from this city, and many began to imagine we would

never again be visited by it. Our fancied security, how-

ever, served to create tbe same neglect of the kine pock

as is common in other places, until- we had many sub-

jects fit to be preyed upon by variolous contagion—and.

in this situation we were found suddenly exposed to^

great danger by the arrival of the Pallas, captain Otis^,
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on tlie 14th August, fifty-nine days from Liverpool, witii

a few passengers, having among them the small pox.

The following extract from our bills of mortalitv, will

serve to shew the progress which this disease has since*

Blade among us

:

Deaths by small pox in Baltimore,

In October g

November 9s

December, 1st week, 6

" 2d " -2

« 3d " 4-

« 4th " 9

January, 1st week,. 6

47 deaths,.

Rut^ from the beginning of these misfortunes, the cur-

rent opinions, not only of the- people here^ but of many

of our first physicians have been much distracted by

certain new and unexpected modifications of disease,

which seem to have been introduced here along with-

these calamitous events.

Many persons, who-had been formerly subjects of the'

natural small pox, or who had been inoculated for it, as

well as otiiers who had been vaccinated with the greatest

care, have again become sufferers from this apparently

new contagion. But the disease produced hj it in per-

sons who had been previously vaccinated or inoculated,

has invariably appeared in a more mitigated form than

when it has attacked those who had not used these pre-

cautions. It has-been called b^re, as^well^'as in Europe,

where it has lately excited considerable attention, the^

narioloid.disease.—It is not easily distinguished- ftmm
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the small pox; and, perhaps, it may be truly entitled ity

the appellation of this contagious plague.

Of those who have been previously vaccinated here,

some have suffered very severely from the varioloid

eruptions, hut I have not jperceived any good reason on

this account to doubt tlie efficacy of vaccination as a

sufficient and invaluable remedy against the small fose.

There are some physicians of great eminence here,

nevertheless, who seem to have lost their confidence en-

tirely in vaccination, and among these I am sorry to

enumerate my distinguished friends, Drs. Davidge and

Potter, professors of surgery and anatomy and the

theory and practice of medicine in the University of

Maryland.

Hie first mentioned of these professors, has not only

declared the kine pock to be of no use, but he has again

recommended, and is now practising the old inoculation

for the small pox. Dr.. Potter* acknowledges the

prophylactic powers of vaccination, but he is of

opinion that we have not yet attained any method of de-

termining with certainty, whether those who are vaccin-

ated do really obtmh security thereby from the small-

pox, or not, until they are exposed to its contagion, by

inoculation, or otherwise.

But Jenner himself, the illustrious discoverer of vac--

cination,^ has more seriouly defamed the kine pock, than

any author I hav€ read on this subject*—Ke states that

a single serous blotch upon the body existing during the

progress of the vaccine vesicle on the arms, may occa-

sion such irregularity and deviation from correctnesa,.

that vaccination under such circumstances cannot be'

* S«« his letter to Ur. Sinitb, Vaccine Inquirer, page
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depended on.—Slight abrasions of tiie skin behind the

ears, and upon many other parts where the cuticle ivS

thin, he adds, will produce the same effect." Now if

any such diificulties and nice distinctions as these, did

really exist, we should certainly be obliged to abandon

vaccination very soon, or the chief part of bur population

would ere long be found to be fit subjects for the small

pox. But it is more than fortunate for mankind that

the efficacy of the kine pock as a preventative of the

small pox, does not depend upon the skill or opinion of

any man, or set of men. It has come to us from the

Giver of every good gift^ sufficiently perfect for the end

that is to be accomplished by it, viz: to secure us

FROM THE SMALL POX. But if wc would obtain this se-

. curity without having to regret any exceptions to the

general rule, it is essentially necessary that not only a

few individuals, here and there, should use the kine

pock ; but the people generally should subject themselves

to vaccination at a suitable age, and as universally as

the nature of the case v/ill admit of, without injury or in-

convenience to society.

Whether the disease which has been introduced into

the village of Tarborough, be really the time small pox

or not, I am not prepared to declare with any positive

degree of certainty. The directions which I sent with

the matter were, as is too frequently the case, entirely

neglected. If Dr. Ward had used the matter I sent to

him in proper time, and attended to send me the crusts

which it produced, I v/ould have been able to have an-

swered all his queries, and would likewise have prevent-

ed all the mischief which I fear has happened.

I can only state to the public then, at this time, that

the evidence whie^^ ^ ^^aye received from Tarborpugh, is.
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neither full nor satisfactory to mej as to the nature of

the disease produced by the vaccine matter which I sent

to Br. Ward. 1 am inclined, however, to suspect that

the small pox contagion did really accompany the vac-

cine virus put up here, and was transmitted to him, by

me. My reasons for supposing this to be the fact, apart

from Dr. Ward's statements, are these :

1st. I have been unavoidably engaged in attending to

persons diseased of the small pox here. I daily visit,

handle, and ardminister medicine to them—and although

I have always taken every precaution that I knew was

necessary to prevent this contagion adhering to my per-

son—Still such an accident may have occurred.

2d. The genuine kine pock, is in itself so nearly allied

to the small pox, that when this plague becomes epidem-,

ic in any place, it intermixes witli the- vaccine matter

by a natural process, and in a manner that may possibly

have illuded my care and vigilance t% pre',ient it.*

3d. The same persons or subjects, from whom the vac-

cine matter must be taken, (for it cannot be otherwise

procured than from persons who are fit subjects for it)

may be the bearers of the genuine kine pock, and of the

true small pcfx, at the same time. *

4th. The same identical kine pock vesicle, under such

circumstances as we are now unhappily involved in, and

that will furnish the most pure and genuine vaccine mat-

ter, on one day is susceptible of a change in its natural

properties : and within a few days afterwards may fur-

nish a different matter, capable of generating the most

destructive small pox.*

* Dr. Smith proposes to shew, in the future numbers of the

Vaccine Enquirer, fioai facts which have fallen- under his o^vn
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ITiere are but few practitioners of vaccination who
have any idea that in the selection of the vaccine matter

they may be exposed to so much danger, from causes of

this description—-and no on^ has as yet pretended to

account for them.

As these causes of defection in the vaccine matterj

however, (and others will be hereafter enumerated) are

of serious import to the public, I have stated them plain-

ly, that all concerned may be put fully upon their guard,

not only against my own mistake, but against the mis-

take of others, who may possess even greater skill in

this business than myself. I do not state these difficul-

ties to excite any foolish alarm about them—^but I hope

they will have the effect, at least, to excite public at-

tention to them

But, to conclude, if there is any person who can ac-

count for ihe difficulties which have presented them-

selves, and the new combinations of disease which have

taken place, and threaten to extend their influence so

far around us, let him come forward to lend his aid, and

settle these differences of opinion which now distract

the learned, as well as the unlearned, on the subject of

vaccination. He who can accomplish this task, will

merit a reward from mankind even greater than he re-

ceived who first transferred the vaccine virus from tlia

cow to the human species.

JAMES SMITH, U. S. Agent of Vac.

'Vaccine Institution^

Baltimore^ January 9.4^ 1822.

observatioJi, that these positions aie really true, and that it be.

come^ us to beware of the new difficulties that have arisen ami

will yet arise from this souixe, to mankind.
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Cop if af an Mdress to the Fublic by Dr. John F, Ward^

published in the Raleigh Register.

SMALL POX,

Messrs. Gales & Son,

Having noticed an address to the citizens of the

United States, by Dr. James Smith, of Baltimore, in

which he endeavours to account for the introduction of

Small pox into Tarborough and its vicinity, I was not a

little surprised to find, that he had charged me with en-

tirely neglecting the directions which accompanied his

fatal matter.

He also states, that " ha;d I used the matter he sent

me in proper time^ and attended to sending him the

crusts which it produced, he would have been able to

have ans^^ered all my queries, and have prevented all

the mischief which he fears has happened." A detail of

my conduct in this business will prove to every refiect-

ins: mind, that the Doctor's assertions ai^e both illiberal

and unfounded.

You will please insert, for the information of the pub-

lic, those rules and directions to which he alludes, and

which accompanied the matter that has produced the

small pox ^mong us.

NATIONAL VACCINE INSTITUTION.

Baltimore, 1st jS^ovembeVj 18^1.

Dear Sir,

Wishing to bring into effective operation, v/ithout

delay, the plan v.hich has been proposed to secure a free

and general distribution of the vaccine remedy, I have

taken the liberty to appoint you an auxiliary agent of

the institution, for the countv in which vou reside : and
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liopc yon will find it convenient to aid the efforts we are

now making, with your influence and ability, to protect

our country from the natural small pox—a disease,

which you are well aware, has been for ages past, one of

the greatest destroyers of the human race | and which,

it is jet to be feared, will at some future day again visit

our fellow citizens with a desolating arm, unless they

will take heed in time, and use the means we now pos-

sess,eto secure us from it.

The concurring testimony of every civilized country

is in favour of the kine pock ; and most clearly shows

that general security from the small pox, if not the total

extirpation of this contagion, may be obtained by a pro-

per distribution of the genuine vaccine matter, under

such regulations as will at all times aiFord a free and

easy access to it, with plain directions for its use.

According to the plan, therefore, now proposed to at-

tain these important objects, it will be the duty of the

agent of vaccination for the United States, to keep up a

constant supply of genuine matter ; and to appoint a

number of auxiliary agents* one at least in each county,

wherein our plan may be adopted, to whom he shall for-

ward fresh matter as often as may be found necessary

;

so that every citizen who may be accidentally expifsed

to the contagion of small pox, or who may at any time

hereafter, wish to protect his family against it^ shall have

it in his power to procure the means of secuiitv immedi-

ately, free of any costs, and in any part of our widely

extended country.

Much good has been already accomplished, under the

the act of congress, passed in 1813, " to encourage vac^

cination." But, after all the experience we have gained,

I am satisfied, it is only in some such way as now pro-

M
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posed, that we can guard our fellow citizens effectually,

for any length of time, against the fatal eifects of the

variolous contagion—a plague which may very aptly be

compared to those destructive fires, that so often destroy

our dwellings, and lay in ashes our most populous towns.

When this disease is at first introduced into any place,

it can easily be extinguished by an immediate resort to

vaccination ; but if we are unprovided with the kine

pock matter, or delay its use for a short time, the small

pox is certain to spread itself and soon carries terror or

death into every family liable to take it.

Should you find it agreeable to accede to my wishes,

you will please, by the return of the mail, to signify

your consent to serve as one of the auxiliary agents of

this institution.

Any communication from you, relative to vaccination,

or any of the concerns of this institution, will always be

received with great respect, and punctually attended to,

by your obedient and humble servant,

JAJMES SMITH,
United States' Agent of Vaccination*

KATIONAL VACCINE INSTITUTION.

Dr. Ward has been appointed an auxiliary agent of this

institution for Edgecomb county, in the State of N. C.

JAMES SMITH,
United States' Agent of Vaccination.

Megidations relating particularly to Auxiliary Agents.

1. According to the plan of this institution, auxiliary

agents are to be stationed in every county in the United

States, wherein the sum of two hundred dollars or more

may be subscribed and paid in donations for this pur-
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pose-^the genuine vaccine matter is to be sent to them

occasionally, as often as it may be wanted for distribu-

tion. One person, it has been estimated, may conve-

niently perform the whole duty of this agency in any

one county ; but two or more will be appointed in the

same county, if it should be deemed necessary or ex-

pedient at any time, to give greater facilities in the dis-

tribution of this remedy.

£. Physicians of the first respectability and extensive

practice will always be preferred, if it may be found

agreeable and corivenient for them to act as auxiliary

agents of this institution ; and when appointed, they will

be continued as long as they will perform the duties of

their office earefiuij and with despatch.

8. Auxiliary ageiits shall not charge any fee for fur-

nishing the vaccine matter to any citizen who may ap-

ply to them for it; but it is not to be presumed, that

citizens who employ them to attend on their families,

or to vaccinate any person, will, on this account, refuse

to pay them the jqst compensation which these services

must always entitle them to.

4. It wall hd the duty of auxiliary agents to receive

communications relative to vaccination; and to take

charge of every supply of matter which will be sent to

them from this Institution. They may either apply this

matter themselves, or give it, at their pleasure, to any

other person wiio will make use of it. On the eighth

day after using it, if it succeeds, a fresh production of

matter may always be obtained from it, in sufficient

quantity to supply any demand which will be made for

it. If it should not be wanted, the packet containing

it is to be returned at the end of thirty days after it is

received*
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,

6. If the matter should be used and have the desired

effect, one or more of the crusts, being the produce there-

of, is to be returned to the agent of vaccination for his

examination. The crusts returned for this purpose must

be put up in some fine lint or cotton and folded in a paper,

whereon must be written the time when, and the name of

the person from whom they were taken ; they may be

then enclosed and directed to this Institution. It is

hoped that no auxiliary agent will, en any account, ne-

glect this easy, but essentially important part of his du-

ty. It is the chain by which alone tlieir connection with

this Institution can be permanently sustained, with con-

venience to themselves, or safety to the public. Those

agents who do not attend to it must be discontinued^

and others will be appointed in theL stead.

6. A certificate of the examination of any crust re-

turned to the agent of vaccination will always be given,

if requested, free of expense.

7. If any supply of matter forwarded from this Insti-

tution should fail to take effect, as will sometimes un-

avoidably happen, notice thereof is always to be given

forthwith to the agent of vaccination, whose duty it v/ill

be to renew it.

8. If any auxiliary agent is applied to for matter,

when he may have none fit to be used, he may order it

by post, and it will be sent immediately. But the com-

jaiands of any citizen, who has contributed, or who may
hereafter contribute to tlie support of this Institution,

will always be attended to with particular fatisfaction,

9. The great object of this Institution is, to guard the

people of the United States against the small pox, by a

free and regular distribution of the genuine vaccine mat-

ter ; and thus to put an end. if practicable, to all the suf*
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ferings among us which have hitherto followed in the

train of this formidable enemy of mankind. The friends

of humanity, therefore j are requested, should they be

informed of the recent introduction of the small pox into

any part of the United States, to give notice thereof im-

mediately, either to the agent of vaccination or to the aux-

iliary agent, who may be nearest to them. To receive

notices of this kind, as well as to give the most early

information thereof, to those v/hom it may concern : and

especially to communicate these facts to this Institution^

must always be considered as necessary contingent du-

ties, which every auxiliary agent, v/ho is anxious to *:!:ive

his assistance in this undertaking, will most cheerfully

perform.

10. Until the clear capital required, or funds sufficient

to defray the expenses necessary to be incurred to give

permanent d^i ration to this Institution shall be raised

»

any donation given or legacy left for this purpose will

be thankfully received from any citizen of the United

States, if forwarded to the Agent of Vaccination, or

presented to any Manager of this Institution.

* Managers,

JosiAH Meigs, Esq. 7 Washi^^fnv
Elias B. Caldwell, Esq. S

^^^^^^^^^gton.

Rev. Stephen B. Balch, 7 r« j.

Dr. Thos. Henderson, \
(-eorgetoiviu

Dr. Wm. H. Clendinen, > „ ...

Dr. James feMim, 3

* Appointed at a meeting, convened in the City of Washington:,

*n the 22d December, 1819, in pursuance of a notice givsn in the

National Intelhgencer for this purpose.
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I wish the public distinctly to understand, that I re»

ceived these communications ; with the matter, from Dr.

Smith, unsolicited, and without mj previous knowledge.

Under regulation 5th, requiring " that if the matter

sent should be used and have the desired effect, one or

more of the crusts, being the produce thereof, is to be

returned to the agent of vaccination," &c. I commenced

using the matter. In the course of six or seven days, I

had vaccinated nine persons. ^Twelve days after vac-

cinating the last, I found one of them, a female eight

years old, and at the distance of thirteen miles from

T?a*borough, labouring under a very violent fever. I

continued with her a few days, watching^ very atten-

tively, every symptom.

On the tliird day of the fever, a slight eruption was

discovered on the face and arm&. The following day,

1 had an opportunity of examining a young man whom
1 had vaccinated on the same day with the little girl,

and found that he also had many eruptions. I was now

convinced that the disorder was produced by vaccina-

tion ; but what that disease was I could not conjecture.

I immediately sent for Dr. James Philips, a neighbour-

ing physician, to whom I had given some of the matter

ten or fifteen days before. The Doctor arrived and in-

/ormed me that he had used the matter in a few cases,

and that it had produced an eruptive fever ! After ex-

amining the cases before us, we agreed to visit those

who had been vaccinated in the neighbourhood, and to

meet on the following day, and to hold a consultation

with regard to the nature of this disease. The public

safety required that this subject should undergo the most

deliberate investigation, and should it prove to be small

pox, no time should be lost in proclaiming it such. With
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feelings of this kind did Dr. Pliilips and myself meet

the next daj, and after carefully considering the sub°

ject, we concurred in the opinion that it was small pox.

The first step which common sense dictated to me, was

to announce to the citizens of this section of the coun-

trj5 mj opinion ot the nature of thi<=i disease, and to pro-

cure, as soon as possible, the genuine vaccine matter,

the means calculated to check it. I therefore repaired to

Tarborough the same day, where some of the suspicious

matter had aJso been used. On my arrival, I examined

the cases in town, and stated to several of the citizens

of the place my suspicions ; and, for the purpose of ob-

taining; some of the genuine vaccine matter. I addressed

a letter to John A. Cameron, Esq* of Fayetteville, sent

an express to Dr. Purrington, of Scotland-Neck, and

applied in person to Henry A. Donaldson, Esq. at the

Falls of Tar River. From these gentlemen I had the

satisfaction to receive some genuine matter, and in less

than three days after I suspected we had the small pox

among us, almost every family, in which the suspicious

disease existed, were vaccinated.

Should further proof be wanting to remove every

charge ©f neglect with respect to myself in this busi-

ness, I would refer to a note addressed by me to the

Commissioners of Tarborough, dated 21st December,

1821. In that I find stated, " that Dr. James Philips

and myself conferred (the day before, viz. the 20th) on

the nature of this disease, and the result of that con-

ference, recommending, at the same time, that proper

means should be used to guard our citizens against its

contagion until the genuine vaccine matter could be

prjocured*'^
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Dr. vSmith asserts, that had I used the matter in time^

and sent him all the crusts, he would have answered all-

my queries, and have prevented all the mischief which

he fears has happened. At what time I could have used

his matter, and how I could have procured crusts Vr ith--

out producing small pox, is to me inconceivable. He
should have recollected that the disease gives off its

contagion by the time the matter is concreted into crusts,

if not before. Having procured the crusts at an ad-

vanced stage of the disease, and having transmitted

them to him, I might have received, after the expiration

of twelve or fifteen days, from Baltimore, the place of

his residence, hia prophylactics for preventing small

pox. I know of no other preventive he could have sent

me, except /iis kine-pock mattery but my confidence in

iliat was, at this time, entirely destroyed. If Dr. Smith

could have prevented all the mischief produced by tlie

variolous disease in Edgecombe county, why has he not

been more successful in arresting its progress in the city

of Baltimore, where he resides, and where the greater

part of the people have eitlier been vaccinated, or have

had the small pox .^ In this section of the country, not

more than one in an hundred had been vaccinated pre-

vious to the introduction of small pox here. It was with

great difficulty nurses could be procured to attend the

sick. If I have deviated from Dr. Smithes directions

in the use of his matter, 1 flatter myself that in the

same proportion, have the people been benefited. So

far, however, from entirely neglecting his directions, it

will be seen that he acknowledged having received a^

letter from me, dated the 29th December, 1821, nine

days after I suspected we had small pox. In this letter

i enclosed to him a crust from one of tlie patients I first
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Taccinated. In answer to my letter, he states " that

the crust had no one appearance of the genuine vaccine^

and he did not know what to make of it.'' I am sorry

to say, after all my exertions to arrest this disease, ma-

ny have taken it in the natural way. The unhappy cir-

cumstances which led to its farther extension were such

as were neither in the power of Dr. Smith or myself to

eontrol. The disease was so mild in the first persons

who had been vaccinated, and had progressed sa far be-

fore I had discovered its nature, that many had received

the contagion before they were the subjects of the genu-

ine vaccine disease. Also the contrariety of opinion,

not only among the citizens generally, but also among

the physicians ofJarborough, contiibuted not a little to

the propagation of this disease. Seme, whose opinions

were entitled to respect, asserted most positively that

it was not small pox, and that greater confidence might

be reposed in those opinions, oflfered to pledge every

thing that was dear to them in its support.

Thus an almost unrestrained intercourse was kept up

among the people, until many had taken it in the natii^

vol way. I have, at this moment, the consolation of re-

flecting, that the whole of my conduct, in this aifair, is

entirely approved by the inhabitants of Tarborough, and

that they are quite sensible of the illiberality with which

I have been treated by Dr. James Smith, U. S. Agent

of Vaccination.

As Dr. Smith has acknowledged to have sent me the

matter through some unaccountable and unfortunate

mistake, which has produced small pox, I would admo-

nish those who, from the vilest prejudice, have heaped

upon me much personal abuse, to desist, lest they fall

iato contempt. Not a little has been gaid of the appean^

^^
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ance of a new disease in Baltimore, called varioloid.

Whether it is the new disease we have among us, or

true small pox, I am not at present prepared to say.

But the new forms or modifications which may be sup-

posed to distinguish this disease from small pox, so far

as I have observed, are not more extraordinary than I

daily witness in other disorders to which the human

system is liable. And I have the pleasure of announc-

ing to the world, that many of our citizens are the liv-

ing monuments of the efficacy of the vaccine disease in

shielding their constitutions against its invasion. No
person, as jet^ has suffered an attack of small pox, in

this section of the country, who^ I have reason to be-

lieve, had been under the proper infmence of tliis benign

remedy. As an auxiliary agent for t]\e county of Edge-

combe, I disclaim all iurther correspondence with Dr.

James Smith. It is, however, my serious wish, that the

National Vaccine Institution, as proposed by him, may
be carried into effective operation, and that the citizens

'cf the United States will not suffer it to languish in con-

sequence of one fatal mistake. In (U'der that public

confidence in this Institution may be restored, I would

suggest to its managers the propriety of an established

regulation—That for the future no Vaccine Matter be

collected for distribution, either by the Agent or Aux-

iliaries, in any part of the United States, where small

pox may at that time prevail.

JOHN F. WARD.
Tarhoronghy 7th Feb. 1S29^,
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&opy of a tetterfrom I)r. John F. Ward^ of JSTorth Ca-

rolina^ to Dr. William H, Clendinen^ of Baltimore^

dated

Tarboroughj 21st of Feb. 1822,

Dear Sir,

Inclosed are some papers, which I understand Dn
Smith, the vaccine agent, has expressed a wish to see.

It is his desire that thej should be forwarded to some

respectable gentleman in Baltimore, that they may wit«

ness their delivery to him. You will please to hand

them immediately to the Doctor upon their arrival.

You can state to Dr. Smith that I have published, in

the Star and Register of this state, the circumstances

attending the transmission of his matter to me, which

has produced small pox. ' And to Dr. Hall, the member

of Congress from this district, I have also communicated

the same facts.

In my communication for the Star and Register, I

omitted to state that the word variol, &c. marked upon

the printed sheet, presented itself upon the back, and

appeared to have been marked after having been dou-

bled—and for fear an improper construction may be

given it, I have stated this fact, very particularly, to

Dr. Hall.

There is one circumstance which Drs. Smith and Hun-

ter have incorrectly stated—" that of my having receiv-r

ed the matter inclosed in the paper itiarked < variol.'^'

The matter I received was wrapped in a scrap of old

newspaper, and had neither mark or inscription what-

ever upon its back.

This fact I mentioned to Lewis D. Wilson, one of

the Commissioners of Tarborough, and the fitst person

in tliis place (except myself and a student of medicine)
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who saw the mark : the same I mentioned to the Com-

missioners generally^ at one of their meetings, and ia

the presence of Dr. Hunter. All this happened before

the date of Dr. Hunter's letter to Dr. Smith.

In addition to the above, state to the Doctor that I

received an instrument for the purpjose, 1 presume, of

vaccinating, inclosed with the matter from him, and con-

tained in the same packet. It is very extraordinary

that a vaccinating instrument should have been inclosed

in a packet of small pox matter, « carefully marked va-

riolous or small pox."

Yours, respectfully,

JNO. F. WARD. ^
I

Since writing the al)ove, I find it Is not in my power

at present to send you the printed handbill which has
,

the mark " variol,'' &.c, stated to have been tlie paper

containing the small pox matter sent mehy Dr. Smith—
this paper is at Raleigh, in the possession of the editor

of the Register—but I e promised Mr. R. S. Smith

that I will write immediately to Raleigh and request the

editor to send you tliat paper without delay. As this

paper may be of some importancee to me at a future pe-

riod, I am under the necessity of imposing an obliga-

tion upon yoii to attend to the returning of it after Dr,

Smith has made such use of it as he mav wish. If is
V'

probable that paper will reach you in eight or i^n days

6:0m the date of this.

J, W.
(To he continued,)
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VACCINE INQUIRER.

This work will in future be conducted by the Sub-

scriber, who has been induced to undertake it in conse-

quence of the friendly assurances he has received from

the Society of Physicians with whom it originated; and

who have engaged that they will continue to assist him

to render it worthy of th^ patronage of the public.

The late prevalence of small pox in this city, has

served to throw much light on the subject of vaccina-

tion; and has dissipated many of the fears that were at

first entertained respecting the efficacy of this remedy

as a preventive of small pox. Having been lately enga-

ged among the poorest classes of our population, vac-

cinating them with a view to extirpate the small pox

from this city, I am already in possession of many
proofs of the benefits of this remedy. But, I am au-

thorised by Dr. James Smith, late agent of vaccination

for the United States, after all that has transpired under

his observation, to give it as his opinion "that when per-

fect kine pock matter is used and the vaccine process

is suffered to terminate without interruption, vaccina-

tion is a sure preventive, not only of the small pox,

but ako of the varioloid disease," M^hich has b3en of

late so prevalent in this city.

GIDEON B. SMJTH;
Baltimore, May, 1822.

|rt/°' Dr. Macaulay and Dr. Stevenson's Letters;

also a Letter from Dr. Smith to Dr. Jennings, and his

answer thereto—with other interesting papers, will ap-

pear in the next number of the Inquirer.

2



NOTICE.

If any number of this work should be sent to any ci-

tizen without his ordering it, the person to whom the

same may be directed will please to consider it as an

invitation to become a subscriber for the work—which
it is now ascertained, will be continued to ten or more

numbers.

If they should not want this work themselves, they

may extend the invitation given to any other per-

son; or if they please they may return the number sent,

to the subscriber. ICT^When any number is returned^

it is requested that the same should be put up safely, in

a good envelope, open at one or both ends, with the

name and place of residence of the person who returns

it, written thereon.

Five numbers will be furnished to any person who

has remitted, or may remit, one dollar in advance for

them, postage paid; or ten numbers for two dollars. If

five dollars are paid in advance, three copies of the first

i^Xi numbers will be forwarded; or six copies for ten

dollars.

Subscribers to the work will be received at twenty

five cents each number, payable on demand.

All sums of money not less than five dollars, for-

M'arded by post, on account of this work, will be con-

sidered as at the risk of the subscriber, provided his

name is written on the face of the note or notes, and

previous information thereof given to the post master,

in whose office the letter containing such notes may be

deposited. But the postage on all letters to the subscri-

ber must be paid, otherwise they will not be received on

any account

GIDEON B. SMITH.
Bdtrmore, May^ 182.^.
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AN INQUIRY

Ihto the Causes and Effects of the Variolas Vaccinse,

a disease discovered in some of the western coun-

ties of England*—particularly Gloucestershire, and

known by the narrte of the Cow Pox, By Edward
Jenner, M. D. F. R. S.

(ContiQued from Page lOSj No. III.)

What else can constitute the difference between

the small pox when communicated casually or in

what has been termed the natural way, or when brought

on artificially through the medium of the skin? After

all, are the variolous particles, possessing their true

specific and contagious principles, ever taken up and

cohveyed by the lymphatics unchanged into the blood

vessels? I imagine not. Were this the case, should we

not find the blood sufficiently loaded with them in some

stages of the small pox to communicate the disease bj
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inserting it under the cuticle, or by spreading it on the

surface of an ulcer? Yet experiments have determined

the impractibility ofits being given in this way; although

it has been proved that variolous matter when much di-

luted witli^-water, and applied to^the skin in the usual

manner, will produce the disease. But it would be di-

gressing beyond a proper boundary, to go minutely into

this subject here.

At what period the cow pox was first noticed here

is not upon record* Our oldest farmers were not unac-

quainted with it in their earliest days, when it appear-

ed among their farms without any deviation from the

phenomena, which it now exhibits. Its connexion with

the small pox seems to have been unknown to them.

Probably the general introduction of inoculation first

occasioned the discovery.

Its rise in this country may not have been of very"

remote date, as the practice of milking cows might for-

merly have been in the hands of women only; which I be-

lieve is the case now in some other dairy countries, and,

consequently ,that the cows might not in former.times

have been exposed to the contagious matter brought by

the men servants^ from the heels of horses.* Indeed a

knowledge of the source of the infection is new in the

minds of most of the farmers in this neighbourhood

but it has at length produced good consequences; and

it seems probable from the precautions they are now

disposed to adopt, that the appearance of the cow pox

* I Lave been informed from respectable authority, that in Ireland,

although dairies abound ia many parts of the island, the disease is

entirely unknown. The reason seems obvious. The business of the

dairy is conducted by women only. Were the meanest vassal among

the men, employed there as a milker at a dairy, he would feel hi?

situation unpleasant beyond all endurance.
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tere may be either entirely extinguished or become ex-

tremely rare.

Should it be asked whether this investigation is a mat-

ter of mere curiosity, or whether it tends to any bene-

ficial purpose? I should answer, that notwithstanding

the happy effects of inoculation, with all the improve-

ments which the practice has received, since its first

introduction into this country, it not very unfrequently

produces deformity of the skin^ and sometimes, under

the best management, proves fatal.

These circumstances must naturally create in every

instance some degree^ of painful solicitude for its con-

sequences. But as I have never kn^wn fatal effects'

arise from the cow pox, even when impressed in the

most unfavourable manner, producing extensive inflam--

I

mations and suppurations on the hands; and as it-

clearly appears that this disease leaves the constitu-

tion in a state of perfect security from the infection

of the small pox, may we not infer that a mode of ino-

culation may be introduced preferable to that at pre

sent adopted, especially among those families, which

from previous circumstances we may judge to be pre-

disposed to have the disease unfavourably? It is an

excess in the number of pustules, which we chiefly

dread in the small pox; but, in the cow pox, no pus-

tules appear, nor does it seem possible for the conta-

gious matter to produce the disease from effluvia, or by

any other means than contact, and that probably not

simply between the virus and the cuticle: so that a sin*-

gle individual in a family might at any time receive it,

without the risk of infecting the rest, or of spreading a

distemper, that fills a country with terror. Several

instances have come under my observation, which jus-

tify the assertion, that the disease cannot be propagated
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by effluvia. The first boy whom I inoculated with the

matter of cow pox, slept in a bed, while the experiment

was going forward, with two children, who never had

gone through either that disease or the small pox, with-

out infecting either of them.

A young woman who had the cow pox to a great ex-

tent, several sores which maturated having appeared on

the hands and wrists, slept in the same bed with a fel-

low dairy maid, who never had been infected with

either the cow pox or the small pox, but no indisposition

followed.

Another instance has occurred, of a young woman on

whose hands were several large suppurations from the

cow pox, who was at the same time a daily nurse to an

infant, but the complaint was not communicated to the

child.

In some other points of view, the inoculation of this

disease appears preferable to the variolous inoculation^

In constitutions predisposed to scrophula, how fre-

quently we see the inoculated small pox rouse into ac-

tivity that distressful malady* This circumstance does

not seem to depend on the manner in which the dis-

temper has shown itself, for it has as frequently hap-

pened among those who have had it mildly, as when it

has appeared in the contrary way.

There are many, who from some peculiarity in the

habit, resist the common effects of variolous matter in-

serted into the skin, and who are in consequence haunt-

ed through life with the distressing idea of being inse-

cure from subsequent infection. A ready mode of

dissipating anxiety originating from such a cause, must

now appear obvious. And, as we have seen that the

constitution may at any time be made to feel the fe-

brile attack of cow pox, might it not, in many chronic
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diseases, be introduced into the system, with the pro-

bability of aflfording relief, upon well known physiolo-

gical principles?

Although I say the system may at any time be made

to feel the febrile attack of cow pox, yet I have a sin-

gle instance before me, where the virus acted locally

only, but it is not in the least probable, that the same

person would resist the action both of the cow pox virus

and variolous.

Elizabeth Sarsenet lived as a dairy maid at Newpark

farm, in this parish. All the cows and the servants

employed in milking had the cow pox; but this wo-

man, though she had several sores upon her fingers,

felt no tumours in the axillse, nor any general indisposi-

tion. On being afterwards casually exposed to vario-

lous infection, she had the small pox in a mild way.—-

Hannah Pick, another of the dairy maids, who was p.

fellow servant with Elizabeth Sarsenet, when the dis-

temper broke out at the farm, was at the same time in-

fected; but this young woman had not only sores upon

her hands, but felt herself also much indisposed for a

day or two. After this, I made several attempts to give

her the small pox by inoculation, but they all proved

fruitless. From the former case, then, we see that the

animal economy is subject ta the same laws in one dis-

ease as the other.

The following case, which has very lately occurred,

renders it highly probable, that not only the heels of

the horse, but other parts of the body of that animal,

are capable of generating the virus which produces the

cow pox.

An extensive inflammation of the erysipelatous kind,

appeared without any apparent cause upon the upper

part of the thigh of a sucking colt, the property of Mr.
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Millet^ a farmer at Rockhampton, a village near Berke4

ley. The inflammation continued several weeks, and

at length terminated in the formation of three or four

small abscesses. The inflamed parts were fomented,

and dressings were applied by some of the same per-

sons^^^who were employed in milking the cows. The

number of cows milked was twenty-four, and the

whole of them had the cow pox. The milkers, consist-

ing of the farmer's wife, a man and a maid servant,

were infected by the cows. The man servant had. pre-

viously gone through the small pox, and felt but little

of the cow pox. The servant maid had some years be-

fore been infected with the cow pox, and she also

felt it now in a slight degree; but the farmer's wife»

who never had gone through either of these disease S|

felt its effects very severely.

That the disease produced upon the cows by the colt,

and from thence conveyed to those who milked them^

was the true an^d not the s.purious cow pox,* there can

be scarcely any room for suspicion; yet it would have

been more completely satisfactory, had the effects of

variolous matter been ascertained on the farmer's wife,

but there was a peculiarity in her situation, which pre-

vented my making the experiment.

Thus far have I proceeded in an inquiry, founded, as

it must appear, on the the basis of experiment; in

which, however, conjecture has been occasionally ad-

mitted in order to present to persons well situated for

such discussions, objects for a more minute investiga-

tion. In the mean time, I shall myself continue to

prosecute this inquiry, encouraged by the hope of its

becoming essentially beneficial to mankind.

* See Note m page 4-. No» I.
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Extract of a letter from Br. James Smith, to the

Hon, John Sergeant.

Baltimore, 20th March, 182^.

Sir,

I perceive, by this day's Intelligencer, that

the law relative to Vaccination has been referred to

" the Committee on the Judiciary,'' and therefore take

the liberty to enclose you all the papers which I have

in my possession, connected with the accident which

has happened in North Carolina, and w^hich I think

it probable has given origin to the inquiry you have

to make, I beg the committee will give these papers

an attentive perusal, and if any further explanations

should be wanted I will attend with great pleasure to

any request you may make.

If Congress should think proper to repeal the law

of the United States " to encourage Vaccination," I

shall regret it as a national evil; and if it was not

through fear of intruding on the committee I would

state such facts as would make it plain to you that

such a course on the part of Congress would really

prove to be a most serious public evil at this time.

On my own private account, I could have no regrets

on the repeal of this law. It never contained the

provisions which I wished, and which I know are ne*

cessary to put it in the power of the agent to comply

satisfactorily with the wishes of those with whom he

must have intercourse by a constant correspondence.

I have always found the execution of this law to be

one continued scene of labour without profit; and I

have had much trouble in teaching ignorant practition-

ers of medicine how to conduct Vaccination in differ
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ent parts of the United States, without any grateful

return from them. If it should be the wish of Con-

gress however to prevent any further accidents hap-

pening under my hand, as has been intimated by an

honorable member from North Carolina, I will most

cheerfully resign my appointment, immediately, that

some other person, in whom the public may have

greater confidence, may be appointed in my stead;

for already the small pox is spreading abroad in va-

rious directions from this city, and will, I have no

doubt, traverse the whole of our country, before it

can be extirpated again.

That there should be some pure source, therefore

kept up without interruption, from which the genuine

Vaccine matter may be procured by those who will

want it, is absolutely and indispensably necessary;

unless, through some extraordinary caprice^ we would

wish to deprive our fellow citizens, without benefit

to any person, of the very means of existence.

I have the honor to be.

With great respect,

Your most obt. and hum. sevt.

JAMES SMITH.

Tlie hon, John Sergeant,

Chairman of the committee on the Judiciary.

P. S. As soon as you may make any use of the en-

closed papers you may think proper, I beg you will re-

turn them to me. As some of them are to be sent

back to Dr. Ward, through the hands of Dr. Clendi-

nen. The papers are marked from A to L.
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Ih'. James Smith having enclosed to the honorable

R. M. Sanders the first number of the Vaccine En-

quirer, received from him the following letter:

Copij of a letterfrom the honorable R. M. Sanders, to

Jh\ James Smith, dated Washington, ^5th March,

1822.

Sir,

I return the enclosed (No« 1 of the Vaccine

Enquirer) received in due course of yours of the 14th

instant. I feel no disposition to give any counte-

nance, much less support, to a man wh5 has been the

means of doing so much miscliief to the citizens of

my state. Whether the mischief at Tarborough, N.

C. arose from accident or design, though not equally

criminal, is, with me, at least without excuse.

I have the honor to be, &c.

R. M. SANDERS.
Dr. James Smith.

Copy of a letterfrom Dr. James Smith to the hon» JB.

M, Sanders, dated Baltimore, 26th March, 1822.

Sir,

I received yours ofyesterday, but cannot con-

descend to notice your insinuations.

Your letter is not such as I had a right to expect

from a member of Congress, with whom justice should

never be disturbed by wanton passion, and by whom
the public interest will never, I hope, be sacrificed te

tocal prejudices or any disingenuous policy.

I have the honor to be, yours,

JAMES SMITH.
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Copy of a letter from Dr. James Smith to the Hon'ble
John Sergeant,

Baltimore, 26th March, 1 822.

Sir,

I have just received the enclosed newspaper

from North Carolina, containing an address to the

public from Dr.Ward, of Tarboro', (see page 1S2,) and

I think it proper to submit the same to you, that it

may have' a place with the other documents I sent

you a few days since, relating to this unfortunate ac-

cident, which I am sorry to perceive is likely to con-

tinue from local causes and personal disputes, to

confuse and distract the public mind.

As the committee have in their possession the ori-

ginal paper that contained the small pox matter,

bearing thereon my private mark, it would not be ne-

cessary for me to say any thing further in explana-

tion of it, w^ere it not for the certificate which has

been given to Dr. Ward, by Mr. II. S. Smith, and

which 1 fear may lead many persons to form the er-

roneous conclusions on this subject, which Dr. W.
seems to have in view.

Mr. Smith is a young gentleman, who was taken by

me as a student, about three years since. But he is

not a Doctor of Medicine, as Doctor Ward states

—

neither is he any relation ot mine. He is, hovv-ever.

which is of more consequence to him, a young man, I

believe, of the best dispositions and great moral

w^orth. He has not yet had the advantage, as Dr.

Ward intimates, of a medical, or even a latin educa-

+ion; but being mmy opinion capable, he was sent by

me into North Carolina on business appertaining to
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this institution; and hearing, while he was in the

neighbourhood of Fayetteville, thatthe small poxhud

been introduced into Tarboro', he went there to en-

quire into the accident. I then gave him instruc-

tions to* stay there, and to lend all the aid in his pow-

er to the people; without either fee or reward; to ac-

complish by vaccination the extirpation of this plague

from among them. And this great object, I am hap-

py to say, has been fully accomplished, not with virus

derived from other sources, as Dr. Ward has intimat-

ed,^ but with genuine vaccine matter, derived from

this institution. And if it had not been derived from

this institution, (a source which it is now deemed ex-

pedient by some to destroy) I doubt much whether

one particle of genuine vaccine matter could have

been procured throughout the whole of the state of

North Carolina.

After I had received Dr. Ward's first letter of the

28th December, I veuy naturally became exceeding-

ly anxious to relieve him from the injury and odium

he was likely to sustain from his having used the

matter I had sent to him. I instructed Mr. Smith,

therefore, to render Dr. Ward every service in his

power; and desired that he should be governed by

him in all matters relating to the difficulties in which

he was placed. But 1 did not expect at that time

that he (Dr. Ward) would be the first person himself

who would make us such an ungrateful return for the

exertions we were making to serve him.

Mr. Smith had been taught in my office all the cha-

racters or marks I find it necessary to use, to save

me the labour of much writing; and he of course
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would be led very properly to explain them to Dr.

Ward. (O) is my character or mark for the genuine

kine pock process, on the 8th day; and also for the

Taccine fluid taken according to Dr. Jenner's rule of

practice. [31] is the character I use for the vaccine

crust itself. But as these marks are entirely for my
own use, I never send them out of my office, to any

correspondent or applicant for the vaccine matter

—

and if I did send them they would be of no use to any

person—they could neither instruct or mislead any

practitioner. But when I had prefixed to my private

mark the word " Variol/' which every physician of

liberal education knows is the radical latin term

abreviated for small pox, or variolus contagion; the

idea of danger should have been conveyed at once to

Dr.Ward, as it was to Dr. Hunter, as soon as he saw it.

Mr. R. S. Smith did not know the meaning, T pre-

sume, of the term ** Variol." He has never been in-

structed in the latin beyond the grammar, and he ne-

ver had any opportunity with my knowledge to be-

come acquainted with this technical term. Dr. Ward
had Mr. Smith under his direction by my orders, and

it was in his power to explain it to him as meaning

the "Variola vaccina," or the small pox, just as he

might believe would best serve his own purposes.

I have no difficulty therefore to account for the

manner in which Dr. Ward has obtained this certifi-

cate from my special agent; but the use which he has

made of it, and the impression which he thereby en-

deavours to make on the public feeling, against Dr»

Hunter, as well as myself, evinces to my mind, some

design on his part, in this business, that I never be-
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fore suspected. T4ie English word variolous^ is one

in common use among physicians, but is not used as

appertaining in any manner whatever to the vaccine

matter. How then could it be possible for Dr. Ward,

under these circumstances, to misunderstand the su»

perscription ? How could he be led to deceive me by

stating in his letter of the 28th December, "that the

vaccine matter he received from me, had a very dif-

ferent eiFect upon those vaccinated, than could have

been expected." I do not like to indulge in unchari-

table ideas of any man; but I do verily believe that

if Dr. Hunter had not examined very minutely into

this business for me, I should not yet have been able

to have discovered or given any satisfactory account

to the public of the cause of this accident.

Dr.Ward appears to have some personal difference

©r dispute with Dr. Hunter—a circumstance which

it is to be regretted is too common among gentlemen

of the medical profession. But 1 have no personal

acquaintance with either Dr. Ward or Dr. Hunter.

Dr. W^ard, in speaking of the marginal note, writ-

ten on the paper containing the small pox scabs, says,

" it is strongly impressed on his mind, that he had,

on a former occasion, received papers from me with a

similar note." Now, this is impossible. I never

gave out a paper marked ** Variol ZZ " to any person

in my life. And I am certain I could never before

have been so mysterious in my correspondence with

Dr Ward, as to write him in hieroglyphi^cs^such as no

person could understand. Dr. Ward must have some

purpose, some design unknown to me, otherwise 1 am
led to believe he would not take so much pains to im-
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press the public mind that I would intentionally send

him matter to take the life of any person. If Dr.

Ward did use the matter I sent to him, innocently

and ignurantlj, as an honest man he should say so

—

and bis honesty, with every good citizen, would be a

good excuse—it might, at least, attain for him that

high place in the public estimation to which I am
sure his experience in the small pox or vaccination

will never elevate him.

1 once remember, that an old physician in Wash-

ington County, in this state, 10 or 1 "2 yeai's since, got

a portion of the genuine vaccine matter from me; and

he used it in a family that he attended. From this

fami^y he toi^k matter for his further operations, and

after he had vaccinated, as he supposed, many per-

sons ill the circuit of his practice, which was conside-

rable, the r.atural small pox was introduced among

them, and all his patients, who "frere exposed to this

disease, took it, except the first family that he had

vaccinated. But while his nei|!;hbours were falling

around him daily, the victims of his ignorance, I went

to him nearly an hundred miles distance, to ascertain

the true cause of the melancholy disasters which had

happened. He met me as an honest man should, un-

-» der such circumstances, and told me ^11 he knew

with candour and simplicity; acknowledging with

tears in his eyes, that " to be sure he had a great deal

of trouble," (he was a German.) But, he continued

to add, ** that the first faiviily he had vaccinated, and

irom W'hom he'took the yellowest matter he could

get, would not take the small pox, although he had

inoculated them again and again." I stopt the ^^-jd
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old man in this part of his detail, and informed him

that he had told nie enough. It was easy to discern

the truth in his inivarnislied tale; and the remedy

for the further mischief that would soon have occur-

red, was easily applied. In taking the yellowest

matter he could get, this old practitioner procured

nothing but the common purulent matter from the

first family he had vaccinated; and the disease or

sore arms which he gave to all the others, had no

power whatever against the small pox. The first fa-

mily however served to furnish us wdth the strongest

possible evidence in favour of the prophylactic pow-

ers of the true kine pock.

If it could serve to afford any useful information, I

could relate you a volume of mistakes and accidents

occurring in vaccination, the injurious consequences

of which it has been one of the chief sources of my
gratification to correct. The accident in Tarboro' is

the first that has ever occurred to my§elf, and it has

been a source of extreme pain to me, great expense,

and much labour; and withal, which is exceedingly

mortifying, it has afforded cause of exultation to

many wicked ^len, who are destitute of the common

feelings of humanity, and who w^ould rejoice to see

the pestilence prevail, rather than it should be under

the controul of this institution. Among these men,

there are some 1 know who would wish the world to

believe I had "criminally and through design,"* in-

troduced the small pox into TSorth Carolina. But

any such idea is absurd, and 1 feoi myself as far above

* See Hoii. R. M, Sanders' letter, page 153. •
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al] such creatures as truth is above falsehood, or vir-

tue above vice.

I have the honor to be,

With great respect.

Your most obedient and hum. servt.

JAMES SMITH.

The Hon, John Sergeant,

Chairman of the Committee on tlie Judiciary.

Copy of a letter from Dr. James Smith, to the Hon.

John Sergeant.

Baltimore, 2Tth March, 182£*

Sir,

I beg leave to lay before you the enclosed letter

from Mr. Robert S. Smith, with the communication I

received.in it.
^
They will serve to confirm the hasty

statement I had occasion to make to you yesterday.

I also enclose a copy of a letter I received from the

Hon. M. San*ders, and my answer thereto. 1 wish all

those papers to be returned, with other papers I sent

you, when you shall have made such use of them a?

you may deem proper.

I have tlie honour to be,

Most respectfully.

Your obedient servant,

JAMES SMITH

Hon. John Sargeant,
' Chairman of the Committee on the Jiidiciarii
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Extract of a letter from J/r. Robert S, Smith, to Dr.

James Smith, dated Tarboroiighy Feb. 24, 1 822.

Dear Sir-—I v/rote you a few days since, in which

I informed you of my obtaining what papers I could

relative to the unfortunate accident which has occur-

red here, and also of my sending them on to Doctor

Clendinen, whom I requested to deliver the same to

you, in the presence of a witness, as you desired in

your last letter to Dr. Hunter.

I enclose you a letter from Dr. Hunter, to Dr. Bur-

gess, of Raleigh, which I was the bearer of. You will

observe in Dr. H's letter to Dr. B. that I informed

him that I was a relation of yours; but tlie doctpr is

mistaken; I recollect his asking me, if I was* a con-

nection of yours; I answered none that I knew of,

and if there is any, it is distant. The doctor also calls

me "doctor'* in his communication to Dr. Burgess,

but I can assure you, sir, I never made any preten-

tions to him of that kind; I shewed him my letter of

introduction which gives me quite a diflferent title.

Proceedings in the House of Eepresentatives, on
Thursday, Sth March, 1822.

Mr. Sergeant, from the committee on the Judiciary,

tp whom was referred a resolution of this House, re-

quiring that cominittee to inquire into the expediency

of repealing or modifying the law of 1813, on the sub-

ject of vaccination, moved that the said committee be

discharged from the further consideration thereof.

V Mr. Burton, after a few remarks, in which he de-

precated the idea of our fellow citizens being sufter-

ed, under the authority of our laws, to be slaughtered
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by hundreds with indifterence, asserted his belief

that he should be able to establish the fact, that the

vaccine agency is a mere nuisance, and one of the

most dangerous kind, too, and ought therefore to be

abolished or essentially changed in its details, mov-

ed that the subject should be referred for examina-

tion to a select committee.

The Judiciary Committee was discharged from

the further consideration of the subject as moved, and

it was referred to a select committee, as moved by

Mr. Burton.

Committee on the subject of the Vaccine JIgency:—
Messrs. Burton, Hall, Whipple, Holcombe, and Dar-

lington.*

Copy of a letterfrom the Ron, Thomas H, Ilall^ to Dr.
J. Smith.

II. Reps. SOth March, 1822.

Sir,

Being a member of the committee to v*^hich

the subject of vaccination has been referred, I ask of

you the favour. to say, if to do so meets your appro-

bation, what you believe is the proportion of sub-

scriptions and money received, by contributions to*

the vaccine institution, from the interior of the coun-

try and the towns and cities on the maritime frontier.

Also, if you please, to say, what amount of subscrip-

tions and receipts has been obtained from North Ca-

rolina, within the last six months.

Yourr compliance will oblige,

THOS. H, HALL,
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Copy of a letterfrom Dr. James Smithy to the Bon*
Thomas H. Hall.

Baltimorey 9d April, 1822.

Si'R,

The information you have solicited, as well as

that which has been requested by the chairman of

your committee, shall be furnished as fully as I can,

and with as little delay as possible.

No erroneous impression should be made on the

public mind by partial statements relating to this

agency, I must therefore claim the privilege of sub-

mitting a full account of the whole of my proceeding*

relative to this institution.

If indulged in this fair course, I will be able I have

no doubt to show to the satisfaction of every just and

candid man, that I have not done as much mischief

as has been intimated—and unless prejudged through

intemperate passion, I will prove to you I hope that

I am not capable of" slaughtering our fellow citizens

by hundreds with indifference, under the authority

of our laws," as you have heard stated on the floor of

Congress.

I will thank you to lay this letter before the hono-

rable committee appointed to inquire into the expe-

diency of repealing the law passed in 1813, to encou-

rage vaccination*

The expressions which I have quoted above, and

which were intended to be applied to me personally

by the chairman of your committee, fOrbid my hold-

ing any correspondence with him, I have on this

account returned his letter unanswered, believing

^at no citizen of honorable feelings or delicacy
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could wish me to act otherwise towards him on this

occasion.

I have the honourio be, respectfully.

Your obedient servant,

JAMES SMITH.

Hon. Thomas H. Hall,

House of Representatives.

COMMUNICATION

Addressed to the Editors, and published in the J\*a*

tional Intelligencer of Friday, 5th April, 1822.

Gentlemen—Having discovered that my remarks

the other day, on the subject of vaccination, were

not correctly understood, I take the liberty of cor-

recting what was erroneous in the report of them. A
motion was made by the Chairman of the Judiciary

Committee, to be discharged from the further consi-

deration of the subject. I then stated, that it was a

matter of much more importance than those not im-

mediately interested believed it to be. Ten of our

fellow creatures, I said, had lost their lives—and by

whom ? By the act of a man who styled himself the

agent of the United States, and a law of the United

States had placed it in his power to do this irrepara-

rable injury. If this subject was not to be inquired

into, what would be the impression on the public

mind? Would not the boasted protection of life,

liberty, and property, be considered a solemn farce,

ifthe lives of our fellow citizens were to be taken,

and passed over with the same indifference as if there

kad been so many cattle slaughtered ? My object
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Was*4o repeal the law, or place the Institution on a

more respectable footing, and make the agent in

some way responsible, that the same accident might

not again occur. I further said, I believed I could

prove, to the satisfaction of any impartial mind, that

the present agency was not only a nuisance, but a

nuisance of the most dangerous kind.

H. G. BURTON.
Jipril 4.

Copy of a Utterfrom the Committee on the Vaccine

Jlgencify to Br. James Smith..

Washington, April 5th, 1822.

Sir,

The committee appointed to consider the ex-

pediency of repealing the law of Congress, authoriz*

ing the appointment of a vaccine agent, addressed

you some days since a letter, requesting information,

to which you have returned no answer; but have

enclosed the letter under a blank cover, assigning as

the reason your personal hostility to the Chairman of

the Committee.

In a letter to Dr. Hall you offer to furnish the in*-

formation required to him, and offer to inform the

committee. To your communication with Dr. Hall,

as an individual, for your and his personal conveni-

ence, the committee cannot object; but you must be

informed, sir, that whatever personal feelings yoii

may entertain towards our chairman, colonel Burton,

yet jou will not be permitted to disregard the offi-

cial character of a chairman of a committee of Con-

gress, and to direct your communications to the com
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mittee through any other channel. If therefore you .

will not consent to communicate with the committee

through its official organ, the chairman, your commu-

nications will not be received-

We are, sir, your obedient servants,

THOS. H. HALL, ^
THOMAS WHIPPLE, Jr. ( p ...

GEO. HOLCOMBE, C
t^ommittec.

WM- DARLING! ON, )

P. S. The Committee wdll suspend reporting, in

the hope that the necessary information may be fur-

nished to enable the Committee to give the subject all

the deliberation which its importance demands, and

which justice to individuals concerned requires. You

will, should you think proper, notify the committee

respecting your determination on the subject,

Ult Supra*

Dr* James Smith*

Copy of a letter from Dr, James Smith, to the Com'-

mittee on Vaccination.

Baltimore, 7(h dpril, 1822.

Gentlemen,

I have received your communication of yes-

terdav, and as soon as I can make out the documents

I am preparing, which will be in the course of a few^

days, I shall wait on your committee in person, if

agreeable to you, to give the information you have

asked.

I hope you will not be induced to suppose, from my
having returned Colonel Burton's letter unanswered,

that it was through any disrespectful feeling toward?
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*t committee of Congress, I do not possess any such

feelings towards the House of Representatives, or

towards any of you individually or collectively.

Colonel Burton returned me unopened, a paper

that I sent to him a few days since, while he was a

member of the committee on the Judiciary, to give

him information on this subject; then oflBcially before

him by direction of the House of Representatives.

He has likewise exhibited himself as the slanderer of

my character, in the columns of the National Intel-

ligencer of yesterday, I cannot therefore sacrifice

the proud feelings of a free citizen, so far as to no-

tice any letters from him; unless I may be advised

that your committee have a legal right to command

me on this occasion to address you through him. If

this is the case, my indignant feelings shall give way
to a sense of duty, and I will instantly obey any such

instructions as you may please to impose on me.

I have the honour.to be.

With great respect.

Your obedient servant,

JAMES SMITH.

The Hon. Thos. H. Hall,
)

Thomas Whipple, Jr. f Committee on
George liotcombe, C Vaccination,

William IJarlingtonf 3

^CF' The above letter was not forwarded in cons^*

quence of the receipt of a letterfrom the Honor*

able John Sergeant, dated 6tii ^^Ipril, which see^

and the answer thereto, asfollows:
u2
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Copy of a letterfrom the honorahle John Sergeant t9
Dr. James Smith.

Washington, ^pril Gth, 18£2.

Sir,

I duly received your letters of the 20th and

27th ultimo, and the accompanying papers. The in-

quiry respecting the vaccine agency having been

transferred to a select committee, I presented them

the papers. They have been returned to me to day

and I have forwarded them to you in four parcels, by

the present mail. Hoping they may get safe to hand^

I am, respectfully, your most obt. servt.

JOHN^SERGEANT.
Doctor Smith, ^

Copy of a letter from Dr, James Smith to the ho-

norable John Sergeant,

Baltimore, Hh April 1822.

Sir,

I have received your favor of Saturday, with

the four parcels yi)u were so good as to direct to me.

On opening the packets last evening, I was surprized

to find that some of the most important of my docu-

ments had been taken out before you enclosed them.

I chiefly regret the loss of the original paper,* which

enclosed the small pox matter that went to Dr. Ward

in mistake, and on which 1 had written what it con-

tained. I send back to you the envelops that cover-

ed these documents, that you may assist me to reco-

ver them. Should it be found impossible to obtain

* This paper was obtained by Mr. Sergeant from Mr Burton, o»

i^owing him this letter, and Dr. Smith has received it But the

•ther doGumenta have not yet been recovered.
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them again, I shall not impute to you any design to

do me the personal injury I am liable to sustain from

their loss. You inform me in your letter that " the

inquiry respecting the vaccine agency, having been

transferred to a select committee, you handed them

the papers, and that they hr\:] been returned to you

on the day you enclosed them." I shall be able there-

fore fr^m this statement to account to my own satis-

faction, for the manner in which I have been deprived

of these papers, without attaching the most remote

degree of biamt to you.

I also enclose to you again, one of my documents

which you returned to me. It has been defaced, in

the hand writing, j^^u will perceive,* of Col. Burlon,

to insult me.

If y.ju had looked over these papers, after they

were returned to you, and before y(»u enclosed ihena

to me, I am satisfied you would have spared my feel-

ings tLis outrage, which is of a character so peculiar,

that no other person I presume than CoL Burton

could ever have demeaned himself so far as to com-

mit.

* The document aUuded to, (copy of Or. Smith's answer to Mp.
Sanders, see pt.ge 153,) was defaced by writing on it» abusing Dr.

Smith in the common slang of a blackguard. Fhe hand wi-iting, is

stated by Mr. Sergeant not to be Col Burton's. But it is the

same hand writing' as another paper in Dr. Smitii's po session,

(writer unknown) from the same committee. Dr. Smithes do-

cuments however cannot be supposed to have been defac^d-in this

way, without Col Burton's knowledge, as he only is known to have

had tl em in his possession. Col. B therefore may justly be consi-

dered as the author, mitil he shows who is; or proves that the

papers entrusted to him were neither plundered or defaced by h^
orders.
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But, sir, if members of Congree have a right to de-

face documents that are submitted to them to illus-

trate any subject that may be referred to them; or if

they can make so free as to deprive any citizen of

the papers in evidence of his innocence, and then at-

tempt to condemn him for not being in the actual pos-

session of the same, what is to become of your at-

tempt at correct legislation? 1 shall refrain from any

comments.

Believe me to be, most respectfully,

Your obedient and liumble servant,

JAMES SMITH.
Hon. John Sergeant, in Congress,

Copy of a communication from Dr, James Smith t»

the Editors of the Actional Intelligencer,

Gentlemen—
1 will thank you to give a place in your paper to

Dr. Thomas lialPs letter of 30th March, and my an-

swer thereto. They \\;ill account to the public fully

I hope for the inhuman attack which has been made

upon me in your paper of Friday last, by H.G. Burton.

At some more convenient time 1 will pay particu-

lar attention to the assertions of this gentleman. I

am now busijy engaged making out such statements

ofmy proceedings relative to this institution, as will

aiford the vaccine committee the information they

have unexpectedly asked from me. I will only re-

mark at present, I think it very strange that Mr.

Burton should lifve stated on the floor of Congress,

Aat I viewed with indifference the mortality whick
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•ccyrred in Tarborough, from the small pox. Mr, B»

had an opportunity, and I have no doubt read the

whole of my correspondence with Drs. Hunter and

Ward, of Tarborough, lately laid by me before the

committee on the Judiciary. This correspondence

was written in the moment of distress, and would

alone have been sufficient to convince any man, who

had one spaik of humanity in his bosom, that any

other feelings might have been ascribed to me, on

this unhappy occasion, rather than feelings of indif-

ference.

Mr. Burton also must be well aware I presume,

that as soon as I received information of the accident,

which had occurred, I directed one of my special

agents, to go to Tarborough immediately, to give the

genuine vaccine matter to all who wanted it, and to

continue there, to vaccinate any who were exposed to

danger. My agent (Mr. R. S. Sm.ith) arrived at Tar-

borough, on the 4th February, and remained there

rendering these services gratuitously, to many fami-

lies, until the 1st March; and when Mr. S. left them

there was not a case of small pox existing among

them.

That the people in the neighborhood of Tarboro*

where they are best informed of the nature and extent

of the injury done, are not excited thereby to any

feelings of hostility to this institution, I have had the

most convincing proof in the cordial reception that

they gave to my agent, and the undiminished confi-

dence which they have since reposed m me. 1 am
greatly at a loss therefore to account for that perse-

cuting spirit which has arisen trom the unhappy ac-
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eidentthat has occurred and which threatens to pur-

sue me as the particular object of its vengeance.

The law of the United States under which I act as

agent of vaccination, exposes me to such vexatious,

impositions, and to so many injuries from those who

are strangers to me, that I would concur most wil-

lingly with Mr. B. in his wish to repeal it, if I did not

know that many thousands of our fellow citizens

would be soon left exposed thereby to the danger of

small pox without knowing to whom or where they

could apply for'anv remedy to prevent it As it is

however, I shall continue as heretofore, to struggle to

support it, whether my reward shall be in a good or

an evil report; and should this institution chance to

fall in my day, under any of these coiubinations of

interest or prejuuice, which so frequently assail it,

those who mav suffer thereby, shall not have any com-

plaints to make against me on the score of my "indif-

ference." Your obedient servant,

JAMEiS SMITH.

^ZT" The Editors of the jYational Intelligencer

declined puhlisfiing any tiling more than an ejctract

from this communication, which see in their paper of
the ^20thJ}prU,16'^2-2.

Copy of a letter from the Hon. H, G. Burton, to the

President of the United States:

Sir,

I take the liberty to inform you that, as chair-

man of a committee of the House of Representatives,

and in pursuit of an inquiry they directed me to

make, 1 addressed a letter to ih. Smith, vaccine agent,

asking from him certain information w hich the com-
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Hiittee desired; instead of answering, Dr. Smith, with

marked disrespect, returned my letter, as you will

find enclosed; and at the same time addressed a let-

ter to Dr. Hall, in which he speaks abusively of me.

Personally, I have no concern about the conduct of

Dr. Smith, but feeling bound to vindicate the just au-

thority of the House, so far as it has been confided to

the committee, have deemed it my duty to give this

information, and submit to your better judgment

what is fit to be done.
H. G. burton:

N. B. This is my own proper hand writing.

H. G. BURTON.

Department of State^

Washington, lOthJpril, 1822»

Doctor James Smithy Baltimore,

Sir,

I am directed by the President of the Unit-

ed States to inform you, that he has revoked your

commission as agent for the purposes designated by

the act of Congres, of 27th Februarj^ 1813, entitled

** An act to entourage vaccination.'* You will hence-

forward consider the said commission as revoked ac-

cordingly.

I am, sir, your obedient and hum. sevt.

JOHN QUINCY ADAMS.

Froceedings in the House of Representatives, on Sa^
turday, April 13, 1822.

Mr. Burton, from the select committee appointed

to inquire into the expediency of repealing the Uw
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for the encouragement of Vaccination, made the fol-

lowing report:

The committee appointed to inquire into the pro-

priety of repealing the act of 1813, to encourage vac-

cination, and if, on inquiry, it shall seem proper, to

report a bill to that effect, have attentively and deli-

berately examined the subject, and submit the follow-

ing report:

The recent unfortunate occurrence in the state of

North Carolina, having involved considerations of the

utmost importance to society, and intimately connec-

ted with the clearest interests ofhumanity, your com-

mittee feel it to be due to the occasion to commence

their remarks by a distinct and unequivocal declara-

ration of their entire and unshaken confidence in the

eflScacy of the, vaccine disease as a preventative of

small pox. In addition to the experience ofthe most

intelligent medical men, in all parts of the world, the

committee have the satisfaction to state, that even the

late unhappy accident in North Carolina has been

attended by the condoling circumstance of another

and a triumphant evidence of the virtue of vaccina-

tion. The inquiry, therefore, appears to be very

properly limited to the mere expediency of the ex-

isting law, which authorizes the appointment of an

agent, from and to whom letters maybe transmitted

free of postage. While the committee would oii no

account offer a suggestion which could be construed

to imply a doubt of the eflBcacy of vaccination, they

conceive it may, nevertheless, be a question, whether

the general government can beneficially interpose
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for the furtherance of an object which seemis, in a
peniliar manner, to appertain to the municipal au-

thorities in the several states, and which must, of

necesssity, be finally committed to the management
and discretion of professional men, possessing? the

confidence of the community. All our regulations

for the preservation of the pu])!ic health are ques-

tions of police, wisely committed to those who are

immediately interested, and therefore most likely to

adopt efficient measures for their own safety. And
it is doubted whetlier Congress can, in any instance^

devise a system which will not be more liable to

abuses in its operations, and less subject to a prompt
and salutary control, than such as may be adoj)ted

by the local authorities. The {)rivilege of franking
letters, conferred upon- an individual, for the pur-

pose of enabling him to distribute the vaccine virus,

and thereby to accumulate wealth, by levying con-

tributions from all parts of the Union, affords an in-

stance of mcmopoly as repugnant to the spii'it of our
political institutions as it is to the^ character of the

medical profession, which, for public spirited and
active benevolence, is too well established to require

auxiliaries of this description in the performance of

its duties. But another and more for ibie objection

presents itself. An establishment of this kind, un-
der the authority of the general government, natu-

rally commands the attention of all portions of the
country; aud the numerous requisitions for the vac-
cine matter, from regions so extensive, must occa-
sionally reduce any single agent to the necessity of
cither relinquishing the profercd ft^e, or of trans-

mitting matter of doubtful character. Sub agents
must necessarily be employed to furnish a supply-

equal to the demand. Careless or inccpjpetent as-

sistants, guided more by cupidity than inteiligersce,

may thus be instrumental in producing riiischiei, by
the distribution of inert matter, or by the more
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fatal error of ^lisseminating a pestilence instead of

a prophylactic. That such unhappy mistakes may
occur, is but too well attested by the recent events

in North Carolina. The committee are, therefore,

inclined to the belief, that any single agency, for

the whole Union, must always be liable to similar

objections; and from which they apprehend no in-

stitution, clothed with the character of a lucrative

monopoly or privilege, can be entirely exempted.
If, however, it should be deemed advisable for Con-
gress to continue to aid in facilitating the distribu-

tion of vaccine matter by the mode now in operation,

the committee are of opinion that some of the evils

to which they have adverted might be obviated by
the appointment of twD or more agents, judiciously

located in our large cities, in different quarters of

the Union. But, after mature deliberation, they

have come to the conclusion that it would be still

better to commit the subject altogether to the local

authorities, who, with the aid of the professional

men, will be more competent to the successful man-^

agement of it—and to whom, they believe, it pro-

perly belongs. They, therefore, report the accom-
panying bill.

The report was accompanied by a bill to repeal

the existing law; which was twice read and ordered

to be laid on the table. .

Copy of an eccplanatory letter from Doctor James
Smithy to the Honorable Mr. Lloyds read in Senate

of the United States, May 1, 18£2.

Washington, April 25, 1822.

SIR,
The bill to repeal the law relative to Vacci-

nation, being under your consideration, I beg leave
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to give the honorable Senate, through you, some
information on this subject, that will, I hope, be
acceptable to them. All the difBculties existing, in

regard to the Vaccine agency, have arisen, I believe,

from a conspiracy or combination of certain profes-

sional interests and individual prejudices, which,
taking advantage of the unfortunate accident that

lately occurred in North Carolina, has made the

most erroneous and unjust impressions on the public

mind. Many persons have been induced to believe

that the Vaccine agency has hitherto constitued a
monopoly in my hands, of the most odious kind.

But the very reverse of this is the fact. My efforts

have been always directed with all the zeal I possess,

to render Vaccination universal, and to put it in the
power of every family in the United States to have
free access to this remedy at anj time they might
want it. The most liberal and enlightened of the

faculty of medicine, to whom my plans to obtain

this end have been submitted, have approved of

them ; and lent me their aid that they might be car-

ried into effect. But there are others who prefer

their own private interests to the public good, and
these do not cease to cry down the Vaccine agency;
and they endeavor, by St^vy means in their powder,

to prevent the free distribution of the Vaccine mat-
ter, which I have been striving to effect Now if

these lastshould succeed in their intentions, the peo-

ple will soon be obliged to pay wel 1 for the Vaccin
Remedy, when they can get it, and they will often

have to do without it when they will most want it.

If I had never discovered the simple criterion by
which the efficacy of every Vaccine process can be
determined, without the necessity or expense of any
professional attendance on the persons who are
vaccinated, no prejudices, I believe, would ever
have been raised by medical men against m> Vac*
cine agency. By the examination of the vaccine
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crusts, (and they can be sent to me by letter from
any part of the United States^) I can decide as cor-

rectly on any case of Vaccination, as if I had been
called in person, or had attended myself upon the

individual vaccinated. This pai'ticular method of

practice is founded upon a new discovery in Vac*
cination, which has not yet been fully developed,

neither does it appear to be at all known in Europe,
But highly useful and important as this method
©f practice is found/ it threatens to cut off a sourc®

©f projRt from many physicians, who regard Vac-
cination only as a b*|siness of professional gain. It

does not serve as an>j excuse with these practitioners,

that I make no cbaj C^^s for examining the Vaccine
trusts, or informing those of their safety from small

jiox, w ho have been perfectly vaccinated

—

they have
lost their fees by my interference, and that is suffi-

cient reason to support their determined hostility to

my Vaccine agency. That physicians should be
well paid for all those efforts of mind and body
which they should make to relieve the sick,. and to

preserve the public health, I do not pretend to deny,

I am perfectly sensible of the value of their services,

and well know that they have never been either

duly appreciated or su0^jently well paid for; but

this aflbrds no justification to the views of those

who wish to prevent the free distribution of the

Taccine matter. The operation for the Kine Pock
is so simple, that any discreet person is fully com-
petent to perform it. Nay, I have known children

who have performed vaccination as effectually as

any learned doctor could have performed it himself.

The only difficulty that exists in this practice is to

determine whether the true vaccine process has been

produced or not. Now, whenever you come to this

part of the business, it is not unusual to find the

same disagreement of opinion existing among phy-

sicians as is common with them upon almost every
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other occasion. The learned professor of the Theory
and Practice of Medicine, in the University of

Maryland, than whom no one, I believe, stands

higher in the estimation of Medical men, yet denies

that there is, or can be, any criterion by which the

efficacy of the Vaccine process can be determined,

except by repeating the operation until no local in-

flammation can be produced by it '' Now, accord-

ing to this practice the citizens of the United States

could not expect to obtain any positive information

whether they were secure from the small pox or not,

during their whole lives. If the professor, there-

fore, with all his experience, in the use of the Kine
Pock, cannot determine the simple fact, every indi-

vidual who submits to vaccination is most anxious to

learn how it can be expected that every Doctor of
every degree can determine it always with perfect

accuracy ! But it is impossible that Physicians
generally should ever obtain a suflicient practice to

enable them either to preserve or select the Vaccine
matter for their own use, or to decide the fact with
invariable correctnessj^wh ether their operations are
always perfect or not, by any other than the crite-

rion I have pointed out, and which can only be ge-
nerally servicible to the public by the establishment

of Vaccine agencies.

But we have now scarcely obtained this know-
ledge of the Kine Pock, and brought into active

operation an agency to extend this blessing among
our people,than prejudices and jealousies are cherish-

ed, falsehoods of every description are circulated,

and headlong we rush, propelled by a mere acci-

dent, to repeal the only law we have existi* g to en-
courage Vaccination! And shall we not thus evince
to the world, that we are ready and willing to aban-
don all the ground we have gained ? Or, that we
are determined heedlessly to throw open our whole
country for the special benefit of physicians, who

2n
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must all, now it is said, be brought at once, and
without any guide, to prese rve and select the Vac-
cine matter for their own use ? If we adopt this

course of proceeding, will not the same evils soon
revert upon us, that we experienced before the esta-

blishment of this agency; which was scarcely one
year in operatiou, until it corrected the mistakes
that were prevalent in every direction ?

The prevalence of the Small Pox in Baltimore,

the seat of the Vaccine Agency, has been urged,

with great plausibility, as one of the chief arguments
against it; aud it has been stated, with how much
justice you will see presently, *< that my inability

to extirpate this plague from the place of my resi-

dence, affords sufficient reason for you to break up

my institution entirely/^ I must, on this account,

inform you, that the Small Pox, although within

this period it has ravaged both of the cities of ]New
York and Philadelphia, has never been suffered to

become epidemic in Baltimore, since the enactment

of the law of 1813, until the present time. And on

this occasion its prevalence with us is to be ascribed

much rather to the opposition which has been made
to the Vaccine agency than to the agency itself.

This hostility to the Vaccine Institution has not

arisen from any danger that is attached to it, or

upon any injury or wrong that 1 have done; but, if

the truth was known, it has originated, as I have

already stated, from the opposite of these causes.

The great excitement, therefore, that has been so

unwisely produced of late, will terminate, I fear, in

an enl of much greater extent to the public than

the accident which has given rise to it could ever

Lave effected.

In the month of June, 1816, the Small Pox was
imported into Baltimore, from Norfolk, and tlie in-

fected person was suffered to lay in the midst of a

iense population, liable to take it, and unavoidably
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exposed to its influence. I was made acquainted

with the first case of this plague as soon as it oc-

curred, and gave information of the fact imme-
diately to the public. All concerned were at once
supplied with asufticiency of the vaccine matter, fi-ee

of any charges; and we succeeded to extii'pate this

contagion without any difficulty. About 500 per-

sons were vaccinated in the infected neighborhood
in the course of a few days—one negro man, only,

the slave of a gentleman residing on the Eastern
Shoie of Maryland, lost his life on this occasion.

In May, 1817, the Small Pox was again intro-

duced into Baltimore, from Philadelphia, but it was
kept in subjection, in same way, until it was extir-

pated again, through the immediate operation of

this agency.
In October, 1818, this plague was introduced a

third time into Baltimore, from-this city, and seve-

ral persons lost their lives by it. The physician

who had the first case under his care, denied that it

was a case of Small Pox, and he took no proper
precautions to prevent its infecting those who were
exposed to the contagion; but genuine vaccine mat-
ter was fujiiished again, free of any cost, from this

agency, and the prompt and decisive measures that

were taken, at my su^^estion, succeeded efiectually,

and the variolous plague was again banished from
Baltimore, in the course of a few weeks.

Now , it is morally certain, that if the Vaccine
agency had not been established in Baltimore, my
place of residence, the Small Pox WQuld have be-

come epidemic there on each of these three occa-

sions; and it would have proved no doubt as des-

tructive then as it has been on this last occasion,

when the necessary steps that should have been
taken, were not taken in time to prevent it.

That the variolous pestilence, and its newly gene-

rated prototype, the vaioloid plague have been suf-
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fered lately to become such severe scoiiri^es to the

citizens of Baltimore is not my fault; neither can
any blame justly attach to the Vaccine agency on
this account.

If I had known, within any reasonable time, that

the Small Pox had been imported into Baltimore
on this last occasion, I would certainly have pre-

vented any injury resulting from it, for I was on
the spot, aud perfectly well prepared, and nothing
was more easy to be done, or more within the com-
pass of common prudence and common honesty to

accomplish.

It was on the 14th of August last, that the conta-

gion of our present epidemic was imported into

Baltimore from Liverpool, but its existence was
not made known to me, as it should have been. I

discovered it by mere accident from the story of an
old woman, who told me that the Small Pox had
been several weeks among us. This was about the

last of September, when it was too late for any in-

dividual to interfere with any chance of success.

—

The persons who first propagated the contagion

were in a narrow street, in a thickly inhabited part

of the city, and they were under the special care of

the consulting physician of the Board of Health ;

but he kept their cases carefully out of my view, as

well as concealed from the public, to prevent alarm,

or to serve, perhaps, the mercantile interests of the

city; but certainly without either judgement, dis-

cretion, or good sense. No blame therefore should

be attached to me, any more on this account than
for the accident in North Carolijia, over which I

had no control. Before I heard of the existence of

the Small Pox in Baltimore, its contagion had been
propagated to a considerable extent, and its further

progi'ess could not be arrested without oneg-neral
and simultaneous effort on the pait of the Physicians

of the city. To obtain this effort, to be made wilh-
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out the loss of an hour, I had a Circular printed,

and sent the Varrine matter to every physician who
I expected would use it—But they very generally

discouraged my interference, and a few of them on-

ly could be induced to lend ajiy aid to accomplish
that which was certainly within their power, if tliey

had been inclined to extinguish the flame that had
b^en just kindled among us. The late destructive

prevalence of the Small Pox in Baltimore, therefore,

should not be ascribed in any way whatever to the

Vaccine Agency. The blame should rather attach

to those who are hostile to this Agency, and who
have left no means untried to accomplish their de-

termination to destroy it.

It has been further alledged against this agency,
in the House of Representatives, by a gentleman
who is a stranger to me, and I do not know on whose
authority he has made the erroneous statement, that

I have drawn from the public something like forty-

five thousand dollars by the Vaccine Agency. Now,
the fact is, as you will perceive by the documents
herci^vvith submitted to you, fully proven and authen-
ticated, that the whole sum of money I have receiv-

ed on the account to which he has alluded, amounts
to no more than twenty-two thousand three hundred
and thirty-seven dollars, in upwards of four years ;

out of which sum I have had to pay all the current

expenses of this agency, during these four years,

which, in printing and stationary alone, to furnish

proper directions for the popular use of the Kine
Pock, has amounted to more than all the fees I ever
received for vaccine matter, since the enactment of

your law of 1813; a law which inilucedthe citizens

of the United States, generally, to believe that I was
paid by government for my services, when in fact

it never made any such provision.

Out of the above sum, likewise, (a part of which
has been paid to me in donations, and must be re-
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turned to the donors,) I have supported twenty dif-

ferent special agents, who were employed and paid
by me to serve those from whom I received it.

These agents were furnished with horses, and they
rendered six thousand seven hundred and fifty days
services, vaccinating and distributing the Vaccine
matter gratuitously, for the use of the rich as well

as the poor—and we have secured, I believe, more
than one hundred thousand souls from the Small
Pox. It must be easy for you, therefore, to per-

ceive, that it has not been <^ taxing the people at

large for the benefit of the agent of Vaccination,^'

as has been stated, that has occasioned all the clamor
that has been raised against me. If those who have
raised this clamor had vaccinated half the number
of persons we have, they would have drawn from
the people, ten times the sum of money for their

services, and when they had drawn it, they could

not be said to have drawn too much for such ser-

vices.

It is true that the law you are now about to re-

peal originated at my request, but'it never contain-

ed the provisions I asked and always declared were
essentially necessary to make it answer the purpos-
es for which I wished it. As the law itself there-

fore is defective, and we have no prospect under
the excitement and misapprehensions that now^ pre-

vail on this subject, to render it more perfect, I

pray it may be repealed that an end may be puc to

the prejudices and jealousies it seems to have so

unnecessarily and unjustly brought into existence.

But in taking this step, I would wish the Senate to

act on it understandingly, and I wish they would
direct an examination to be made of the documents
I had prepared at the reqnest of the select comnut-
tee of the House of Representatives, who reported

the bill before you vvith«uit allowing sufficient

time to enable me to furnish them with the informa-
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tion they asked from me. If these documents can-

not serve any other purpose at this time, they would
I have no doubt satisfy the honorable Senate that I

have not been an useless or slothful servant or an
unfaithful Stewart over the trust that has been re-

posed in me.
But it is my determination, under all the disad-

vantages I mUvSt encounter, not to relinquish an in-

stitutir)n which I established many years before the

enactment of the law of 1813, and have conducted
with so much benefit to those with whom 1 have had
constant intercourse.

The genuine Vaccine Matter therefore shall be
preserved and furnished as l^eretttfore to all those

who may apply to me, attending to such regulations

as I have or may hereafter establish, to enable me
to serve them faithfully and puncfuaily.

I will attend in person to give you any further in-

formation in my power respecting the Vaccine
Agency, if requested.

I have the himor to be, with great respect, your
obedient and humble servant,

JAMES SMITH.

Extract of a letter from Dr. John F. Ward to Dr.
Wm. H. Clendinen of Baltimore^ dated

TARBOROUGH, 10th APRIL, 1822.

You will confer a favor upon me if you will send
the paper that was forwarded to you from North
Carolina containing the marginal mark << Variol,'*

&c. to the H/m. Thomas Hall, Washiiigton City,

and in his absence to the Editors of the National
Intelligencer. In addition to the above, will ynu be
so good as to inform me by the first mail whether
this character [^ is not Dr. Smith's mark for a
<« perfect Vaccine Crust.'' I'his was my impression
when I received the riiatter from Dr. Stidth which
produced Small Po^, and it was my opinion that I
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had seen the same mark on papers which Dr. Smita
had formerly Rent nte enclosin,^ Vaccine Matter.

The Vaccine Matter I received from Dr. Smith
>vas not folded in the paper upon which was written

the word <* Variol/' How this haj>pen.ed, I know,
not, hut it nevertheless is true, as you will see from
the ench.'Sed certificate. From the Vaccine in^^tru-

ment which was endosed in the packet of matter
received from Dr. Smith, I am inclined to helieve

that he did not put up the matter sent to me—there-

fAire lie could not have knowii whether the matter was
actually folded in the paper containg the mark or

not, fis some other person must have handled the

matter and might have changed it after it was
marked by Dr. Smith.

Tarborough, April 6, 1822.

I certify, that I was present when Doctor Wai*d
first exannned the papers en^ losing the matter he

received from Doctor James Smith, w hich pn^duced
Sniall Pox; ;^nd I assert that the matter was not

contained in liie paper upon which was written the

word *^Varlol, &c." but that it, together with a
small instrument, was enclosed in a piece of newspa-
per, and in which it remained sv>metime after the

doctor received it. I used tiie matter first upon
myself, in a few days aiter it was received, and
afterwards on another person, while it was contain-

ed in said paper.

ETHELDRED PHILIPS.

Test,—E. P. GuiOxY.

We certify that EtheWred Philips is a young man of the first

respectability, and should not doubt the truth of any assertion

vrhich he would niake W BELL, -V Commission-
LOCib D WILSON, I ers of Tar-
THOS PAKKER f borough.

E. P.GUIOW: J
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PROCEEDINGS IN CONGHESS.

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, APRIL 29, 1822.

The engrossed bill to repeal the act to encourage

vaccination, was also read a third time,

Mr. Condi CT moved to lay the bill on the table;

which motion was negatived^—Ayes 31, Noes 64-

The question then recurred upon the passage of

the bill, which Mr. Taylor required to be taken by

yeas and nays, which were thereupon ordered.

Mr. Wood turned to the act of Congress of 1815,

which is proposed by' this bill to be repealed, which

confers no power or authority on the person named
by the President as vaccine a^ent, other than of trans-

mitting and receiving letters free of postage, which,

he said, appeared on the face of it so harmless if not

beneficial a provision, he should like to hear some ex-

planation, of tiie objections to it.

Mr. Burton assigned some of the reasons which

had influenced the committee to report this bill.

They were of opinion, he said, in the first place, that

this subject was one strictly of internal policy, not

properly within the province of this government but

of the several states, whose duty it was to regulate

every thing relating to health and police generally.

He had no objection, if Congress should think proper,

to extend the privilege of franking so far that it

should be allowed to an agent for vaccination for each

jind every state and territory; but he was opposed to

Congress itself establishing the agencies In what

manner, he asked, had this agency been conducted ?

In the city of Baltimore, the very seat of it, the small

o
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pox, that scourge of the human family, had prevailed

to an extent greater t^an in any part of the United

States. Was this not sufficient to convince any man
that the institution had not been properly regulated r

No man at this day doubted the efficacy of vaccina-

tion to prevent the small pox. Why had it not been

prevented in that very spot v/hich was the seat of the

Vaccine Institution ? It was because it was rightful-

ly a subject of state regulation, and could not be pro-

perly regulated by the government of the United

States. This very agent, too, had sent the small pox

matter into the interior of the country, where in all

probability it w ould not have found its way for forty

years, but for this agency. The British army, when

it marched through that part of the country forty

years ago, last communicated the small pox, and he

thought it fair to presume that another foreign army

was not likely to march through that country for forty

years to come, to introduce it again. We had no

wish for the small pox, said Mr. B. but it was sent to

us in disguise; and this mistake alone was a sufficient

reason for the repeal of the law. And, after having

done this, the agent came out with an address to the

public about some new disease, varioloid he believed

he called it, which was calculated to destroy all con-

fidence in the institution, and in vaccination itself.

Afterwards, finding that this address was not satis-

factory, he had come forward and acknowledged that

he had sent the small pox matter to North Carolina,

and that it was an accident which had never happen-

ed before, and in all probability would never happen

again. That, Mr. B. iBaid, might readily be. The
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people who had been killed by it were not killed be-

fore, and could not be killed again. The government

of the United States, he added, did not possess the

powers which enabled other governments to legislate

efficiently on this subject. In Denmark, for example,

the people are compelled to be vaccinated before they

can be married, and before their children can be

christened diey must be vaccinated. But this go-

vernment could exercise no such despotic power; all

that it could do, constitutionally, in regard to it, and

the best thing it could do, was to let the people, who

are both able and willing, take care of themselves.

Mr. Taylor, of New York, said that the act estab-

lishing the agency had been in operation for nine

years, and he thought ought not to be hastily repealed.

It was true, an unfortunate incident had occurred

under the agency, which it was difficult to conceive

could have arisen but from some negligence on the*

part of the agent. But would Congress repeal the

law because of this one instance of wrong ? If the

agent has done wrong, said Mr. T. let him be remov-

ed. He had always heard this agent, however, spoken

of as a man of great attention to his charge, who never

failed to procure and keep on hand vaccine matter of

the greatest purity. The most careful man may,

from accident or momentary inadvertence, commit a

mistake. If that be sufficient cause for his removal,

let him be discharged. But, let there remain some

institution, at which there is a reasonable probability

of obtaining vaccine matter in its purity. Mr. T. said

he had no acquaintance with the vaccine agent: he

knew nothing of him but from his letters for severri
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years, and public report, which had produced an im-

pression on his mind favorable to the Doctor. The
gentlemen who lived nearer ta him were better able

to judge of his qualiScations than he (Mr. T.) could.

But, never, on this or any other occasion, would he

repeal a law to get rid of any individual whatever,

unless it was in an extreme case

—

Mr. Burton here stated, that it would perhaps

save the gentleman some trouble to say, that the Pre-

sident had fully examined the case of the late occur-

rence in the vaccine agency, and, being satisfied of

mismanagement on his part, had dismissed"*^ the agent.

* It is extraordinary that any member of Congress should evince

in his public speeches, so little regard to truth; or be so perfectly

heedless of the great injury which the citizens of the United States

are liable to sustain from such shameful misi-epresentations.

We have seen a letter from Dr. Smith, dated 19th April, (only

four days before the date of these proceedings) in which he states

that he had on that morning waited on the President of the United

States, and obtained from him personally his assui-ance, that althos

he could not then give this subject due consideration, he would at-

tend to it. He also advised Dr.' Smith to leave the documents he

had relating to this business, in the ofBce of tlie Secretary of State,

with his assurance that they should be carefully examined.

But these j>apers have not yet been deposited with Mr. Adams.

To save trouble in examimng many detached manuscripts, Dr.

Smith has retained them to get them printed, and they are now

preparing in this form to be laid before the Preside fit.

Now we would ask, how Mr. B. could state in the House of Re-

presentative-., that ^Hhe President had fully examined this subject,

and that being satisfied of his mismanagement, he had dismissed Dr.

Smith from the office of Agent of Vaccination."

That it was proper for the President to use his power to stop the

proceedings of the Agent of Vaccination for an inquiry i sto his con-

duct, as soon as it was represented to him that t\ny injury had re-

suUtid to any citizen in a business of such unlimited importance t(j
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The only question, therefore, now was, as to the ab-

stract policy of the law proposed to be repealed.

Mr, Taylor said he had not before been apprized

of the fact of the agent being dismissed. With regard

to the policy of the jaw, he said there surely might be

found in the United States some individual in whom
the necessary confiHence might be reposed, to dis-

charge the duties of vaccine agent. It did appear to

him to be derogatory to the character of the medical

profession to suppose, because Congress could not

apply municipal regulations to punish the individual

for misconduct, they, therefore, could not properly

exercise the power of- establishing an agency for vac-

cination. This subject had been often before Con-

gress since the year 1813, when the law first passed,

society, no one wiU deny—^nay, it was his duty to do so; Dr. Smith

was pleased that he had used this authority. And he looks witk

full confidence to the examination of his proceedings; not only for

the approbation of the President, but for the approbation of every

other person who has the welfare of his fellow creatures honestly

at heart.

Dr Smith has been conducting vaccination upwards of twenty-

one years. He has made many improvement* in this new practice,

and afforded greater facilities to the distribution of the genuine vac-

cine matter, than any other person in the TTnited States. His ef-

forts in this cause have been attended with invariable success, this

accident only excepted—and it is not yet clearly ascertained (see

page 186) that even this accident has happened in any way through

his mismanagement or inattention to his duty. Shall all confidence

then in his experience be destroyed at once without any delibera-

tion or examination ? Or shall prejudices against his Institution be

encouraged to frighten people out of their senses and lead them to

expose themselves to the small pox, rather than to take from his

hands the certain means of protection from this plague, whieh biBlfe

still prepared to aiford them i ^
02
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and much had been said of it; but, as noconsiderations

had heretofore procured its repeal, he hoped it would
J

not now be repealed without due deliberation, &c.

Mr. Edwards of N. C. was in favor of the bill.

What would be the effect of the institution, if per-

mitted to exist hereafter, he could only be enabled to

judge from what had been its effect heretofore. If

the institution was a necessary one, there would be

no objection to its continuance. But, Mr. E. said,

his own idea was, that it could not be necessary.

Mr. Burton made some further remarks. All le-

gislation, he said, went upon this principle: that, by

possibility, agents may be dishonest, and it is there-

fore necessary to have some security against their be-

ing so. This security the government of the United

States could not take of the vaccine agent. It was

because this government cannot, and the state go-

vernments can, properly regulate this matter, that he

wished this law to be repealed.

Mr. Condict said, he apprehended the House were

about to act hastily, in repealing a law which has been

in operation siftce the year 1813, and which was en-

acted with due deliberation. In Europe, such is the

confidence in vaccination, as a preventative of small

pox, that the governments compel their subjects, un-

der severe penalties, to be vaccinated. But, under

•ur free g )vernment, no compulsory measures can be

resorted to; and he agreed with the gentleman from

North Carolina, (Mr. Burton,) that the state

governments are the most competent to legislate

upon these subjects. We may, however, lend the aid

#f this goverjiment byHhe appointment of an agent to
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furnish an ample supply of vaccine matter, and dis-

tribute it to those who may apply through the Post

Office Department, free of postage. When the law

now proposed to be repealed was first enacted, m
1813, it was the opinion of many respectable mem-

bers, that the best plan would be to give the agent a

salary to compensate him for his services, and cause

him to distribute the matter gratuitously to every ap-

plicant. Others, however, doubted the constitutional

power of Congress to apply the public money in this^

way, and the law now proposed to be repealei was

passed. Whilst he would applaud the deep interest

and solicitude of the gentleman from North Carolina,

for the health and lives of his neighbors, he would ask

of the House to pause and reflect, before they decide

under the excited feelings of a moment, to lessen pub-

lic confidence in the efficiency of a remedy against

the greatest scourge which was ever visited upon the

human family. Would it not be a matter worthy of

inquiry, whether, instead of repealing the law, and

thus subjecting the people to the additional expense

of postage, it would not be better policy to modify

the law so as to authorise the appointment of an in-

creased number of agents in difterent parts of the

country, for the more extensive diffusion of the bene-

fits of vaccination? Would it not be good policy so to

regulate the army and 'navy, as to compel every new
recruit, every cadet in the academy, and every mid-

• shipman arid marine in the navy, to be vaccinated?

The President of the United States has already dis-

missed the agent, in consequence of the violent preju-

dices against him, growing out of his unfortunate
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mistake in sending the small pox virus to North Ca-

rolina. Is not this a sufficient punishment for a sin-

gle error? And who among us claims exemption from

error? Who among us does not claim the privilege of

being mistaken? Mr. C. said, he would venture to as-

sert that 50,000 sou^ at lea^t, and more,* probably

100,000, have received from this agent the benefits of

vaccination, through the instrumentality of this law,

which you are now about to repeal. He hoped the

House would pause and reflect before they decide;

and for the purpose of affording time, he moved that

the bill be postponed to the first day of the ensuing

session of Congress.

Mr. Whipple, as one of the committee which re-

ported this bill, gave the House his reasons for favor-

ing it, at greater length than we are enabled to report

them, not having advantageously heard them. He
paid a tribute of respect to the motives of the act of

1813, establishing the Vaccine Agency; but did not

think that the views of the authors of it had been re-

alized. He stated the actual operation of the act,

which had been to tax the people at large for the

profit of the agent, who drew it from them by virtue

of the monopoly which Congress had thus granted to

him. It was in evidence before the committee, that,

under the Vaccine Agency, something like forty five

thousand dollars* had been drawn by the agent, from

* The whole amount of money here alluded to, as being received

ly the Agent of Vaccination, is §22,337, as proven, see page 183.

Out of this' amount, Dr. Srailh has paid for 6750 days' services ren-

dered by his special agents, vaccinating, and distributing the vaccine •

matter for the use of the individaals concerned. A sum not equal
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olifterent quarters of the Union. From all the facts,

and comparing the benefits received, with the cost,

&c. Mr. W. said it was doubted by the committee,

wliether the institution had produced any real benefit

to the country. From inquiries made by the com-

mittecs it appeared to them, that, comparatively, little

good had proceeded from it; and that individual in-

terest V. oukl do more on this subject, towards the

promotion of vaccination, the preservation of matter,

&c. if left free to all, than could be done by any le-

gislation by Congress. If the institution were to con-

tinue, the committee were of opinion that the law

ought to be modified, &c. so as to make the agent

more responsible for the performance of the duties

understood to be devolved upon him by it. ^

Mr. Wright adverted to the inconveniences ex-

perienced before the discovery and general diftusion

of vaccination, to show how important it was to

cherish and protect it. He reviewed the evils of the

small pox, and the great blessing, comfort, and cheap-

ness of vaccination as a preventative. He expressed

his doubts, indeed, whether the small pox had been

sent to North Carolina by Dr. Smith, who had every

motive to prevent his sending it; and thought it more

likely to have been introduced by the North Carolina

doctors, whose interest it was to have the people as

sick as they could be. The nation^ he concluded, was

bound to diiTuse such a blessing as vaccination by

to § 4 per diem for each young man'employed in this service, and

furnished with a horse; much less than has been lately paid to the

young men in this city for rendering the same services on foot.
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every possible means; and he therefore hoped that

this bill would not pass, but that another agent would
be appointed, &c.

Mr. Tod asked, whether it was not a fact that a

question had been raised as to the efficacy of vacci-

nation? Whether there were not some doctors, or

quacks, who pretend that vaccination is wholly use-

less.-' He knew, he said, that there were people in his

country who went about preaching to that effect, and
that the old fashioned small pox was tlie only thing

at last. Now, ifyou repeal this law, said Mr. T. will

it not be supposed that the whole legislature has lost

confidence in vaccination? He asked anotherquestion:

Whether vaccination had not, since its introduction

among us, saved a great many lives? Whether there

did not die of small pox, before the introduction of

vaccination,more persons in six months, than now die

in ten years? If this question was answ^ered in the

affirmative, he would ask another: Whether the ques-

tion of the repeal of the act establishing the Vaccine

Agency be not a very serious one? He knew that

Congress could not compel an agent to perform the

duties by punishment for failure, &c.—but, he asked,

if the accident had not happened in North Carolina,

should we have ever heard of the repeal of that law?

If so, ought the House, from a momentary irritation,

to repeal that law? If we were to legislate on this

principle, said Mr. T. it is very well we have no au-

thority to regulate steam boats: for, not long ago, a

steam boat burst her boiler on the Mississippi or Ohio^

and killed or wounded sixteen persons. A horrible

accident! And if this House had had the power t^
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regulate steam boats, and any member from the West
had moved, in consequence of this accident to his

constituents, to prohibit their use altogether, Mr. T.

contended it would have been just as reasonable as to

pass this bill, &c. He repeated the idea, that Con-

gress ought not, at this moment, to throw its authori-

ty in the scale against vaccination; and he therefore

hoped the bill would not pass.

Mr. EusTts briefly delivered his sentiments on

the subject of the bill.

The question on the passage of the bill was decided

as follows:

YEAS Messrs. Alexander, Archer, Barber of Con. Bas-

set, Baylies, Bayly, Blackledge, Blair, Breckenridge, Brown,
*

Burrows, Burton, Butler, Cambreleng, Campbell of N Y.

Campbell of Ohio, Cannon, Cassedy, Chambers, Cocke, Conk-

ling, Conner, Crudup, Cashman, Dane, Darlington, Denison,

Dwight, Edwards of Con Edwards of N. C Eustis, Findlay,

Floyd, Garnett, Gilmer, Gist, Gross, Hall, Hardin, Harvey,

Hill, Hobart, Holcombe, Hooks, Hubbard, F Johnson, J. T.

Johnson, Jones of Ten. Keyes,- Leftwich, Long, McCarty,

McLane, McSherry, Matson, Mattocks, Metcalfe, Mitchill of

Penn. Moore of Penn. Moore of Alab. Murray, Nelson of Mas.

New, Overstreet, Patterson of Penn. Phillips, Pierson, Pitcher,

Plumer of N. H. Plumber of Penn, Rankin, Reed of Mas. Reid

of Geo. Rich, Rochester, Ross, Russell, Sanders, Sawyer, Ar*

thur Smith, Alex Smyth, J S. Smith, Stevenson, Stewart,

Swan,Tatnall, Tomlinson, Tucker of S. C. Tucker of Va Up-

ham, Van Rensselaer, Van Wyck, VS^alker, Walworth, Whip-

ple, Williams of N. C. Williams of Va. Williamson, Wood,

Woodson, Worman—102.

NAYS Messrs Baldwin, Ball, Barber of Ohio, Bigclow,

Buchanan, Golden, Condict, Cook, Crafts, Cuthbert, Durfec,

Eddy, Edwards of Penn, Farrelly, Gebhard, Hawks, Hendrichs,
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Jackson, Kent, Lathrop, Lincoln, Litchfield, McCoy, MaJlaiy,

Mercer, Milnor, Mitcbill of S. C Montgomery, Moore of Va. M
Morgan, Nelson of Md Nelson of Va Newton, Patterson of N.

Y. Poinsettt, Reed of Md. Rhea, Rogers, Ruggles, Russ,

Scott, Sergeant, Sloane, S. Smith, Sterling of Con Sterling of

N. Y. Stoddard, Taylor, Tod, Tracy, Vance, Warfield, White,

Whitman, Woodcock, Wright.—57.

So the bill was passed, and sent to the Senate for

concurrence.

SENATE, MAY 1, 1822.

Mr. Lloyd laid before the Senate an explanatory

letter* from the late Vaccine Agent, (Dr. Smith,) and

moved that the bill, with the letter, be recommitted;

but, after some debate, this motion was lost.

It was then moved to postpone the bill indefinitely;

and a debate of considerable duration followed, m
which Messrs. MorriU Macon, Lloydy Dickerson,

Holmes of Maine, Eaton, and others, took part.

This motion was also lost; and then

The bill was orderjed to a third reading, by the

following vote, and it was afterwards passed:

YEAS Messrs. Barbour, Barton, Benton, Brown ofLou.

Brown of Ohio, Chandler, Dickerson, Findlay, Gaillard,

Holmes of Maine, Holmes of Miss Kmg of Alab King of N.

Y. Lanman, Lloyd, Lowrie, Macon, Pleasants, Rodney, Smith,

Stokes, Talbot, Taylor, Thomas, Van Dyke, Walker, Ware,

Williams of Miss Williams of Tenn —29.

NAYS Messrs Eaton, Edwards, Knight, Morril, Parrot,

^! Ruggles.—6.

* See page \7^.
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MISCELLANEOUS COLLECTIONS

^tumt to V^ttinmm.

BY GIDEON B. SMITH.

No. V.

Letterfrom Dr. J. Smith to Hon. Mr. Clay.

Vaccine Institution, Baltimore, Feb, 3, 1824.

Hon. Henry Cj^ay,

Speaker of the House of Representatives.

Sir,

I deem it a duty T owe to the public, as well as to

myself, to correct the information contained in my
letter to the Speaker of the House of Representa-

tives, on the fourth of February, 1822; in which I

stated that I supposed I had inadvertently made

a mistake, whereby I had sent a paper containing

smallpox scabs to Dr. Ward, of Tarboro', instead of

certain glasses of vaccine matter, that I intended to

send him. A number of persons, it will be recol-

lected, were inoculated with these scabs, and took

the smallpox; and they again soon communicated it to

others in the natural way, whereby several of the citi-

1
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zens of North Carolina lost their lives. I have now
sure grounds, nevertheless, upon which I can state,

that I did not make the mistake, I presumed I had,

and that all the mischief that occurred on this occasion

was actually the result of a wicked trick imposed on

me designedly^ and with a view, most probably, to

injure me personally in the particular business, in

which I was then engaged as agent for vaccination for

the United States.

I pray, therefore, that you will have the goodness

to apprise the House of Representatives of my earnest

desire to correct the erroneous impressions, that may
have been made on their minds by this affair. And
when they shall have been fully convinced of the vex-

atious manner, in which I was inevitably induced to

accuse myself wrongfully, they will, I hope, adopt

proper measures to repair, as far as may be in their

power, the injuries that have been sustained by the

public, as well as myself individually, on this ac-

count.

The facts relative to this unhappy affair, so far as

they have been satisfactorily ascertained, may be

briefly stated to be the following.

I had a small paper in which there was enclosed some

smallpox scabs, procured ''4th Oct. 1821;" to be used

to test the perfection of the vaccine matter used in this

institution. This small paper was properly labelled, to

denote its contents, and so carefully put up that no

harm could possibly arise from it. From the exposed

situation, however, in which I had placed this paper

on my desk, any person who came into my office,

could easily perceive that it contained ''Variolous

Scabs,'' procured on the day above stated, from a per-
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son named ^ ^Whitfield," whose case I had published

about that time in our newspapers.

About four weeks after I had procured these

scabs, I addressed two communications to Dr. Ward,

viz. a 'printed circular appointing him to act as an

auxiliary agent of this institution; and a written

letter, in v/hich I enclosed him some fresh vaccine

matter, put up in my usual way, on glasses, with pro-

per directions for its application. This written letter

and my printed circular were both properly directed

by myself, franked, and laid out on my office table,

together with a number of similar communications,

that I had put up and addressed to different persons,

and I presumed they had all been carried to the post

office by my servant in proper time. It now appears

that all of these different communications were regu-

larly received by the persons to whom they were

addressed, my written letter to Dr. fVard^ containing

the vaccine matter^ only excepted. This letter, although

its receipt was acknowledged by Dr. Ward, (see his let-

ter December, 1821, Vaccine Inquirer, p. 112,) has

never yet been received by him, nei '^er has it been

since heard of or recovered by me. Dr. Ward, it

seems, only received mj printed circular^ (in which I
did not enclose any matter,) But in this communica-

tion, he found the smallpox scabs, together with the

envelop 1 had labelled as above stated. Dr. Ward
has since shown, that mistaking the nature of these

scabs, and supposing they were a parcel of vaccine

crusts, sent to him by me for distribution, he unfor-

tunately used them as such. It has also been proven

by Mr. E. Phillips, who was present when my printed

letter was first opened, that the smallpox scabs were
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found entirely separated from their envelop, and put

up only in a piece of an old newspaper, in a confused

state, such as they never vrere in while I had them in

my possession. The commissioners of the town of

Tarboro,' have further certified, that '^Mr. Phillips

is a young man of the first respectability, and that

they should not doubt the truth of any assertion he

would make." Other hands, therefore, unknown to

me, must, I am certain, have been concerned in this

nefarious and perplexing imposition.

My ofiice was voluntarily opened, about the time of

this transaction, for the use of the public, in conse-

quence of the smallpox having been a short time be-

fore imported into this city from Liverpool; and people

of every description, who were liable to take it, were

earnestly entreated by me to come in and be vaccinated

without delay. My services were offered to them gra-

tuitously, and my ofiice, as well as a spacious room

adjoining it, was literally crowded from morning to

night, by those who were eager to accept of my invi-

tation. All practitioners of medicine were likewise

publicly invited to call at my office for any supplies of

vaccine matter they might want, free of any charges.

Many of them came, and others sent for it, and all

were served to the utmost of my ability. My whole

time was absorbed in efforts to encourage vaccination,

that I might thereby prevent the spreading abroad of

the smallpox in any direction. I knew that my pro-

ceedings were viewed wdth a very jealous eye, by many

of my opponents; but I suspected no one of such evil

doings, as the worst of feelings only could have

prompted to destroy such an institution as this is

I am now fully convinced, however, that the paper
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containing the smallpox scabs, as well as both of my
communications to Dr. Ward, were taken surrepti-

tiously out of my office, by some person or persons,

ivho knew well what they were about^ and that such use

was made of them, before they were carried to the

post office, as produced all the mischief that has oc-

curred.

Dr. Ward led me unavoidably into the first mistake

I made, by his writing to me, that the ''vaccine matter

I had sent him, had a very different effect upon those

he vaccinated, from that which he expected; twelve

out of fifteen, he stated, on whom he used this mat-

ter, had a crop of pustules."

This information, which I had then no reason to dis-

credit in any particular, alarmed me exceedingly. It

came from Dr. Ward at such time, and under such

circumstances apparently, as left me no room what-

ever to doubt the accuracy of every word he had writ-

ten. I was led, therefore, inevitably to conclude that

I must have been deceived in the selection of the mat-

ter, I had sent him; and I was induced to believe that

I had taken it from some patient, whose system had

been previously influenced by the smallpox, then pre-

vailing here; some varioloid state of the system, that

I feared it might be impossible for me to detect. But

I knew that if I had made such a mistake, it was

morally certain, that many other places to which I had

sent virus at the same time, would soon be infected

with the. smallpox as well as Tarboro'. In this un-

happy dilemma, I deemed it to be my duty to take the

plainest ground for the public safety, that I could de-

vise, let the consequences to myself be what they

might. I published^ therefore, at once, a full and
1-*
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candid account of what had h*appened, and of the

difficulties that beset me in the selection of the vac-

cine matter. I assured the public, nevertheless, of

my unabated confidence in vaccination; and to remedy

the mistake, I supposed I had made, I advised all per-

sons to whom I had lately sent any vaccine matter, to

abstain from the use of it, until I could furnish them

with fresh virus, taken from persons who had not been

at any time exposed to the infected atmosphere, in

which I was then myself so unfortunately situated.

This fair and open course of proceeding, however, was

most cruelly misconstrued, and every effort I was

making to encourage vaccination on the safest plan,

was exhibited to the ignorant and misguided, as por-

tending the greatest possible danger to the public.

The enemies of my vaccine institution, now gained the

entire ascendancy over the public mind. The press

groaned under their anonymous accusations against

me; some accused me as a murderer; and Congress, as

it were, driven by the general impulse, without listen-

ing to any of the explanations I oflfered to give tliem,

repealed the law to encourage vaccination altogether!

And Jiere among these hasty proceedings, adopted

during the unhappy moments of popular dissatisfac-

tion, we perceive the deep-rooted foundation, that was

then laid for the present awful progress the smallpox

has been ever since making in the United States.

The city of Philadelphia has suffered most, and yet

continues sorely afflicted with this plague; within a

few months past, she has lost upwards of two hun-

dred of her citizens, who have fallen a sacrifice to it.

From Philadelphia, during the week past, we have

received this contagion again into Baltimore: a young
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man has taken it by sleeping in the same bed with a

healthy person who came from Philadelphia, where he

had been to visit his sister who had the smallpox.

But vaccination was lately resorted to so univer-

sally in this city, that we cannot suffer any great in-

jury from the smallpox now. It will be from shameful

negligence, if we lose a citizen by it.

I beg you will have the goodness to present the en-

closed memorial for me to Congress.

While I remain, with great respect.

Your most obedient and humble servant,

JAMES SMITH.

DR. SMITH'S MEMORIAL TO CONGRESS.

To the honourable the Senate and House of Representa-

tives, the Memorial of Dr. James Smithy late agent of

Vaccination for the United States.

Your memorialist begs leave to call the attention

of the honourable Senate and House of Representatives,

to the present alarming increase of the Small Pox in

,the United States, in hopes that some effectual mea-

sures may be adopted to stay its further progress. The

states of Pennsylvania, New York, New Jersey, Mas-

sachusetts, Connecticut, Delaware, Maryland, and Vir-

ginia, are now visited by this plague. It has been intro-

duced into our chief sea ports, as well as into many

inland places; and others it is feared will soon be Infect-

ed not only to the destruction of the lives of our people,

but,to the great injury of the commerce of the United
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States. The ships of our citizens are already subjected

unavoidably to the expenses of a quarantine in our own

as well as in other countries, and we perceive the con-

tagion is still hourly increasing its poison, while un-

seen it is passing daily from place to place spreading

terror and death wherever it goes.

Can any measures then he adopted to arrest with any

prospect of success ^ the evils which impend over our

country at this time from the Small Pox?

It may be considered presumptuous, perhaps, in

your memorialist, to advise what is proper to be done

on such a momentous occasion. But he hopes from the

long and successful experience he has had in contend-

ing with the Small Pox, to the exclusion nearly of

every other pursuit in life, he may be permitted to say

that if Congress will only determine, that it is proper

the Small Pox should be eradicated, or permit it to be

done with their sanction, there will be no difficulty

whatever in driving this great enemy of the human

race out of our country, and securing the whole of our

population against it.

The most eftectual way to check the further progress

of this pestilence at this time, and to secure our people

from it hereafter, would be for Congress to adopt the

most expeditious plan that could be devised, whereby

the genuine Vaccine Matter could be distributed with

proper directions for its use throughout every part

of the United States. And this your memorialist has

reason to believe could be very easily etfected, if Con-

gress would authorize the President to appoint a cen-

tral agent of Vaccination, whose duty it should be to

keep up a constant supply of fresh Vaccine Matterj to
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be furnished free of any expense to any citizen of the

United States, who might apply to him for it.

Besides this central agent, the President should also

be authorised to appoint a number of local agents of

Vaccination, one at least for every congressional dis-

trict in the United States, whose duty it should be to

receive occasional supplies of Vaccine Matter from the

central agent, and to correspond with him from time

to time in regard to its use. Every local agent ought

to be a well known and respectable physician, residing

in or near his own district, who would use his best ex-

ertions to preserve and furnish Vaccine Matter to any

citizen who might apply to him for it.

The local agents w^ould have no more than an easy

and a very agreeable duty to perform, and they would

require no compensation from government for their

services. The central agent should be allowed such

proper remuneration for his services, as would enable

him to devote his whole time to the responsible duties

of his office, and he should be obliged to furnish fresh

matter occasionally, free of any costs, to all the local

agents, to the surgeons of the army and navy, and to

all others, as often as they might want it.

Such a plan as this would ensure the constant pre-

servation of the only certain preventive of the Small

Pox that is known to us; and if the free use of the Post

Office was again given to encourage Vaccination, every

citizen of the United States would have such easy

access to the Kine Pock, that it would be their own
fault entirely, if they suffered any injury from the

Small Pox.

The local agents likewise would serve as so many

checks upon any mistakes that the central agent might
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make, while he in return would be competent to de-

tect any mistakes that they might make by submit-

ting the Vaccine crusts produced by their operations, to

the test of a very simple but useful improvement in

vaccination, discovered by your memorialist, and which

he has good reason to believe affords the only certain

criterion of perfect vaccination that is yet known. By
this method of practice, however, it would appear it

is not medical skill that is required in the business of

vaccination, so much as it is a perfect knowledge of

the Kine Pock itself. For by the criterion now pro-

posed, any intelligent citizen, whether skilled in me-

dicine or not, can be readily taught to give a correct

opinion on any case of perfect vaccination that may be

submitted to him without any intercourse with the pa-

tient, or enquiry, by whom, when or where the opera-

tion was performed. The method of practice here al-

luded to (by the examination of the crust,) is founded

altogether upon the peculiar organization of the genu-

ine Vaccine scabs themselves, from which the nature

of the process and the effects necessarily consequent

thereto, may be always determined with mathematical

certainty.

Since the repeal of the law to encourage vaccination

many practitioners of medicine have been obliged to

buy their Vaccine matter from some of the numerous

dealers in fecabs, who have lately offered them lor sale,

and much uncertainty in vaccination has arisen from

their want of knowledge of the only criterion by which

perfect Vaccine matter can be distinguished from that

which is spurious or imperfect There are many prac-

titioners of vaccination, likewise, who being unwilling

to pay for the matter they use^ beg, borrow, or take it
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just as they can most conveniently obtain it, and in

this* way these practitioners often deceive themselves,

and practice the most gross abuses upon their employ-

ers instead of securing them from the Small Pox.

A case was made known to your memorialist not

long since, wherein a practitioner of medicine in the

state of Ohio, made a mistake in selecting matter, and

only procured some of the morbid virus that is found

occasionally adhering to the Vaccine crust. He used

this morbid virus, supposing it to be vaccine matter,

and the consequence was that the child's arm inflamed

immediately to an alarming extent. Another physi-

cian was then consulted, but every reme(iy that was

used failed; mortification ensued, and the child died

on the third day after its supposed vaccination.

Another instance of the want of skill in the selec-

tion of the Vaccine matter, fell under the immediate

notice of your memorialist himself. An old and re-

spectable practitioner of medicine in this state, took

some matter from a patient who had the kine pock in

its utmost perfection, but he made a mistake, such as

many others have often made, and he obtained no

other than some common purulent matter that lay be-

neath the vaccina; and with this he vaccinated^ as he

supposed^ a great many of his neighbours. They had

sore arms, and the Doctor assured them they were all

properly vaccinated. But when the Small Pox was

afterwards introduced among them, all who were ex-

posed to it took it. The greatest consternation and

alarm soun seized upon the people, and they flew again

for safety to the old inoculation for the Small Pox,

and many persons lost their lives before the mistake

was discovered.
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It is well known, that in the city of Philadelphia a

great proportion of the people (some say more than*one

third who have been vaccinated there by regular phy-

sicians) have lately taken that new variety of the Small

Pox. that is now known as the varioloid disease. And
many persons who had been induced to believe them-

selves secure from this plague have, notwithstanding,

fallen a sacrifice to it- These are great evils, all of

which your memorialist believes arise chiefly from the

use that is generally made of imperfect and adulterated

Vaccine matter. Your memorialist is greatly strength-

ened in this belief from the fact (of which he is happy

to be able to give the fullest assurance to the public)

that he has never yet known one individual vaccinated

with perfect matter, and whose vaccination was suffer-

ed to terminate in a perfect crust, that has ever yet

sickened with the Small Pox, or the varioloid dis-

ease. The surprising difference of result, therefore,

that distinguishes the use of the genuine Vaccine mat-

ter from that which is imperfect, (if there were no other

considerations to persuade us to perform this small act

of humanity towards others,) should alone induce Con-

gress, your memorialist humbly conceives, to provide

a proper supply of perfect Vaccine matter, for the use

of those who want it, and who do not know how to pro-

cure it.

The plan above proposed for the encouragement of

vaccination throughout the whole of the United States,

is not advised as a mere speculation or on its probable

advantages. Y«ur memorialist has already carried it

into effect extensively, and speaks of it confidently

from his own experience.
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Your memorialist was employed six years by the

state of Maryland, commencing from the first of Janu-

ary, 1810, when the natural smallpox was known to

prevail in almost every part of the state. He gave

the genuine vaccine matter, with directions for its use,

free of any restraint to every citizen who applied for

it. Thousands were supplied, and the smallpox was

soon eradicated from among us, without the occurrence

of a single mistake during the whole period of time,

for which your memorialist was engaged to serve.

Your memorialist was also employed under a special

agreement, from fourteenth April, 1814, to twenty-

second March, 1818, by the state of Virginia; and he

gave the vaccine matter from this institution, with

proper directions for its use, to all who applied for it.

Wherever the smallpox appeared, there he distributed

its antidote in the greatest abundance; and he banish-

ed this plague from among her enlightened and hos-

pitable people, with perfect ease to himself, and with-

out exposing them to any danger.

Your memorialist was also appointed agent of vacci-

nation for the United States; and served during the

whole period of time (ten years) that the law to

encourage vaccination existed. It is impossible for

your memorialist to state how many of the citizens

of the United States, from Maine to Florida, were

secured from the smallpox, under his immediate di-

rection. Suffice it, however, to declare, that no

unfavourable accident of any kind ever occurred to

him at any time, except the Tarboro' occurrence,

which unhappily afforded so much exultation to the

eneinies of this institution. For the firjoper explana-

tion of this unfortunate affair, however, your memo-
2
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rialist begs leave to refer to his letter of this date, to

the honourable Speaker of the House of Representa-

tives.

The government of the United States never contri-

buted any thing towards the general distribution of the

vaccine matter, in which your memorialist was engaged.

It was only granted by the law to ' 'encourage vacci-

nation," that all letters to and from him relative thereto,

should be carried by mail free of any postage.

There were many respectable physicians and

other enlightened citizens, however, who became sub-

scribers to this institution for a supply of matter.

These contributed some ten dollars and some less, so

that your memorialist was enabled thereby to pay the

expenses of this institution, and to extirpate the small

pox from every place in the United States, where it

was to be found. But the means thus afforded,

although used with the greatest economy, have been

long since exhausted, and your memorialist has been

in consequence obliged to retire in some measure, from

the contest in which he had been so long and so suc-

cessfully engaged in opposing the progress of the small

pox. It is a fact worthy of record, and one which your

memorialist believes cannot be denied, that when the

small pox was last imported into this city, from Liver-

pool, a few months before Congress repealed the law

to encourage vaccination, ^Hhere was not a single case

of this contagious disease existing in the United

States, so happy was the effect of the general distri-

bution of the vaccine matter, in which your memorialist

had been engaged. A very different situation of our

country, in regard to the small pox, from the calami-

t^s state in which the United States are now to be
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found, under the miserable system of selling vaccine

scabs for the use of physicians only, that was recom-

mended by some in preference to our giving this

great Dei Donum, free of any costs to every citizen

who wanted it/

Some physicians have endeavoured to impress the

public mind with an idea, that it requires such great

skill to perform vaccination; and that no private gentle-

man ought ever to attempt to secure his family from

the smallpox, without first engaging the regular at-

tendance of some physician to inspect every case daily.

This great care may be well enough, when it is con-

venient, or when it can afford any satisfaction to the

individuals concerned. But it is really unessential

and unnecessary. The true vaccine process is always

harmless, and so completely effective, that it requires

no aid or interference whatever to promote it. It

only requires to be let alone. The operation for vac-

cination is also perfectly simple and easy; indeed the

insertion or planting of the vaccine seed, which is the

only manual operation required, is better performed by

a little patent instrument, termed the spring vacci-

nator, now often used than it can possibly be done

by the hand of any person. To illustrate the great

simplicity of the operation for vaccination, your memo-
rialist will relate a case, that occurred not long since

in the state of Delaware. A little girl, seven or eight

years old, who had been vaccinated, undertook to play

the doctor with her little companions. She took a thorn

from a sweetbriar bush, to represent his lancet, and

with this she opened the kine pock on her own arm,

and then gently pricked the arm of all her school-

fellows. No notice was taken of this sport, until the
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week following, when the children were found com-

plaining of their arms. The doctor was then really

called on, and to his great surprise he discovered that

the whole school had been vaccinated. Here then

without any great skill, and without any diploma from

the college, we find a child conferring in her inno-

cent play, in the highest degree of perfection, that

inestimable gift of heaven, which is the only security

we have against the smallpox.

Your memorialist has never yet known any one mis-

take of any consequence to be made in vaccination by

any intelligent person, who undertook to secure his

own family from the smallpox, when furnished with

genuine matter, and proper directions for its use;

ninety-nine out of every hundred mistakes that occur

in this business, arise out of the attempts that are so

commonly made by physicians and others to select

vaccine matter for their own use. And in this respect

practising physicians have been detected in a thousand

mistakes for every one that the people have made

themselves.

All which is most respectfully submitted by

JAMES SMITH.
Vaccine Institution, 7

Baltimore, Feb. 3, 1824. 3

|C7^ The above Memorial was referred, ninth Feb-

ruary, to a select Committee in the House of Repre.

sentatives, composed of

Hon. James W. Gazlay, chairman, Ohio.

Hon* Lewis Eaton, New- Fork,

Hon. Lewis Condict, New-Jersey,

Hon. John Floyd, Virginia,

Hon. Joel Abbot, Georgia.
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Eighteenth Congress,

first Session.

REPORT
Of the Select Committee, to which was referred^ on the

9th ultimo, the memorial of Dr. James Smithy ac-

companied with a bill to encourage Vaccination.

March 4, 1824.

Head, and, with the Bill, committed to a committee of the whole
House to-morrow^

The Committee, to whom was referred the memorial of

Dr. James Smith, on vaccination,

REPORT, AS follows:

The memorial of Dr. James Smith states, that the

smallpox is now spreading, to a very alarming'extent,

to most of the great cities, and to many other parts of

the United States; and that, besides the calamities im-

mediately attendant on the disease, it necessarily sus-

pends and interrupts commerce and intercourse be-

tween different portions of the Union. To arrest the

progress of this scourge, and to prevent its future

appearance, the memorial recommends the appoint-

ment of a general agent for the United States, and

local agents in the several congressional districts, to

whom the general agent shall at all times furnish the

real vaccine matter, free of postage. The memorial

also contains much detail, on the nature and distin-

guishable character of the vaccine from the smallpox

or variolous disease. It also asserts, that medical skill

is not required for the effectual and safe application of

the vaccine matter; that this process may be performed

by any person. But that, to insure confidence and

success in the vaccine system, great care^ attention./

2*
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and experience^ are necessary, in obtaining and pre-

serving the true vaccine matter, or crusts, and that if

it be not pure, no reliance can be placed on it as a

guard against the smallpox. To this point, much evi-

dence, drawn from practice and long observation, is

set forth; also, much evidence, tending to shew^ its

ample protective character when pure.

In a paper accompanying the memorial. Dr. Smith

has furnished statements, with extracts of letters, and

a certificate of a Mr. Phillips, tending to show that

the unfortunate occurrence at Tarboro' was the result

of some wanton interference with his letter and direc-

tions, after they were by him enclosed, and before they

reached Dr. Ward. That Dr. Ward is inclined to the

belief of this fact, and made the first suggestion of it

in April, 1822.

The Committee do not pretend to account for the

unfortunate occurrence at Tarboro', nor do they see

as much reason for imputing its wilful commission to

tliose who were publicly engaged, and of course the

first to be made responsible, as to some secret hand^

not responsible. They beg leave to suggest the pro-

priety and public necessity, for paying some respect

and attention to the general sentiment, which prevails

throughout the civilized world, in favor of the preven-

tive power ot the vaccine disease against the smallpox;

and that to obtain security from the latter, which so

materially affects both life and our maritime relations,

cannot be less than a national object. They ask leave

to report a bill, and with that view offer the following

resolution.

Resolved^Thdii the select Committee, raised on the

subject of vaccination, have leave to report a bill.
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A BILL

To encourage Vaccination.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

tives of the United States of America in Congress as-

sembled, That the President of the United States be,

and he is hereby authorized to appoint, during plea-

sure, an agent, to preserve the genuine vaccine mat-

ter, who shall, during his continuance in office, reside

in one of the Atlantic cities of the United States.

It shall be the duty of said agent to appoint, and keep

up, at least one agent in each Congressional district

in the United States, and one in each of the territories

belonging thereto; he shall appoint no person, as agent,

in any state or territory, except such persons be of

known probity and integrity. It shall be the duty

of the agent, appointed by the President, at all times,

to keep, and preserve a supply of genuine vaccine

matter, and to supply the same to the agents, by him

appointed, in the several states and territories, and to

the army, navy, and to any department of the United

States, when requested, by any person in the service

of the United States. It shall be the duty of the

agents, in the several states and territories, to supply

the vaccine matter to any officer or person in the

service or employment of the United States, who shall

require the same, residing in the state or territory to

which such agent belongs. It shall also be the duty

of the several agents, in states and territories, to

furnish and supply said vaccine matter, in a pure

state, to any citizen of the state or territory in which

su^h agent shall be located. It shall be the duty of
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the agent of the United States to publish, from time

to time, and transmit, to state and territorial agents,

proper directions for using said vaccine matter. No
agent, appointed under this act, shall, during the time

he continues in office, keep or use any smallpox mat-

ter; and each agent, appointed under this act, shall,

before he enters upon the duties of his office^ take an

oath, or affirmation, well and faithfully to perform

the several duties and provisions of this act, as far as

they relate to his agency.

Sec. 2. Be itfurther enacted^ by the authority afore-

said^ That the President of the United States, as soon

as he shall make an appointment under this act, shall

cause due notice thereof to be given to the people

of the United States; and that the United States^

agent shall cause like notice to be given, as soon as

he shall have appointed the state and territorial agents.

That the several agents who shall be appointed under

this act, and who shall enter upon the duties thereof,

may transmit, and receive, through the United States'

mail, any letter or packet of vaccine matter, or relat-

ing exclusively to the vaccine subject, and whici) shall

not weigh more than one ounce, free of postage, pro-

vided all such letters or packets shall be marked with

the word ''vaccine," and subscribed by the agent or

person sending the same.

Sec. 3. Be it further enacted^ by the same^ That the

several departments of the United States, as soon as

may be, after the passage of this act, shall make

such rules and regulations as, in their opinion,

shall be best calculated to secure the bpr?efits of vac-

cination to all persons in the United States' service,

in their respective departments; and it shall be Jhe
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iiuty of the head of each of the said departments, to

cause said rules and regulations to be strictly observed.

Sec. 4, Be it enacted by the authority aforesaid^

Thatj if any person or persons shall transmit,

send, or give out, or aid or assist in transmitting,

sending, or giving out, to any citizen of the United

States, any variolous or smallpox matter for, and as,

vaccine matter, every such person or persons, on con-

viction thereof, shall be fined in any sum not exceeding

five hundred dollars, and shall be imprisoned for any

term not exceeding six months, or both at the direction

of the court.

Sec. 5. Be it enacted, by the same. That, to the

agent of the United States, to be appointed under this

act, there shall be paid, out of the Treasury of the

United States, annually, during his continuance in

office, the sum of dollars; and that the

several agents of states and territories, to be appointed

under this act, shall be entitled to receive of, and

from every applicant, the sum of and no

more, for every packet of genuine vaccine matter

sufficient to vacinate provided that the

several agents above named shall receive no compen-

sation for any vaccine matter to be furnished to the

army, navy, or to any department or person in the

service or employ of the United States.
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Letter from Dr. Smith to Dr^ Waterhouse.

Vaecine Institution, Baltimore, April 6, 1224.

Dr. Benjamin Waterhouse,

Cambridere.

Sir,

I feel myself compelled to call upon you, to come
forward and state openly to the world, over your own
signature, whatever you have to say against my method

of conducting vaccination, against me as a private in-

dividual, or against my proceedings, while acting late-

ly as agent of vaccination for the United States.

A friend has lately put into my hands a number of

anonymous essays, taken from the Boston Patriot,

which bear so much intrinsic evidence of your author-

ship, that I must consider them as verily yours, unless

furnished with reasonable proof to the contrary. These

essays contain many invidious and unjust remarks rela-

tive to Dr. Smith of Baltimore; while they are at the

same time preposterously extravagant in praise of

"Dr. Benjamin Waterhouse," who, it is said, ''has de-

voted his time and powers to the great object of strik-

ing out from the miseries of life one of its greatest

evils,'' who "goes on to throw light on the subject of

vaccination without considering whether he has served

a grateful public or otherwise." I am represented as

"being in a fog;" "aground from my own want of

knowledge;" "wanting a pilot;" and with evident

marks of exultation, "as having got the business of

vaccination into a snarl;" and you also ask, "is it not

strange that Dr. Smith in all his perplexity" (alluding

to the introduction of the Small Pox into North Caro-
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Una) ^*has never written to the Jenner of Americaj

who has most experience in vaccination, and to whom
we are all indebted for its first introduction into

America!''

All these pretty encomiums, sir, appear to have been

passed so much to your satisfaction, that I have copied

them again as so many beautifully coloured rays of

light shed abroad by you to disperse the clouds of

ignorance in which you have represented me to be so

entirely enveloped.

But to account to the public more certainly for the

production of these curious essays, I will take the

liberty to make some quotations from certain letters

written by you in 1817, to a distinguished member of

Congress, Dr. Condict, whose duty it was at that time

to examine me fully and impartially on all the difficul-

ties in vaccination referred to in your letters. He was

under the necessity of allowing me a copy of these let-

ters; and if you should think my extracts from them

partial, I will furnish them at any time entire for pub-

lication.

In one of these letters, which bears date January 17,

1817, and which was evidently intended to deny the

correctness ofmy method of practice in vaccination, and

to condemn the use of the vaccine scab, you say the

question has been put to you an hundred times, viz.

^'How happens it that you who first introduced the vac-

cine matter, and who first tried the experiment on your

own children, and who fought its battles, till you over-

came its enemies, and who has and still continues to

disperse the kine pock matter throughout this land;

and all over the world; how happens it that you are

not considered the vaccine ^gent? To this often re-
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peated question you say you have answered, Yankee

fashion, by asking another, namely, how happens it

that when a man climbs up an apple tree, and shakes

down the fruit, that there is often found some rogue of

a boy beneath him, who shall snatch up the apples and

run off with them? The history you add of discoveries

and inventions is full of such mortifying instances.'*

In reply to these insinuations, aimed at me as the

vaccine agent of the United States at that time, I have

only to inform the public plainly that I never was in-

debted to you in my life for a particle of the vaccine

matter, or for any knowledge of the kine pock that I

possess. The law to encourage vaccination originated

at my request, and from original information that I

communicated to congress, founded upon the use which

I was the first to make of the vaccine scabs which you

condemn. Why you therefore should have undertaken

to represent me as so great a rogue in vaccination, or

as wearing your hard earned laurels, I am at a loss to

discover. But after congress had approved and adopt-

ed my plan ^ it would have been extraordinary, indeed,

if the President should have interfered and appointed

you ^Hhe ao;ent" to carry it into effect, especially as

you have since shewn in your Qwn letters, that you do

not possess that knowledge of the vaccine scab which

is essentially necessary to enable any person to execute

it with safety to the public. ''Yankee" modesty itself,

I think, might blush at these your unjust pretensions.

But to waive for the present any serious discussion of

your merits as a Vaccinator, I will simply state, that I

am entirely ignorant of any discoveries, inventions, or

improvements made by you at any time in the business

of vaccination.
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It is true that you were so fortunate as to succeed

with the first portion of matter imported into America,

Qnd July^ 1800, and between this date and the autumn

following, you inform us you had inoculated about

^^fifty" persons. Your matter then, you say, became

"deteriorated ^'^^ and you add, that you were obliged to

abandon vaccination until you got another supply of

matter from England, which you did not accomplish

until the spring following. About this time, however,

a packet of genuine vaccine matter was also received in

this city, and with it ^'on the first day of May ^ 1801,"

I introduced the kine pock into Baltimore, before it

was seen in any other place in the United States, be-

yond the confines of Boston; and from this time the

genuine vaccine matter has been always kept pure

and active in my hands. I have never lost or changed

my original stock of this matter; neither have I ever

neglected to watch over it, to prevent its deterioration.

But I have preserved it carefully, and I have the

genuine matter still perfect and free from every im-

purity. If you therefore have been so fortunate as to

succeed, j^rs/, I am willing to leave it to others to de-

termine the question fairly between us, whether I have

not succeeded best.

I regret only, sir, that you should have so frequently

indulged yourself to excite vulgar prejudices against

me. I have had battles enough to fight with the ene-

mies of my institution, among the prejudiced and

illiberal part of the faculty, who it would be impossi-

ble to reconcile to any method of practice, that

threatens to interfere with their business, or lessen

4:he profits of their profession. But from you I flat-

tered myself, that I had only to expect a candid

3
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exposition of my errors, should you be so fortunate

at any time as to detect them. And for any such

service as this, there is no one who would be more

obliged to you than myself. But I cannot be so re-

gardless of my own feelings, or the welfare of others,

as to allow you any longer, or on any account, to mis-

represent either my character or method of practice

without making some attempt to defend myself against

such serious injuries, as I may receive from the weight

of your authority, and the disingenuousness with

which you wield your pen against me.

You, may wish to raise yourself in the esteem of

your countrymen, I have no doubt, by showing your

proper qualifications, to serve them as '^vaccine agent;''

and I can have no objection to your exercising an am-

bition so laudable. But if you wish to preserve my
respect or esteem, you must show wherein I have

acted wrong, over your own signature^ before our

countrymen, whose very humble servants we are, and

who, we may be certain, will do us equal and exact

Justice, when they are more fully informed on this

subject.

It is unfortunate, sir, I think, for us both, that you

should have so soon forgotten the correspondence, we

had when I first discovered you were privately en-

deavouring to make an unfavourable impression to-

wards me upon a committee in Congress, who had

the business of vaccination, at my request, under

their consideration. I then wished Congress to make

provision for the free distribution of the vaccine mat-

ter, and if I could have prevailed on them to adopt

my plan, we would have prevented, I believe, all the

sufferings and losses, deaths and confusion, that has
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since prevailed throughout the United States, on ac-

count of the small pox. But I had your influence and

authority to contend against, as well as the influence

and authority of many other respectable physicians;

and no provision was made to encourage vaccination.

You then objected to the use of the vaccine scab,

and advanced your own experience in such bold

terms against my method of practice, that you en-

tirely overbalanced the little influence I had, and

Congress deemed it inexpedient to act at all on the

business.

You observed in your letter to Dr. Condict, fifteenth

January, 1817, ^Hhat some gentlemen in the south

have said, they could determine the genuineness

of the preceding distemper, by the aspect of the scab

produced by if And "if this he true^'^^ you added,

^'1 confess I am willing to yield the palm to them!!"

But when I informed you candidly that such was the

fact, and that I would willingly enter with you into

the discussion of the principles, on which this method

of conducting vaccination was founded, you evaded

my invitation, and withdrew yourself as far as you

could from the field of dispute, leaving me to enter

into a controversy, with a person unknown to me

—

you referred me to Sylvanus FancherU and observ-

ed, ^Hhe correctness of my practice, could only

be determined by submitting the patients who had

been vaccinated with these scabs to the test of the

small pox!" But, sir, this was an experiment that

had been made by so many persons, and repeated so

often, year after year, that I did not think it worth while

to address you again on a subject, to the real merits of

lyhich you appeared to be so perfectly insensible.
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But as these past scenes appear to be obliterated

from your memory, and as your friend Dr. JS*athaniel

Potter^ of this city, professor of the theory and practice

of medicine in the University of Maryland j teaches

to the rising generation of physicians that you are

verily the "Jenner of Jimerica^^^ I will clear the

arena for you again; and however dubious I consider

the authority of our professor, on any question con-

nected with vaccination, I will enter fully with you at

any time into a discussion of the proper use of the vac-

cine scabs. I make this proposition, not so much for

my own gratification, as to correct your mistakes^

and to fortify the public confidence in vaccination^

against the discouraging doctrines of Professor Potter

himself, relative to the kine pock. See his work on

Contagion, page 114, where Dr. P. says, ^'it is pro-

blematical, whether vaccination is a certain prophy-

lactic for the sm.all pox or not." See also his letter to

me, of fifth February, 1822, republished in the Vac-

cine Inquirer, No. 2; wherein he has given it as his

opinion, that ^"^if there has been any criterion dis-

covered, by which we can pronounce a subject com-

pletely guaranteed against the invasion of the small

pox by vaccination, it is to be found in that insensi-

bility to the vaccine virus, which is the result of re-

peated vaccination^ till not even a local vaccine in-

fiammation can be excited.''

But I will be candid, and inform you before hand,

tlrat if you should ever indulge again in any anony-

mous attack upon me, I will forever thereafter consi-

der you as an ungenerous enemy; and will then en-

deavour to prove to you, 'Hhat Dr. S. is not in a

fog," as you have represented; but that he always saiU
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his own ship, without "2l pilot'' even in the. most stormy

weather. Dr. S, only regrets, that his ship has been un-

happily so much injured, by the torpedo,* that was late-

exploded under him in this city. But the main timbers

of the "Baltimore^^ being well seasoned with truth and

candour, remain uninjured; and she is ready to meet

the "Cambridge^^ in any latitude you may appoint.

I will annex to this communication a copy of my
letter to you of the 3rd February, 1817, and your an-

swer thereto, to serve as an introduction to the discus-

sion herein proposed, if agreeable to you.

I have the honour to be, with great respect,

Your obedient and humble servant,

JAMES SMITH.
Late Agent of Vaccination for the United States.

Letter from Dr. Smith to Dr. Waterhouse.

Vaccine Institution, Baltimore, Feb. 3, 1817.

Dr. Benjamin WaterhousEj
Cambridge.

Dear Sir,

Through the politeness of the Hon. Lewis Condict, I

have been favoured with the perusal of two of your let-

ters to him, on the subject of vaccination, from which it

would appear, that your experience relative to the use

of the vaccine crust, has led you to form conclusions

very different from those which I have adopted, and

which, if true, must be considered as completely sub-

versive of the principles upon which I am conducting

* The introduction of the small pox into North Carolina, and the

consequent repeal of the law to encourage vaccination.

3*
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the general Vaccine Institution, for the use of the citi-

zens of the United States. These principles are,

therefore, important, not only to ourselves, but to our

fellow citizens generally. They are the only princi-

ples upon which I could be able to furnish the genuine

vaccine matter, or would be willing to induce the pub-

lic to place their dependence on vaccination, as a cer-

tain infallible '^ever during shield" against small pox.

I feel solicitous, sir, for the honour of your corres-

pondence on this subject; but cannot promise you any

great or acceptable return for the rich harvest of in-

formation, which I would hope to gather in from so

distinguished an author, and personal friend of the

illustrious Jenner, as Dr. Waterhouse.

To ^4iterary or scientific honours," I can lay no claim,

none have been ever merited or bestowed on me; and

my name cannot be supposed to be known beyond the

sphere of my own private and ofl&cial duties. But

however unknown in the world, or limited in my ac-

quirements, I still feel that I am possessed of an

ardent desire to discover truth in every field of my
research; and in no pursuit am I more anxious to ac-

quire this invaluable gem, than in that in which I am
now publicly and most solemnly engaged. If, there-

fore, in your opinion, I have adopted erroneous and

dangerous principles, (at least so far as regards the

vletermining the genuineness of the preceding dis-

temper by the aspect of the scab produced by it,) or if

you believe I have fallen into a gross mistake, by giv-

ing a decided preference to the use of the scab, in-

stead of the eighth day limpid fluid; and that by these

mistaken opinions and dangerous practices, I may be

inducing any one into a delusive hope of security
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against small pox; I hope you will be more explicit in

the detail of your experiments, than has been given

in the letters before me; and that you will com-

municate to me your more accurate views and ob-

servations with as little delay as practicable. I do

not ask this development of your opinions, as if I had

any just claim to them, but I solicit a free discussion

of our widely differing modes of practice, as a favour

from you, which will greatly oblige me.

Whilst I invite, however, this liberal and friendly

discussion of a topic of much concern to the commu-

nity, in which we live, and to mankind in general,

may I not intreat you to be plain, to be honest with

me? to be just? to be candid before our countrymen?

to be generous to your weaker adversary? and to

remove the cloud which you believe obscures my
view, and exposes to danger the lives of so many of

our fellow-citizens.

With great respect for Dr. Waterhouse, whose high

reputation and elevated rank among professors has

been long known to me, I remain his most

Obedient and humble servant,

JAMES SMITH.

LetterJrom Dr. Waterhouse to Dr. Smith,

Cambridge, February 26, 1817.

Dr. James Smith,

Dear Sir,

I am under obligations to the honourable Mr. Con-

diet for your letter of the third instant. I ^received

it with pleasure, and read it with satisfaction. Per-
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haps I ought to say, that its reception y together with

his, I account among the most pleasant occurrences of

my life, inasmuch as they removed some erroneous ideas

I had, through misinformation, entertained. I hope

and believe that the object of all three is truth and the

good of mankind.

It seems that you and I differ somewhat in opinion,

relative to the efficacy, or rather infallibility of the

scab or crust. I once had a better opinion of that con-

cretion of lymph and virus than at present. My
doubts have been the result of experience. It is about

fifteen years since I published, in my Treatise, my
theory of the genuine pustule, the spurious one, and

the scab I hope for the benefit of the world that I

am wrong, and that your opinion of the efficacy of

these crusts or scabs is right. It can only be deter-

mined by submitting patients, who have been vac-

cinated with them, to the test of the small pox*

I believe there is no man any ^ where, who has

made so many experiments with the vaccine matter,

in all its forms, or vaccinated more, than Mr. Fan-

cher. On the receipt of Mr. Condict's letter, I wrote

to him. In reply, he narrates a series of facts, coin-

ciding with my own experience, and concludes in these

words;

"I do now frankly confess, that I never make use of

the vaccine scab, but I tremble for the reputation of

this blessed discovery, and my own reputation; at

least if it is not in my power to see my patients in less

than a week."

I have a respectable opinion of Mr. Fancher's ta-

lents, integrity, and disinterestedness. I know not

which to admire most, his industry, or his generosity.
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You would be surprised to see his immense collection

of scabs, and the mode he pursues to preserve them

from decomposition in a moist and warm atmosphere.

I have patronised this gentleman solely from the

opinion I had formed of his sagacity, industry, and

philanthropy; and I have encouraged him to make

numerous experiments to determine the efficiency of

the vaccine virus in all its forms, and the result has

been the confirmation of my first idea, viz. that of the

fluid on the eighth or ninth day being preferable to all

others. I wish, however, to see this thing determined

by fair experiment.

You estimate, I suspect, literary and scientific titles

and honours, so called, higher than I do. I hold them as

nothing when brought in competition with unadorned

truth, and real utility. I should be pleased to receive

your ideas on the interesting subject of your letter;

for the oldest of us have much to learn in every branch

of medicine, as well as in this wonderful part of it,

the commutation of a terrible disease, for one of the

mildest,

1 b^g you to accept the friendly and respectful salu-

tations of

Dear Sir,

Your obliged friend.

And humble servant,

BENJ. WATERHOUSE.
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Vaccine Institution , Baltimore, April 28, 1824.

j^ B.Smith,
Editor of the Vaccine Inquirer.

To Mr. Gideon B.Smith,

Sir,

/ deem it proper to inform you^ that T have lately

received a very unexpected acknowledgement from a

member of the Committee in Congress^ appointed Sth

March, 182^3 to inquire into the facts connected with

the unhappy introduction of the small pox into North

Carolina.

This gentleman^ Hon. Thomas Whipple^ writes me
from Washington^ on the Sd inst, and says^ "The
Committee did not examine the circumstances of the

unfortunate occurrence at Tarboro^ in North Carolina^

with.any viem to criminate yuu^ nor did theyfrom any

evidence laid before them come to the conclusion that you

were reprehensible on account of what happened in that

quarter; but, on the contrary^ believed that you were

blameless in that affairP

Upon what evidence then did the Chairman of

this Committee, (Mr. Burton^) charge me on this

occasion with having "slaughtered with indifference^^

so many of my fellow creatures in North Carolina?

and why was the law to encourage vaccination re'

pealed by Congress on this account? Mr. B, it is

hoped^ will yet furnish the public with the evidence

upon which his assertions were grounded; if he has

any evidence to produce. Jit present I will only add^

that if he can satisfy his own mind that he is not

to blame for all tTie fatal consequences that have fol-

lowed the repeal of this law, J wilt Jorgive him all the

injuries I have sustained for his personal hostility and

criminal conduct toward ^^ me.

J am^ your friend and obH servant,

JAMES SMITH.
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JSTational Vaccine Institution.

To Subscribers to the JVat. Vac, Institution.

Some misunderstanding having occurred with certain subscribers

to this Institution, in consequence of the misstatements that

were made in Congress relative thereto, about the time that the law
"to encourage vaccmation," was repealed, I deem it proper to sub-
mit to you the following extracts from the prospectus of this Insti-

tution.

**^r^. 1. Any physician or other citizen of the United States, sub-
scribing to these proposals, and paying not less than ten dollars, shall

be entitled to a constant supply of the genuine vaccine matter, as

often as the same may be wanted, free of any costs or charges, until

firstday of Jan. 1823.

*'Art, 2. Voluntary donations will be received, if forwarded to the
undersigned through the medium of the post office, by any citizen of
the United States, to be applied towards establishing and supporting
a National Vaccine Institution in the City of Washington. Should
this attempt nevertheless fail to receive that encouragement from the
public, upon which alone any hopes are now entertained, that an
effective vaccine institution can be established and supported, the
whole amount of donations received shall be returned to the several
donors, who may have paid the same."
These proposals were published in 1818, and forwarded te many

diiferent persons in the United States, and donations and subscrip-
tions were accordingly received by me from many persons, whose
names and places of residence, as well as the several sums given or
subscribed, are all carefully registered in my books, and can be re-
ferred to at any time.

A number of special agents were also appointed by me and sent
out expressly **to distribute the genuine vaccine matter, and to vac-
cinate gratuitously," all who pleased to tiike advantage ot my offers to
serve them. We vaccinated the rich, as well as the families of the poor.
Bui it is ROW to be regretted, it appears, that in this way 1 gave offence
unintentionally to many physicians, who considered my proceedings
as a hostile interference with their particular business. We per-
sisted, however, in tliis work, and from the most accurate calcula-

tions 1 can make of the number of persons we vaccinated, (including
those for whom I operated myself, free of any charge, in this city

and in other places,) we secured from the small pox upwards of one
hundred thousand individuals, during the period of five years, for
which I undeitotik to preserve and distribute the matter as above.
From documents that have been made out, properly authenlicated,

and deposited in the office oi the Secretary of State, it appears that
previous to the sixteenth April. 1822, the sum of $40,167 was sub-
scribed to my proposals, and that out of this amount, the sum of
$22,337 was collected hy my agents, from 6235 subscribers, to whom
they rendered 6750 days' service, under my :superintendance.
From this date up to the twenty-first February last, the further

sum of $2,928 has been collected, making in the whole $25,265 re-
ceived by me; out of which sum the daily expenses and wages of the
special agents I employed were all paid.
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Of the small sums sent to me, and entered as donations on my books,
the chief part was either intended at first, or was afterwards converted
by the donors themselves, into subscriptions for a supply of matter for

their own use. On which account, the whole amouiit subscribed and
paid to me, has been incluoed in one general account, subject to cor-

rection at any tin:e by the individuals concerned.
There is another cause of dissatisfaction still prevalent among some

ot the good people of this state which it may be proper to explain.

It is verily and simply this, that in the winter of 1809—10, when
the small pox was exceedingly prevalent, I applied to the Legislature
of Maryland for their aid, and offered to furnish the genuine vaccine

matter, with proper directions for its use, to the citizens of the state

generally, if they would allow me for this service $1000 a year, for

three years. I then also assured the Legislature, that if they would
grant my request, 1 had no doubt but that 1 would be able thereby
to extirpate the small pox from among us. My "project," however,
Avas considered by the Legislature as too "speculative and chim,e-

rical," to entitle me to any solid or ceuain rew^ard for the attempt;
but wishing to encourage vaccination, they granted me ia'lieu of my
request, the privilege of raising $30,000 by lottery, clear of all ex*
penses, if I would engage to use ray best exertions, and would fur-

nish the matter for a period of six years. The public took a lively

inteiest in this lottery, and i received out of the proceeds of the

same, the nett sum of $12,797..20, which the ma^.agers paid to me,
in part of the compensation due to me by the state, for the services

I performed. Instead of thanking me, however, for having accom-
plished my ''chimerical project" with the means I derived from this

Lottery. The enemies of my institution now deceive the peo^)le, and
say that I have drawn $30,000 ot their money from them, for which
they are not to receive any benefit!" The unthinking are thus ig-

norantly led to curse the hand who has relieved them.

If there is any subscriber to this Institution, however, or any othep -

individual, who may want any further information from me on any
subject herein referred to, I beg he will ask of me direct, and he
shall be more particularly informed. And if there is any dissatisfied

person, who can show that I have failed in any particular to peiibrm
my whole duty, whatever subscription or sun» of money any such perr-

son may have paid me, shall be returned to him forthwith.

JAMES SMITH.
General Vaccine Institution^

Baltimorey May 1, 1824.

Postcript.

The genuine Vaccine Matter is preserved and regu-

larly dispensed from this Institution as heretofore.

J. S.










